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FOREWORD-

RRECTIVE READING IN THE HACK SCHOOL CLASSROOM is =the scan
, ,

=
in the PerspeCtivesiin_Reading'serim Previous Per-spettii* Volumes

have =been concerned with-colligeAdult Readinginstructiol; Reading
Instruction in Secondary Selitiok-Children,=-Books and Reading, bevel=
opirtgli Study Skills= in Secondary= Schools, and First Grade: Reading
Proovinit, A coMpanion_voluMe,_ Corrective Reading in the Elementary
Classroom, -the seventh Perspectives in-Reading; will be published follow-
ing the International Reading: Association's-Eleventh Annual. Convention
in May 1966,T.at =which tiMe:the= papers deVated- to that subject Will be

Peripectives COrifererice,-May4-5.
=

H. Alan Robinson and Sidney J.-sRauch edited Corrective Reading in
the, High School Classroom -This volume indudes the papers presented
at-IRA's Seventh, Perspectives in Reading Conference which was held
just prior to the annual meeting of National COuncil of Teachers o_ f
English in liostorii Novernber 23=24, 1965.-

The International Reading Asiociation is indebted to Dr. Robinson
and Dr. Rauch for the care With which the conference was organized
and the efficiency with which the papert were edited. IRA presents this
volume with the hope that the. ideas,, rfiethodS; and techniques deittibed
will, prove valuable to high school teachers In- their continuing task of--
improving reading skills of high School students.

DOROTHY KENDALL BRACKEN

President, 19654966
International Reading =Association

iii
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JERRY 171 . -PARSLEY.

LYONS TOWNSHIP HIGH SCHOOL, LAGRANGE, ILLIt.OIS

I. Promising Procedures in Corrective
Reading: A Summary

TODAY'S high -school: teacher often_ finds himself in =a predicament as
- _to how best to help-a. _large number of students_ who are experiencing

difficulty in his snbjed'-irea. Often= the:teacher may:suSpect that the
difficulty is Some6Ow connected- with-'the- students'- -reading abilities.
However, since the school's facilities.fnr instruction-- may well be

_limited to assisting those_ §tudents- -Who- have extreme_ reading- problems
and "since "the- teacher= himself -may,well.-- have had no training in the
teaching of reading, the teacher' s_ at a loss knoWing -What to do.

This Per.spettive.t in Raiding- is designed_ esp-ecially fOr the -teacher
described- in =paragraph. The -volume--presehtS many pro,
tedures for improving instructions in the several content areas; procedures
which are applications of various sound prificiPlo of= reading. Not only
are-these procedures well-founded, they are tangible-and practical as well.

-Some Principles and Procedures

In chapter two, Dr. Alan-RObinson emphasizes that corrective
reading instruction is the responsibility of all teachers who use the medium
of print. Since reading is a-process rather than a subject, it is-impossible
to separate reading from content; the praCtice of removing students frOn;

class for training with materials unrelated to atadenlic subjects defeats .
the purpose of instruction. First, for-many,students there is little transfer
of learning. Second, although some reading skills may be taught in one
situation and applied in another, other skills need to be taught, applied,
and reinforced specifically in each content area. The idea, then, that
reading can be taught first and content later would seem to be fallacious; .

the improvement of reading ability should be part of the content area
curriculum;

C,.



2 PROMISING PROCEDURES

Teachers should be awarethat a wide range of reading levels, strengths,
and weaknesses exists in the conte area clasSrooms, even in various
"tracks." Included in this range are 'Those students who are in need of
corrective reading instruction. While these students are not as severely
handicapped as the retarded readersAhose who_ find reading a totally
frustrating- exteriencethey -haVe various difficulties -and_ deserve the
Maximum help which the Content-area teacher- can giVe.

Arriong the general proeedures for any content area-teacher to use in
_ _the classroom are:: First, the teacher should establish readiness for reading

and studying to improve students' understanding. The teacher; therefore,
shOuld focus the Students' attention on (1) relating prick experiences to
reading and (2) developing key Vords and concepts necessary for various
selections. Sec- ond, the teacher should ass- ist. students in developing and
applying individual study techniques. Since "forniula" study methods
cannot be used.mechanically in all content areas, application with neces-

.i'ary modifications Should be stressed. Third; the teacher should utilize
multi-level material wheneVer possible, Differentiated assignments offer
increased opportunities for accomplishment by incliiidual students.
Fourth; the teacher should place emphasis on purposes for reading..These
purposes for reading are innately linked with readiness for reading.
Fifth, the teacher should be aware of the need for _continuous evaluation
as an integral part of instruction. Rather than evaluating an entire unit
as such, the teacher should separate the work into smaller parts and
evaluate the smaller parts. Finallyi the teacher should develop classroom
libraries in order to enrich student& backgrounds. These libraries should
be relevant to each content area and should contain materials at various
interest and reading levels. As an addition to existing school libraries,
classroom libraries can provide on-the-spot motivation for reading.

Diagnostic Techniques

Dorothy Kendall Bracken stresses in chapter three that in today's high
schools specifiC evaluations of student reading abilities are necessary. A
teacher can no longer be satisfied with general comments; rather, evalua-
tion in terms of specific areas of comprehension or specific vocabulary
skillsto -cite just two examplesis necessary.

In exploring- the various factors that could contribute to reading.diffi-
culties which would require corrective instruction, the teacher could well
employ a specialist approach. In this approach, a variety of measures,
both formal and informal, may be used. The teacher, therefore, should
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weigh the relative values of standardized and informal testing, possibly
using informal testing as a means of supporting or extending the results
of standardized tests. Regardless of the measures used, it is important
that the-teacher evaluate expediently and assess accordingly.

An important area to be evaluated is that of mental capacity or ability:
It is essential that the teacher be cautious of using just one capacity score
as a yalid measure. Further,- since the ,capacity score may well be influ-
enced by reading ability,: the teacher should be coghizant that individual
capacity-tests administered by trained personnel-often yield higher scores
than group test scores._

Means of evaluating mental ability Other than group- or individual
testing may be judiciously used: (1) speed Of. learning, (2) spOken
vocabulary, (3) ability to organize ideas; (4) ability to see relationships
among ideas, (5) ability to gain ideas from listening. In assessing the
last-mentioned ability; two c6mparable tests may be used, one to be read
by the student, and the other- to be presented orally by the teacher.

Readirig competency or reading level is a second important area to be
evaluated. -For this, the teacher. may use the reading section of a battery
of achievement tests. Much can be gained by the teacher's scoring these
tests himselfor otherwise 'analyzing the student's errorsand by eliciting

II froth the student the reasons why he responded in a certain way. Reading
survey tests may also -be advantageously utilized. Informal means of
evaluating reading coinpetency include: (1) standard informal inven-
tories, (2) teacher- prepared informal inventories, and (3) checklists of
skills.

The high school teacher should consider various other factors which
can influence students' reading abilities. Among physical conditions which
may be of significance are visual functioning, and a history of severe
illness or unconsciousness. Emotional problems, educational problems
such as class size or frequent change from school to school, and lack of
interest or desire to. learn must be considered in diagnosing reading
difficulties.

The Readitig Consultpt
Nancy Vick, in chapter four, discusses the role of a reading consultant

in content area classrooms. There are various services which the consultant
can provide: (1) knowledge and understanding of students with reading
problems, (2) assistance in applying the special study- skills needed in
each content area, (3) understanding of special methods of study, (4)
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demonstration of ways to teach vocabulary, (5) deMonstration of ways
to increase comprehensiOn, and (6) help in selecting materials.

In assisting teachers to now and meet students on their own ground,
the consultant can in checking reading levels, both instructional and
independent. He may help identify those students who are in 'need of
Corrective reading. Further, the consultant may aid the teacher in Under;
standing individual differences in motivation, interests, and mental ability.

To htlp classroom teachers with special study skillk the consultant may
be of service in defining_and separating" the various'ariotis skills so that they may
be taught:effectiVely. In ascertaining what study skills should be taught;
consideration should be given to those necessary for locating information,
for previewing and setting putpot'6 for reading, for outlining, for note-
taking, and for effectively using maps, charts; graphs, etc.

The consultant may introduce itspeCial study method such as SQ3R
to be used in specific tonunt area classes.

Assistance- in vocabulary may--be given in several ways. 1. first, the
consultant may suggest methods by which words can be introduced.
Second, he may suggett words which_ probably will give students difficulty.
A third way the consultant can aid the teacher in the area of vocabulary
development is to help him keep infonried of appropriate standardized
test results. Fourth, the consultant may suggest ways the teacher can give
instruction in the efficient, intelligent use of the dictionary.

The consultant may provide additional bchind-the-scene services:
(1)- aid in selecting, administering, and interpreting various tests;
(2) aid in the use of informal means of evaluation; (3) assistance with
teacher-niade tests; and (4) assistance in developing instructional guides.

Reading and Writing
Leitha Paulsen and Nancy Lanner present in chapter five a method

for using writing to help the poor reader. Since many prior attempts to
integrate the reading and writing aspects of language arts have been
futile, perhaps the difficulty has been in the traditional read-then-Nrite
approach. The method given_ in chapter five places first emphasis on
writing. Through organizing hiS ideas,, the student can better grasp the
meaning of the writing of others. In addition, skills fixed in writing are-
more readily available for transfer to reading.

All good writing, it is assumed, has structure; good writing is nOtIn
amorphous mass of words but a harmoniously patterned whole. Since
structure shapes meaning, the student must be made aware of structural
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unity., Further, the student should become conscious of structure in units
of varying sizes and forms.

Employing the key word technique, the teacher assists the student in
stripping down sentences which the student has written withoist guidance;
then this skill is applied to the analysis of a paragraph. From the key -
wiard analysis, the main idea of the paragraph becomes apparent The
key- word technique is thus used as a device for building structure into
Writing.

The -student next---formulates criteria -for a good -Paragraph: :a- tlearly
stated main -idea, all- details__Supporting this -.main- idea._ In addition, he
learns - to limit the-_ topic The_, student subsequently imposes
structure on what .others have written. The teacher leads the student
through various paragraphs, showing. that the main idea may be devel-
oped in several_ paragraphs. -Thus, the student is better able to set the
structure in-the writing of others.

A second tethnique for dealing with _paragraph unity is The use of
carefully programed legions which -Serve; as cognitive .-"maPs." These
maps, patterned after -Samples of good paragraph writing,: are worked
out by the student :id- teacher. -Maps for.unity, order, and purposeatre
evolved; the student then follows these maps when writing paragraphs of
his own. The maps not .only show the student where to begin and where
he wants to go, but also they prescribe each step to be taken.

-Specificity is a- second concept considered in chapter five. Students
often tend to write in -generalizations; their paragraphs lack "flesh and
blood." In attempting to correct this weakness of student writing, teachers
have frequently used the generalization: "Add more concrete details."
The failure of this advice to significantly improve specificity suggests
that teachers should otherivite aid students in being more concrete.

Seven methods 9f support are Suggested in this chapter: (1) . general
to particular, (2) particular to general, (3) division or enumeration,
(4) comparison and contrast, (5) details of sFace and 'time, (6) defi-
nition, and (7) cause-effect. The leather should recognize,- however, that
paragraphs seldom contain but one method of support; more often
methods of support are used in combination.

Evaluation of Author's Theme
t

Oliver Andresen emphasizes in chapter six that a significant purpose
of reading literature is to gain insight into one's own problems. In order
to assist students in ferreting out and passing judgment on the theme in
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work of literature, it is valuable to utilize a profundity scale or measuring
stick that can be used from story to story.

Such a profundity scale is detailed in this chapter. For the fir plane
of this scale, the physical plane, the reader is concerned only with the
physical actions of the characters. At the mental plane, the concern is
with both physical and mental actions. The third, or moral plane, involves
physical and mental activities in light of a moral or ethical code relevant
to-time and place. The fourth plane, the psychological plane, incorporates
the preceding levels plus the reasons why characters act as they do. The
final plane of the-profundity scale, the philosophical plane, embcdiel not
only the preceding planes but also the universal qualityvalid, but not
entirely truecommon to all man.

The teacher may devise and implement other scales for the teaching
of literature. Such scales could be advantageously used in treating
characterization, style, and the like.

Reading in the Social Studies
Marion Jcnkinson observes in chapter seven that social studies embodies

a wide range of content. The reading material that conveys social studies
concepts is equally varied in term-. of words, ideas, and modes-of thinking.
The student not only must bring meanino the page, he also must derive
meaning from it. To comprehend this material, the student needs tht
ability to interact appropriately with small and larger units, units which

.inwease from single Words through paragraphs. The student must first,
perceive words, then produce associations with these words. He must also
select relevant associations and synthesize associations to produce meaning.

Two major considerations for increasing reading power in social
studies, then, appear to be: (1) the development of functional word
knowledge and (2) the development of strategies for understanding
material of this content area. -Three areas of functional word knowledge
considered are (1-) function words, (2) shifts of word meaning, and (3)
classifying through word meaning.

The development of function wordscoordinators or connectives
should be systematic, since these wo-ds give direction to thinking. Among
these function words arc those that indicate cause and effect (e.g.,
because), ,,how condition (if), reveal contrast (whereas), indicate time
relationships (before), and show parallel ideas (therefore). Further,
among these words there arc many which have varying meanings, for
example, while, which may indicate time, condition, or parallel idedS.,

ho
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Beginning with his own expo ience. the student should be made aware of
the differences in meanings.

Difficulties which students in social studies emperience with shifts of
word meaning arise from the use of familiar u-ort's in unfamiliar contexts.
and from the metaphorical implications of terms. Some understanding of
students difficulties may be gained from considering a term such as
"machine age."

One of the main methods by which the social Audies teacher can aid
thinking through language is by using words to aid in the Classification
of ideas. Since most learning occurs in the recognition of similarities and
differences, the teacher should explore the possibilities of direct dassifica-
tir .t through this method. Second, the teacher should recognize that the
ability to apprehend overlapping classifications develops slowly and is
barely achieved by the time a student enters high school.

The second major consideration for increasing reading power in social
studies is the development of strategies for understanding material of this
context area, and may be divided into teaching strategies and studying
strategies. The first teaching strategy is development of awareness that
the main idea of a passage may occur in various positions, or it may be
implicit. A second teaching strategy is developing competence in cob.-
prehension through discussion with a student of his own errors.

Inherent disadvantages to the traditional method of outlining indicate
that application of different methods of organization. which follow the
steps in the developing rogic of children is an important strategy for
studying. Two different methods, the hierarchical and matrix plan, are
detailed in chapter seven.

Corrective Reading in Science

Students who need corrective reading instruction in high school science
classes, George Mallinson observes in chapter eight, arc primarily in
"geneial" courses such as general science, general biology, or general
physical science. These studcnts, who often have been discouraged from
taking more specialized courses, experience difficulty because the content
of the general courses is drawn from many science disciplines, because
extensive basic vocabulary is used and because many terms appear which
arc infrequently used in other materials. In addition, students often are
taught by teachers who have received little or no training in the techniques
involved in teaching reading or in the.principles involved in learning to
read.
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Various positive actions- =techniques- which have been successfully
triedmay be used by the science teacher to aicrthe student who needs
corrective reading instruction. F_ irst,,the teachet should take time to assist
the reader, rather thin = merely asking him to read a certain number' of
pages. Second, the teacher should explain the = various parts of the
textbook e.g., table of contents, glossary, and index. A- third positive action
IS having the students outline chapters of the textbook by copying and
placing in the proper hierarchies the headings and subheadings. The
student then places items in the correct hietarchies and explains his
reasons for doing so.-Fourth, the teacher can profitably use material other
thin the basic textboOk. The use of this material should be- carefully
planned_ = Fifth, the science teacher can compare and explain varying
usage of terms, for example, the scientific use of "ukergy" as compared
with the everyday or colloquial use. --Stth, the teacher may have the
student compare "science. corners'' of -newspapers with = appropriate
sections of textbook& Thus, the student is given the opportunity to detect
errors, and he learns the importance of considering the authenticity- of
printed statements.

While there is no apparent panacea for the teacher of science working
with students who require = corrective reading instruction, judicious use of
the foregoing positive actionswith adaptations when necessaryshould
help eliminate some of the problem reader's difficulties in science.

Corrective.Reading in Mathematics
In chapter nine, Richard Muelder presents several methods for helping

students read mathematic& The teacher shOuld initially consider the use
of various results of tests of mathematics skills which (1) help define the
limits of the reading- problem in this Content area; (2) suggest categories
of = the problem, for example, speed in_ relation to comprehension; (3)
focus- attention on individual students' strengths and weaknesses; (4)
point Out need for supplenientary materials at a variety of levels; and
(5) are . in choosing aids to help promote readiness.

Various techniqueS for aiding students during the school year are
detailed. By establishing' carly in the year, purposes for reading mathe-
matics and by suggesting ways for improving their reading, the- teacher
gives the students a good start. Ways of improving mathematics reading,
suggested by Mr.-. Mitelder, include, first, assisting -students in using
textbooks effectively; second, discussing the condensed nature of mathe-
matical writingthe density of ideas, the importance of single words, and
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the high level of abstraction; third, emphasizing the need for several rates
in reading Mathematics; fourth, previewing an assignment- to gain a
general idea of what it is about; fifth; indicating the importance of careful
rereading. For this rereading, the -student _may need to use pencil and
paper,_ and Work out parts tO-Understand- the _whole. The student should
try to picture what he is retding_ind should draw figures from definitions.
He should also ask questions of =the author and -criticaLA SiXthmethod
is _undertaking planned vocabulary-Study.The studentinay_maintain his
own- glossary, not _only_ for- reView olviordi but also_ for iMploying kines-
thesia -to-aid learning. _

FolloWing presentatioN these- techniques_ should be evaluated by the
students. This evaluation, period offers- the mathematics teacher an
-excellent-opportunity to reetiphasize the significance_ of efficient reading.

Questions Adniinistritots Ask About Reading
Nila Banton Smith observes in chapter ten, as educational history goes,

it is only recently that the teaching of- reading has been considered an
appropriate secondary-schoo- l; subject. Administrators have only recently
displayed a keen interest in:theteaching of-reading; they have shown an
eagerness to do something worthwhile to improve reading instruction;
they have actively sought information and_ advice.-

A frequent question which administrators ask about reading in the
secondary schools concerns the terminology which designates the differing
types of reading instruction. FO-r=the purpose of this Perspectives, it is of
value to distinguidt between corrective and remedial reading. "Corrective
reading," Dr. Smith states, "is used to designate the type of work done
with less serious cases, those who perhaps are .retarded only a year or so
in terms of potential, who apparently have no deep-seated cause of
difficulty; and who respond readily to treatment. Such students usually
are taught in groups according to their particular needs and abilities."

A second question, frequeUtly asked, concerns methods of convincing
both students and parents that corrective reading instruction is necessary.
The current job situation requires an education which is in a large part
obtained from 'reading. Further, our modern, fast-moving civilization
demands that everyone develop speedier and more effective reading skills.
Since surveys reveal that many high school students are not reading as
well as they should, corrective reading seems necessary.

A third question pertains the involvement of subject-matter teachers in
corrective reading programs. Interest may be created by requesting
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teachers to be- present at preliminary activities designed to create and
encourage interest in the school's reading program. Teachers should be

included in planning activities, too.
A fourth questiOn concerns what specific things the content area teacher

can do in his classroom. Chapters five through nine provide a wealth of
valuable = procedures.

Another4frequent question, asked by administrators, pertains to locating
qualifieci reading specialist& Placement bureaus and state educational
institutions should be of help. Or; a school can develop a SPecialist from
a member of its own ranks.

Answers to other questions--such as "What should I look for in
eniploying a reading specialist?" "What may I expect of a reading
consultant in secondary school?"and pointers for starting a corrective
reading program and for conducting in-service courses for teachers are
given in detail in chapter ten.
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UNIaltsITV OF CHICAGO

2. Corrective Reading in the High School
Classroom: Soine Princifies and

Procedures

IN
THE- EARLY BAYS of American .education, it was assumed that a

student learned to read in- the primary grades and then he read to
learn in subsequent grades. Today we know that the assumption has little
validity for the various disciplines present a. multitude of differing,
complex ideas on the printed page. In order to cope with the increasingly
difficult concepts and the rapid-fire changes within a content field, many
high school students need concrete assistance in understanding, inter-
preting, evaluating, organizing, and utilizing the required and supple-
mental reading demanded of them. The very curricular changes which
demand heightened concept development, which call for the ability to
deal with a variety of types of reading materials, and which put a
premium on critical thinking, cause the reading tasks to magnify and
extend the complexity of the reader's role.

The assistance- needed by many of our students cannot be provided
easily by someone elseother than the classroom teacher responsible for
instruction in a particular content area. A reading teacher or reading
consultant may be of some aid, but this person cannot possiblyThe as
familiar with the types of reading in a given subject as theteacher-expert.
And even if the reading specialist were particularly knowledgeable in._ a
given field, the time the student normally needs the aid is when he is
confronted with a .problem within the classroom setting. Hence, any
content area teacher who uses the medium' of print.,as an instructional
tool must accept the responsibility of "helping his students contend
efficiently and effectively with the reading tasks of the specific discipline.

Transfer of learning. In the past, educators seem to have depended on
the questionable concept of transfer of learning to take care of the many

11
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gaps they did not help their students fill during the high school years. For
a large percentage of our high school students the gaps remained, for they
could only make the transfer if the next learning situation was identical
to the initial one. When the next learning situation displayed different
characteristics,:they 'faltered or failed =- because they did not possess the
seturity=-oir. flexibility which would permit them to alter or amend the
pattern initially established; To some extent, the problem Still tonfronts
us._ When We:introduce a reading Skill, in one framework,- usin& a par-
titular Aype of reading Material, we often assume that it is-tanght and_the
student cancan= now apply it in-all other situations:I Obviously_; for Many of
our students, this is not valid. Direct guidante is needed in appliCation
and adjustment of specific skills as they are used with different materials
and fol. different purposes.

If we agree that introduction, instruction, reinforcement, and review
are essential aspects of learning, then it is conceivable that a skill may be
introduced and taught in one situation, using- certain kinds of Materials; ,

and reinforced in another situation, using other kinds of materials. Review
0.

is probably essential In both situations. But, if the skill is to be retained
and used, it is best introduced a lid taught in the situation where it is
immediately needed. For example, if the highoScitool houses develop-
mental reading classes (this is a slightly incongruous concept anyway,
since there is no such subject as reading; the reading process depends
upon a content), and if the "common" reading skills are introduced and

_taught in the reading classes, reinfortement and guided application are
needed in the content areas that make use of such common skills. On the
other hand, some skills (often, specialized, but sometimes the common
skills used in specific ways) are best introduced and initially taught_ when
needed in a particular content area. The skill of outlining is far better
taught initially with the expository material in social studies than with
the narrative material of the literature class. The skill of following printed
directions is needed far more fit- quently in mathematics, science, and
home economics=than in social studies, English.or French.

Patterns of writing. One very important reason certain reading skills
assume particular significance,- in certain content areas, is because of
differences in patterns of writing fundament:0. to specific disciplines.
Smith (2) pointed out that although .patterns ,in, literature have been
established for years, we have not looked carefullr-erlough at the patterns
in other subject areas. In her study of 206 textbooks used in grades seven
through twelve, she found some distinct patterns in science; social studies,

o
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and mathematics. In science she named classification, explanation of a
technical process, instructions for an experiment, detailed statement-of-
facts, description of a problem-solving situation, and abbreviations and
equations as the major patterns of writing. In social studies, she pointed
out pictures and maps; -cause .and '"effect, sequential events with dates,
comparison, detailed statement:of:facts, and propaganda as the most
frequent patterns.- In tratheMatics, she described the short -paragraph
setting forth a problem situation, explanation of a mathematical prOcess,
'graphs and charts, and special syMbolS, signs and formulas as the chief
patterns.

The content area teacher who is able to help poor readers view the
Most significant patterns and set purposes for reading in terms of the
patterns, will probably help- these students reap =benefits they never felt
were achievable.-,The recognition-Of pattern is the recognition of structure;
many of the chapters in this book will promulgate the therne that problem
readers can be helped -,to best remember and comprehend if they are able
to use structure and organization to unearth ideas. For example, the
student who beeomes used to surveying his reading prior to study, searches
not only for what the author says but, how he says it. Recognition of a
cause- effect pattern in social studies material will help the student set a
purpose for reading and prOvide a pathway for ideas. Learning the
characteristic pattern of most -mathefnatical problems focuses the reader's
concern on important steps leading to process as opposed to content.
Hence, emphasis placed on the' writing patterns in the various subject-
matter areas will enhance reading skill, and will, in turn, improve the
poor reader's opportunities of understanding and remembering the very
ideas which are of _chief concern to him and- to his teacher.

Corrective Reading

Who is this poor reader capable of receiving help in the content area
classroorn? He is not the student with such Severe learning difficulties and
such a low reading level that he is totally unable to function in 'the
classroom. He is not the student -with a very low reading level who has a
severe 'emotional problem. He is the student who is "hot reading- up to his
capacity; who usually understands and retains what he hears but has
recognizable problems in handling the textbooks, reference materials, and
supplementary readidg required in-the particular content area classroom.
In the next chapter, Mrs. Bracken suggests some concrete methodS of
identifying the student in need of corrective help, and also indicates
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specific ways of learning more about his individual strengths and
weaknesses.

In the concluding chapter Dr. Smith contrasts corrective reading and
remedial reading in an endeavor to enlighten the administrator. She
makes a valuable distinction and one which the content area teacher
must keep in mind. The-severely retarded reader in need of remedial help
needs highly individual help based on highly specialized diagnosis.- -The
content area teacher cannot,be expected to Fovide such treatment. The
learner in need of corrective reading, oii =the other hand, is not severely
retarded in reading and usually responds well to treatment; Such treat-
ment is not -only within -the realm of possibility for the content area
teacher, but actually his responsibility. This entire book focuses on under-
lying principles and praginatic activities related to that responaility.

Here are some exaniples of high school students-who could profit from
corrective help in reading:

(1) John Jeffrey is a high school senior who obtains satisfactory grades but
never seems to have time for anything else but study. He belongs to no
clubs and doesn't participate in any other c.,:hool activities. His
intelligence is high and he scores extremely high on a reading achieve-
ment test. On questioning, John indicates that he spends six to eight
hours every day on his school work. He finds it necessary to read over
and over his materials in order to remember the information and
concepts. His normal study technique is memorization.
John appears to need help in learning an organized attack on his
reading in addition to learning how to make notes and outline.
Although his reading level is high, the study reading he accomplishes
takes its toll on him by shutting out many other life activities. John
needs help from every teacher in how to most efficiently deal with the
various reading materials in the particular disciplines.

(2) Jacqueline "Crisp just passes in all of her tenth grade subjects involving
reading, although the results of intelligence tests and her general alert
attitude would suggest that she should do mush better. She reads
-haltingly when called on to read orally. Her written assignments based
on outside reading seem to show that she uses words incorrectly quite
often. She does poorly on the vocabulary section of reading achieve-
ment tests. --

Jacqueline seems to need help in vocabulary development in all of her
subjects. Perhaps the English teacher might help her work nut a
method of improving her vocabulary, but obviously the teachers in each
subject will need to help her deal with the technical vocabulary of the
particular area. r
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(3) Mike Robbins is having a terrible time in ninth grade General Science.
He does well enough in his other subj, zts but he seems to be quickly
moving toward the failure level in this subject. Upon examination of
the General Science textbook, which is the one book being used in the
course, the reading level is approximately, at grade fourteen. Mike's
reading level is about grade ten.
Since the textbook will not be discarded, Mike needs to be helped in
learning how. to Make use of the various contextual, typographical, and
structural aids in the bciok. He needs to learn a study system using the
book. This, of course, can best be accomplished by the science teacher
and Mike rather than someone not familiar with the book or the
Subject. (Incidentally, the classroom teacher will want to soon deter-
mine whether or not it is wise-to use this particular textbook.)

Here is an example of a high school student who could profit from
remedial help working with a trained specialist rather than expecting
appreciable help from the classroom teacher:

Bert Cluny is unable to read any of the materials normally used fur
instructional purposes in any of his disses. He finds it-difficult to communi-
cate ideas even when material is read to him. He achieves, on a standardized
reading test, four grades below his grade level and six grades below his very
fine potential. He seems nervous and distracted in all of his classes except
physical education.
Bert must obviously have a more intensive diagnosis, but just from the
evidence at hand he appears to be in need of remedial reading and perhaps
other kinds of assistance too. The classroom teacher cannot do more than be
sympathetic, *try to make learning as attainable as possible under the
circumstance-4, and give full cooperation to a specialist who should be
working with Bert. In the event that no such, specialist is available, the
teacher should attempt to, get help from an outside agency.

The examples cited above are but a feW of the many types of possible
problems. Examples, unfortunately, can often mislead because of too
much specificity or too much generalization. These are just meant to
serve as pragmatic definers of the terms usedcorrective or remedial
reading.

Track systems and other-methods-of school-wide-grouping will not
eliminate the need for corrective.reading. The range of reading levels may
be more limited in the classroom when the school has used a grouping
system based on reading achievement, but the individual strengths and
weaknesses of the individuals in the classroom remain varied and multi-

.1
tudmous. The high school teachet in the classroom using the content of
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the discipline becomes a corrective reading specialist in his particular
subject area.

Principles and Procedures

In chapter one, Mr. Parsley summarized a number of basic principles
and procedures suggested by- the authors of various chapters in this book.
He cited several general procedures suggested in this chapter for the use
of all content area teachers. These procedure-principles are elabOrated
upon here along with additional recominendatiOns of a general nature.
Chapters -five through nine, concerned with the various subject
fields, specify application of thete suggestions and add new ones pertinent
to particular disciplines.

1. Readitfess. The problem reader needs special emphasis placed on
readiness for a given content and for the use of certain skills that he must
be prepared to use in order to read and study that content. Time spent on
developing readiness with those who need* if-Will -phove profitable for
both students and teacher. It is not time taken away from teaching the
subject matter; it is the wise use of time which will -result in improved
understanding and retention of ideas on the part of the student who has
been experiencing difficulty with reading asSignmentS.

Whether the reading assignment; is to be accomplished in class or at
home, ,the teacher Must set aside enough time prior to the reading for the
development of readiness. Readiness might normally consist of (a) relating
the past experiences of the students to the new reading assignment, (b)
discussing technical vocabulary, (c) setting a purpose(s) for the reading.

0 The use of earlier reading assignments and other vicarious experiences,
as well as actual experiences when pertinent and possible, as a tool to
opening a new door is almost always beneficial. The student realizes that
he is hot approaching an assignment completely foreign to him. Discus-
sions of a few significant words or temis used in the assignment, prior to
reading it, also help students feel a sense of familiarity when they approach
their assignments. Discussion of technical vocabulary, in addition, aids in
setting a purpose or purposes for the reading since the reader is urged to
find out more about the contexts surrounding the words. Good questions
by the teacher and questions elicited from class members can also be used
to set purpose(s).

The type of readiness activity described above is probably important
for every student. It is; however, particularly significant for the reader
who finds the assignment difficult. Some of his insecurity and his fear of
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the complex and unknown is diminished. He knows a little something at
least about whathe is to read before he reads it. Setting purpose(s) has
limited his responsibility and he isn't responsible for remembering that
Mass of black print.

Organizationally, the teacher may work on such readiness activities
with the whole class, a group, or an individual. The assignment, a more
complex assignment, or another activity may be given *9 those students
not engaged with the teacher in prepdring for the reading assignment. In
most instances readiness work can be accomplished within a- ten minute
period.

2. Study techniques. Readiness for reading and study is an important
concept but may have limited usefulness, unless the student has'developed
study techniques which will enable Mtn f organize, and, hence, com-
prehend and retain, the information and ideas he meets on the pages of
print. The content area teacher must play a role in helping the student,
especially the problem reader, develop such .techniques.- Each discipline
organizes and presents ideas in different ways. Each piece of reading
matter has a somewhat different pattern than the next.

In each subject matter dassroom where reading plays a vital role, the
teacher should direct orientation and follow-up lessons on approaches to
study with the important reading materials which will be utilized fre-
quently. Students need practice in overvicwing or surveying or previewing
the material they arc to study before engaging in the study act. Time
given to this activity in class, particularly at the.beginning of the year and
when new materials are introduced; will help the student develop the
technique for his independent reading.

Students can be helped to examine their own study techniques and
make efforts to improve them if teachers in the particular content fields
will talk over each student's techniques with him, individually. There is
no one technique that is best for all students nor should a teacher be
attracted to a particular study method and enforce its use upon all
students. Overall, the student needs guidance in learning how to survey,
prior to study; to set up reading purposes, to make organized notes, and
to review his efforts.

The study of a science chapter in a science textbook with its experi-
ments, with its diagrams and accompanying text, and with its rather terse
expository style is not quite the same activity as the study of a social
studies chapter with its maps and charts, its greater redundancy in
presentation of wtSrd.; and ideas, and its somewhat more narrative style.
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Obviously, the-student who learns how to study a chapter, any chapter,
will relate some of his knowledge to all chapters. The problem reader,
as pointed out previously, tends to have great difficulty transferring such
knowledge from one reading situation to another. The teacher must help
him learn how to contend with the specific materials in the specific
content area.

3. Multi-level.materials.With the birth of paperbacks and othermeans
of packaging printed materials, accompanied by important changes in
school curriculums in the content areas, it is almost impossible for the
ttacher to avoid the use of multi-level materials even if he wanted to do
so. A planned program using multi -level materials, when possible written
at the instructional reading levels of the problem readers in particular,
will permit them to contribute to class discussions and begin to make them
more effective in reading. There are inaterials available today at many
reading levels dealing with most of the concepts important in each
content area.

If the teacher expects students to do a great deal of independent work
through textbook assignments, it is desirakic that several reading levels be
represented. One way of mailing this is for a subject matter department
to ordef a copy or two of a textbook designated for a specific grade level
or- course from each of the publishers they feel have adequate to excellent
books. These books ought to be evaluated on the basis of strength in
subject matter and ranked in 1-2-3 order. Then a readability formula ( / )
ought to be applied to each text. In ordering the books, both strength in
subject matter and readability should be considered. The teacher might
want to order three textbooks and assign the most difficult to the readers
who appear to be superior, the grade level book to the average readers,
and, if there is an easy edition, the easiest to the poorest readers. Even
though every bit of information may not be contained in each book, ideas
can be shared by discussion and interchange of books. In fact, critical
reading becomes a daily occurrence.

4. Differentiated assignments, Another way of helping the learner with
a reading problem is to be sure that his assignments arc feasible. Poor
readers are often frustraed at the outset when they face a large mass of
black print with hazy purposes for reading or perhaps none at all other
than, "Read chapter six and come to class prepared to talk about it."
They may also be very dismayed when confronted with too many
questions to answer (purposes of reading), or questions that call for
evaluations beyond their abilities.
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Whether using one textbook or multi-level materials, the teacher may
ask different individuals to he responsible for different assignments. Such
attention to individual abilities enhances discus ions, and enables various_
individuals to contribute in depth on specific; topics. The ability to listen
becomes a significant asset because each "reporter- has carefully read
only a part of the total chapter or selection in terms of his own purposes.

5. Questioning. An obvious tool for the teacher, apparent as a part of
each of-the preceding points, is the art of questioning. The teacher who
carefully thinks through questions to ask during the readiness period can
help the poor reader immeasurably. Questions which may be turned into
purposes for reading haveimmediate value. The more guidance students
receive through the questions devised by the teacher, the more opportunity
they wilkijave to emulate the examples set as they preview_or survey the
material they are to study on their own.

The teacher can also help the poor reader feel an important part of
the group by directing questions toward him which he is likely to be able
to answer. In some cases the teacher may want to meet witha small group
of poor readers by themselves before a total class discussion to assist them
in organizing their thoughts and to help clarify some confusing areas.
Questions asked of the poor reader should not. be limited to the literal
comprehension typeWhat? When? Where? Who? How? Poor readers
arc perfectly capable of coping with Why?, if they have received prior
help with skills of interpretation with materials at levels commensurate
with their reading abilities.

6. Evaluation. Poor readers, especially, must be able to meet with
frequent success. They often meet with exceptionally infrequent success
for evaluations of their progress most often come Li the form of tests of
large units of work. There is more opportunity for successful experiences,
if small units of work are evaluated by the teacher and by the student.
Self-evaluation of smaller units of work will permit the poor reader to
accept failures which can be turned into successes in the near future
rather than having to wait for the results of a big test.

Obviously, the evaluation of small units does not negate the evaluation
of large units of work. The poor reader, however, is much better able to
cope with the large unit test if he has viewed, analyzed, and reviewed
the smaller units. Continuous evaluation as a part of the total teaching
pattern can make a vital contribution to the reading progress of the poor
reader (4).

7. Classroom libraries. Poor readers in a content area often have
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limited background experiences 1elated to the area. They find it difficult
to gain these experiences at a rapid enough pace working with the
materials being used for instruction. One way of helping poor readers fill
in on this background and have them enjoy doing it is to have a classroom
library. The math class, the science class, the physical education class, the
industrial arts class should all contain some type of classroom library that
changes ,at least once a month. The materials in it should be related to
the subject area and sometimes to particular units of work. The materials
should range in reading level from the lowest to the highest reading level
represented in the class. Some of the books and magazines should be
non-fiction and others fiction. All will help enrich -backgrounds, and
increase the ability of poor readers to make .contributions.

Classroom libraries are necessary whether a school has a central library
or not; more so, of course, if there is no central library. Teachers cannot
bemoan the fact that students do not do enough "outside reading" when
the books are not accessible at all times and when the teachers are not,
actively encouraging students to read. Obviously, too, the school librarian
cannot be left with the total task, nor can the English teacher who has no
more responsibility for this than the geometry teacher, the history teacher,
the biology teacher. Each teacher in the school has the obligation of
helping poor readers widen their backgrounds in his subject area, just as
each has the obligation for helping with skill development. In this area of
"free" reading there are probably more teachers with obligations. The
physical education teacher, the art teacher, the music teacherand others
who may not rely on written material for direct instruction most of the
timecertainly can house small classroom libraries and encourage stu-
dents to broaden their backgrounds in their particular areas.

8. Non-print materials. Although poor readers need as much aid as
possible with reading skills, they also need to be encouraged to turn to
reading; the content area teacher can help through the use of non-print
materials. The poor reader must be able to learn through a variety of
other media planned to reinforce and to replace reading. Tapes, records,
filmstrips, films, TV, models, and realistic experiences arc useful if they
arc selected, evaluated, and utilized as carefully as print materials. They
can be potent aids or useless time consumers.

Often a well-selected filmstrip can clarify a concept that the poor reader
found very hazy when he was reading the assigned selection. The poor
reader must be as carefully prepared for the filmstrip, however, as he was
for the reading selection. Time spent in linking his background experience
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to the film strip presentation, discussing technical vocabulary, and ....ening
purpose(s) for the viewing will add to understanding and retention.

9. Classroom organiialion. The poor reader can be helped by the
content area teacher through the use of many whole group techniques,
but eventually the teacher must work with him in a small group situation
or individually. Although it is difficult to group in class periods that range
usually from 42 to 48 minutes, there arc too many individual needs in
any given dassroom to permit lack of some individualization of instruc-
tion. The content area teacher must plan at times to work with certain
small groups or specific individuals while the other members of the class

-work on other assignments.
For the teacher who is not used to grouping but wants to do so in

order to care for some individual needs, here is ene suggestion. Start by
using one period a week for homework assignments to be done in" class.
Make sure the assignments are differentiated so that no student will be
done before the class period is over. Those who don't fiaish assignments
may do so at home. Observe the way your students study the first time
you try the method. Give help to individuals as you walk around the

room. Gradually; on another day, work for longer periods with individuals
in need of your help. Then one day, after spotting a common need among
five or six of your students, work with one mall group for twenty minutes
or so. Remember your students will need to bccoliii- comfortable with the
method just as you will. As long as you have given assignments to those
you arc not working with that will carry them throug4 the period, and as
students really see the value of the method, it will become a valuable part
of each week's work. Eventually, you may want to group more frequently,
or in different ways for different things.

W. Team leaching. Cooperative planning and cooperative teaching
appear to hold much promisc for the poor reader in the secondary school
dassrooin:- Corrective instruction in reading the material of a particular
content area could be planned into the teaching design and implemented
rather easily when two or more teachers are on the scene. It would even
be possible for the reading teacher or reading consultant (if the school
has one) to act as a team teacher, if the activities were carefully and
cooperatively planned. Such a team effort allows the corrective reading
to take place in the content area classroom and directed by a specialist.
The classroom teacher may learn some reading techniques and the reading
specialist will certainly learn about the content area. Most important of
all, the poor readers should derive maximum benefit.
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Concluding Remarks

Students in need of corrective reading will always be present in our
classrooms. No matter how well students are taught to read the materials
present in -the elementary school, a large number of them -will meet
complex materials, too difficult for them to cope with, when they arrive
on the scene in the secondary school. Others will come from the elemen-
tary school with low reading levels because.the pace was too fast for them,
or because their experiential backgrounds were poverty-stricken, or
because they were the victims of a multitude of inhibiting factors. Some
will read well in certain types of materials, but not in others. No matter
the reason, they will be present. Teacheri will need to be prepared to work
with them.

When possible, content area teachers in secondary schools will want to
take a reading course which will provide them with many techniques to
use in helping the poor reader. They will want to work with reading
specialists who may be available in their school systems. They will also
want to read current- professional material from which they may extract
ideas. It is hoped that this book will offer enough in the way of specific
suggestions to provide some fundamental assistance.
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3. Diagnostic Techniques for Classroom Use

Dtscusstoxs with high school teachers often begin with the question,
"What trends in the reading field do you sec in relation to diagnosis?"

Discovering the strengths and weaknesses of teen-age readers is a vital
issue in the improveinent of reading instruction. No longer-tan a teacher
smugly say, "This student's comprehension is poor, his speed slow, word-
attack unsatisfactory." Which areas of comprehension? What degree of
efficiency in speed? Which word-attack skills? Furthermore what is "poor"
and "slow" and "unsatisfactory"? With whom is the student being
compared? Is his capacity for learning taken into consideration? What
attention has been given to physical, emotional, and environmental
"factors? These and similar questions need to be raised whenever there is
a discussion of poor reading performance. In order for high school
teachers to work effectively with students, they need to consider the
reading specialist's approach to diagnosis, to the place of standardized
tests, to the role of informal testing, to the advantages of observation as a
diagnosis, to the place of standardized tests, to the role of informal testing,
to the advantages of observation as a diagnostic tool, to the teaching-
learning situation as a valid test situation, and to the task of synthesizing
these various ways of securing pertinent information.

A special reading teacher is usually highly successful in helping students
with reading difficulties because the teaching approach is diagnostically
oriented. Rather than an attitude of "Here I am to give you content
material ( or teach you a skill) and then test you on it to see if you
learned it," the specialist's approach to the student is, "We'll find out
everything we can about the factors which operate in this learning
situation and give help at the points of weakness as we are able to
discover them." The former is a teach-test (sometimes teach-test-punish!)
approach, while the latter is a diagnose-plan-remediate line of action.
Classroom teachers can readily sec that the latter attitude makes possible

23
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a contribution from the learner, thus building within him an attitude of
seeking to understand his difficulty and of helping to find ways to
overcome it.

In proceeding with diagnostic techniques in the classroom, the teacher
must consider the role of standardized tests in relation to informal tests.
The trend is to realistically- appraise what the scores on standardized tests
indicate and to better interpret tests results. Certainly we should not
abandon =the valuable tool of the standardized test merely because of our
misuse of the information it yields. On the, other hand, enthusiasm for
informal methods of testing points a way tr all teachers, regardless of
availability of standardized tests and measures. Informal tests also provide
ways of substantiating results secured from the more formal standardized
tests. Arthur McDonald wrote (12):

Modern appraisal, however, depends on more than just the administration
and interpretation of standardized reading tests. Appraisal, as here used,
means- the assessment and analysis of the status of reading performance
based on definite expert judgment. Thus, an appraisal of a pupil or a class
will be based on all means -of securing information which are appropriate
to the situation and which are congruent with the law-of parsimony. So, in
appraising reading performance of a class, a teacher will resort to a wide
range of means of securing information, including standardized tests,
informal read;,,g surveys, planned observation of pupil behavior in reading
situations and other behavioral settings, study of relevant background data,
etc.

Master teachers have always used obiervation as a means of studying
their students, but today an even greater emphasis is being placed on the
informal use of observing the student as an important means of diagnosing
his strengths and weaknesses. To go further, the teaching-learning situation
itself presents an opportunity for the teacher to gather diagnostic data
concerning students' reading performance. At the University of Chicago
Reading Conference, Mary Austin (15) stated:

Diagnosis is an on-going activity in the classroom of an able teacher who
regards teaching as a continuous diagnostic processa daily evaluation of
children's needs as they learn. The skilled teacher sees diagnosis as a first
step in planning appropriate instruction and materials for his students.

Today's teacher must use all the techniques available in order to
evaluate expediently and assess accurately the wide range of performance
found in the average high school classroom. Therefore, he needs to know
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( 1 ) the techniques for discovering mental ability, in order to set up
expectancies for his students; (2) techniques for discovering reading
competencies so that he can give help in areas of weaknesses; and (3)
considerations which must be made of other pertinent factorssince many
students may have deficiencies resulting from problems in hearing, vision,
emotion, environment, motivation, or interest.

TeChniques for Discovering Mental Ability

One formal way of securing an indication of native capacity of students
is, of course, to administer a standardized group intelligence test, such as
the California Test of Mental Maturity (4), the Primary Mental Abilities
Test (14) or similar tests suggested by Austin, Bush, and Huebner ( / ).
Since most schools have a testing program which includes the administra-
tion of mental ability tests, the scores from such tests are often available
from cumulative cards.

Several warnings should be considered at this point. First, attention is
called to the fact that when the scores on group intelligence tests are
compared with those on individual intelligence tests given by a trained
psychologist for the same student, the individual test often yields a higher
score than the group test. Second, teachers and administrators must
remember that the score on a mental maturity test is not the pupil's I.Q.
but only represents a score the student made on that particular test on
that particular day in the student's life. FurthermOre, any score is subject
to the physical stamina and emotional status of the student at that
moment; hence it is important to consider mental maturity tests as
indications of capacity rather than as capacity. Third, important also is
to consider the amount of reading involved in the test and the unfairness
of this characteristic of the test to those having difficulty with reading.
Fourth, it is well to think of a test score as just thatone test scoreand
not some infallible number to be held forever in "holy esteem." And,
finally, since mental maturity scores are subject to all of the above named
extenuating circumstances, they should be handled as highly confidential
data.

For all practical purposes, a teacher can rank student capacity expec-
tancies as normal, below, or above. However, even this general infor-
mation on capacity should be carefully guarded for fear of damaging or
prejudging a student's educational future. Many teachers code informa-
tion on student capacity when placing it in their record books.

If a teacher has recorded a standardized test scoreor better yet, test
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scores, accumulated over a period of years, which indicate something of
the capacity of the studentinformal observation may serve to either
reinforce or change the indication of capacity. Or, if no test scores are
available, informal observation can supply information useful to the
teacher as he attempts Ao reach a tentative- conclusion relative to each
student's capacity;

Strang often has pointed out that if the teacher observes students in
the following -four ways he will have some indication of that
learning power: (1) speed of learning,- (2) speaking vocabulary, (3)
organizing ideas, and (4) seeing relationship of ideas. A teacher might
list the names of his students doNYn the left side of a sheetin his progress
book and, across the top, place the items suggested by Strang. This type
of observation will extend throughout many assignments as a teacher
directs learning situations. Using a check system, the teacher can record
which students appear to learn with the greatest speed, which students
take an average amount of time, and which ones are slow in completing
assignments.

Since oral language activities are part Of almost every lesson, the
teacher has many opportunities to observe and record fluency in oral
language. Is this student having difficulty expressing his thoughts? Is this
one exceptional in the extent of his vocabulary, complexity of sentence
structure, or effectiveness of communication? Do others move satisfac-
torily in the language arts area?

Observing and recording as students organize ideas is the third way a
teacher can determine something about students' native ability. A simple
classification assignment may be given the students, such as: "Classify
into four categories all the words (or phrases or sentences) in the
following list." Giving several classification assignments, each progressively
more difficult than the last, is one method teachers can use in assessing
the capacity of students. Seeing relationship between ideas, an activity
closely related to organizing ideas, is another activity in which a teacher
can observe students' abilities. Asking students to determine the ways a
list of phrases relate to one another, when some represent the main ideas
of a paragraph and others simply name details, is a way of observing
which students recognized relationships. Several exercises of this type,
increasing in difficulty, yield important information for the teacher.

No one of these informal tests alone is completely valid for indicating
capacity. However, a combination of observations based on several types
of performance will enable a teacher to set up expectancies of accomplish-
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anent for his students after other inhibiting factors related to reading
problems have been reviewed.

Another way to informally secure aft indication of capacity is to use
listening ability-as a measure. Years ago, Durrell and Sullivan produ-ced
a reading capacity, test (6) for the elementary level which was made up
of selections read to the children after which they responded to questions.
Anyhigh school teacher can readily devise an hiformal listening test based
on this idea, using material at hand plus questions- he creates for the
selection. Or, the second form, of a reading comprehension test can be
read orally to a class and each student respond to the questions in writing.
Betts's (2) capacity level represents the high level of reading at which a
student is_ able to achieve 75 per cent comprehension or better when
listening to someone read. Harris (8) recommended the selection of ".. .

a reading test that measures level of comprehension and has at least two
equivalent forms. One form is given to the child in the usual way. In
giving the other form the test is read to the child as slowly as is necessary,
and his spoken answers are recorded. The test used should be one in
which speed is of little importance."

Techniques for Discovering Reading Competencies

Important competencies in reading achievement include reading level,
types of comprehension, and word-attack skills. How to determine reading
level has been a topic of .much .discussion during the past few years.
While it is true that determining reading levels is a complex problem, it
is also true that any classroom teacher who is sincerely interested in
determining the approximate reading level of each pupil may do so
through both formal and informal means.

In considering the formal ways, several types of standardized tests may
be administered: the reading section of a battery of achievement tests,
tests which accompany basal reading series, or survey reading tests.

The least information probably comes from the reading section of a
general achievement battery. On the other hand, if the reading section
of such a battery provides sub-test scores, information from this source
can be helpful in indicating reading level. If the total score and the
sub-scores on the reading section are available to teachers, these may serve
as the formal indication of reading level, in addition to some information
on comprehension, vocabulary, and speed, since these areas represent the
usual breakdown of reading performance in standardized reading'tests.
However, much more valuable to the teacher are the actual test papers,
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since a study of mistakes made on tests is a diagnostic technique profitable
for both teacher and pupil.

Tests which accompany basal reading.programs usually include grades
seven and eight and offer a great deal of diagnostic information. If the
use of the basal reading series is continued through the seventh and eighth
gradesas a number of reading specialists urgeand if teachers at these
levels have the tests whiCh accompany the basal series,- they have a
valuable means for securing diagnostic information as the result of

-administering such tests.
Standardized survey testssuch as the Gates Reading Survey Tests

(7), the Iowa Silent Reading Tests (9), or the Diagnostic Reading Test
[Survey Section) (5 )are appropriate for use at the high school level.
The Gates test is devised for use in grades Three through -ten. While the
Iowa Silent Reading Test is recommended for grades nine through
thirteen, the Diagnostic Reading Test (Survey Section) is satisfactory for
grades seven through thirteen. Subtest scores yield information on
comprehension, vocabulary, and speed; raw scores on these tests are
convertible to percentile ranks, or grade levels, or both. Remembering
that total scores often represent the point at which the student breaks
down (his frustration level) the teacher will use reading materials for
informal testingand later for instructionat a lower level than that_
which is actually indicated on a standardized test.

Although they do not exemplify standardized tests, Niles, Bracken,
Dougherty, and Kinder (13) have devised diagnostic tests to be admin-
istered to ninth and tenth grade classes. The items covered in the ninth
grade test are: words (sound, context, dictionary, structure, syllabica-
tion, word families) ; and sentences and ideas (paragraphs, inference,
sequences). The tenth grade test includes: words (context, structure,
sound, dictionary) ; figurative language; sentence meaning; judgments;
inferences; relationships; and imagery. The tests reveal the area of each
student's weakness and practice exercises are provided to correct those
weaknesses.

As for informal ways to diagnose, Nila Banton Smith (17) reports
that from an historical point of view, during the years between 1935 and
1950, "the use of informal diagnosis with basal readers was an innova-
tion." Betts was first to describe this technique in his discussion of "The
Informal Inventory" appearing in the first edition (1946) of Foundations

of Reading Instruction, pages 443-481.
Because the informal reading inventory yields a fairly accurate instruc-
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tional reading level, in addition to many other items useful in subsequent
teaching (such as independent and frustration levels), it is highly regarded
today as a realistic and practical way of evaluating a student's ability to
handle print. Not only will it yield an approximate reading grade level,
but also it pinpoints specific needs of the reader.

Some excellent informal inventories have been commercially produced
most of which, however, are appropriate, for the lower grades. From a
study of Smith's (18) Graded Selections For Informal Reading Diagnosis,
Grades Four Through Six, a high school teacher could, quite easily
construct his own inventory. The procedure on the informal inventory is
based on a diagnostic use of oral reading. The pupil reads aloud a passage
which the instructor is reasonably sure is easy for him. The initial reading
is followed by oral reading of other selections each more difficult than the
last: The reader is asked literal comprehension questions and interpre-
tation questions; vocabulary is checked from the point of view of sight
words, phonetic analysis, and structural analysis. The Spache Diagnostic
Reading Scales (20) "are a series of integrated tests, carefully developed
over a period of eight years to provide standardized evaluations of oral

- and silent reading skills and of auditory comprehension. The tests are
individually administered, and may be used to determine .he proficiency
of normal and retarded readers at elementary school levels and of retarded
readers I junior and senior high school age groups."

The teacher must be a perceptive observer if the informal inventory is
to serve its maximum purpose. In other words, the teacher must know
what he is listening for and how to evaluate what he hears. Listening to
someone read orally is one thing; listening to record, in order to interpret
a pupil's strengths and weaknesses, requires perceptive listening.

High school teachers would have little difficulty constructing factual
and interpretative questions to determine a pupil's comprehension in these
two areas. Using oral reading to determine, diagnostically, the needs of
the reader in the area of sight vocabulary or word recognition is more
difficult.

First of all, the teacher must note carefully and record the words which
are not recognized instantly; these represent the deficiencies in sight
vocabulary. Next, he must notice the pupil's use of structural analysis as
he attempts to work out words for himself. Does he recognize compound
words as two small words joined together? Does he see affix words in the
light of roots, prefixes, and suffixes? Is he able to look at a word and tell
how many syllables it will probably have? Can he then proceed to divide
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it into syllables according to the simple formula VCCV or VCV (V=
vowel, C= consonant)? Thirdly, the teacher observes the reader's use of
phonetic analysis, recording carefully whether the student is able to
recognize consonant sounds, vowel sounds, consonants and vowels in
various combinations, etc.

The teacher should also observe the reader's ability to blend the
phonetic elements, since the ability to blend-is a higher level of perform-
ance than mere "calling" the sounds. The blending ability is essential to
"unlocking" the word, since blending the sounds according to structural
and phonetic knowledge is really "saying the ward in slow motion."

Careful details for administering the reading inventory are presented
by Johnson and Kress (10) in one of the Reading Aids bulletins, published
by the International Reading Association, entitled Informal Reading
Inventories. These two experts show the teacher the underlying concepts
of an informal inventory, the procedures to use in dealing with an
individual inventory, those to be used with a group inventory, how to
prepare the materials, and how to score and record the results. In their
conclusion, Johnson and Kress voice the importance of the teacher
constructing his own inventory:

Far greater impact on both diagnostic and instructional work is apt to be
felt when construction of inventories, not merely administration of them, is
experienced. Whenever possible, of course, building, administering, and
interpreting an inventory should be done under the supervision of someone
well versed in techniques for informal evaluation. In this way, one's
individual limitations could be more readily overcome. However, even when
such expert guidance is not available, much can be learned through
successive experiences with one's own inventory materials. Careful selection
and preparation of materials, followed by try-outs of the inventory with
children and resultant modifications, should be real learning experiences.

Another source of invaluable help is the very comprehensive "Checklist
Record of Classroom Observations of Pupil's Reading" which appears in
Strang's definitive book, Diagnostic Teaching of Reading (23). The
checklist is divided into the following parts: I. When Giving Oral Reports
II. Oral Reading and Group Instruction Periods III. Dramatization of
Stories IV. Silent Reading Situation (Free- choice Reading or Library
Time) V. Listening to Story Read Aloud.

One teacher who devised his own individual inventory proceeded in
the following way: (1) He made a form for his entire dass on which to
record the areas he needed to consider. (2) From permanent cumulative
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record cards he secured data pertinent to his aim. (3) He made a separate
chart for each member of his class, listing in detail the items he needed
to observe. (4) He chose five reading selections which represented five
reading levels, his own grade with two levels above and two levels below.
(5) He constructed comprehension questions, varying from main idea
questions to inference questions, asst each for the five separate pieces of
materials. (6) Then he planned his lessons for several days so that the
class would._ be- involved in some educationally worthwhile activity, thus
enabling him to hear each student read orally to him one at a time without
disturbing the others in the lass. By taking four students before school
and four after school hours, this teacher, in one week's time, has accom-
plished his aim of hearing each individual read orally and had accumu-
lated information on each which was invaluable for making lesson plans
throughout the remainder of the term. "I did not lose a week," he
commented. "Quite the opposite. I gained a semester!"

The diagnostic information which he accumulated enabled him to
instruct those students who were reading below their grade using special
materials which they could handle. He discovered students who knew
nothing of structural and phonetic analysis. Furthermore, some students
evidenced inability to read for the main idea and others had difficulty
with inference skills. Thus, he was able to group his students for instruction°
not only oit the basis of reading level but also on the basis of specific skill
needs. .

Various Factors Contributing to Failure to Learn to Read
The causes of failure to learn to read are always multiple, and although

the classroom teacher is not a specialist in physical and emotional causes
of reading failure, he needs to be conscious of the part these factors play
in the reading performance of his students. He also needs to consider
environmental, motivational or interest deficiencies which may exist.
Spache wrote (21):

In the fullest sense of the term, a reading diagnosis is intended to help us
understand hoW the present reading performances are a projection of the
reader's self-concept, how they reflect his physical and emotional adjustments
to academic demands or to life in general. Reading behaviors are frequently
an expression of the reader's attitudes toward the reading task. For example,
he may read slowly because of anxiety, distaste for reading, lack of self-
confidence, neurotic perfectionism, or rigidity. The emotional reactions to
reading are the basic causes of pow rate as often As the more mechanical
factors of habit, poor vocabulary, and lack of rate training. In addition to
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these emotional causes, variations in visual, auditory and inicllectual powers
contribute to reading retardation. Simple description of the present reading
skills ignores the role of all the major factors which may be contributing to
the reading _disability.

Since reading is a visual act, the teacher must always be conscious of
the importance of visual acuity, visual functioning, and directional attack
the three components of vision. Too long have we used visual tests
which only screen for near-sightedness or far-sightedneks. This, then, is
the teachers' first responsibility in the vision area: to have his students'
vision tested by screening devices such as the Keystone Visual Survey Tests
(H) and the Spache Binocular Reading Test (19). Many schools
routinely screen pupils' vision every year or every two years with these
devices or similar ones. As a result of giving the Visual Survey Tests, the
tester knows thirteen things about the way in which this person sees,
including vision functioning. A large number of students who read poorly
do so because of fusion problems, vertical or lateral imbalance, or
suppression of vision in one eye. Since schools do not provide visual
specialists, teachers or nurses must assume responsibility' to screen, identify,
and refer visual problems to vision experts. As a classroom practitioner,
the teacher can work faithfully on the improvement of reading skills, but
if the student has a visual acuity or visual functioning problem, it will be
of little avail. So fundamental to achievement in reading is the vision
problem that it must have attention before much progress will result.
(Read George Spache's Toward Better Reading, Chapter 6, "Diagnosis
of Reading Disability.")

Some disability cases in reading have directional difficulties (i.e., a
confusion of left-right shapes and movement) which is the third com-
ponent of vision. Although no one has satisfactorily explained the cause
of confusion in letters of similar shapes, such as b and d, or the reversal
of the words saw and was, or the tendency of some readers to prefer to
move from right to left in print instead of left to right, as the reading of
English demands, all teachers have observed students with one or more of
these problems. In order for proper remediation to be given, the classrcom
teacher needs to identify those students whom he has observed and refer
itheni to a remedial reading specialist or dinician. Clearly the responsibility
of the classroom teacher in this area is one of identification and referral
to specialists who can determine the extent and nature of the difficulty,
and provide remedial measures.

Auditory malfunctions occur less frequently than visual abnormalities.
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But, because of the relation of listening to reading, teachers need to use
informal methods of observation in order to screen their classes for
auditory difficulties. Such behavior as tilting the heid, continual inatten-
tion, watching the speaker's lips, etc., may be dues to loss of hearing.
Bond and"rinker (3) suggest informal "watch ticking" and "whisper"
tests.

A loud-ticking watch, such as an Ingersoll or a Westclox Pocket Ben is
employed for the watch-tick test. The child with normal hearing will hear
the usual ticking at a distance of about 48 inches. Testing is done ina, quiet
room. The child stands with one ear toward the examiner and puts his
finger in the other ear. The examiner holds a card beside the child's head
so that he cannot see the watch. Then the watch is held close to the child's
ear and gradually withdrawn until it can no longer be heard. The distance
at which the ticking is first heard is recorded. An average of the two
distances is taken. If this average is less .than 20 inches, the child requires
further checking.
The following method has been used succesfully by the writers for admin-
istering the whisper or low-voice test: Four or five children are lined up in
a row in a quiet room about 5 feet from the examiner and with their backs
to him. The latter remains in a fixed position and gives directions to the
children, speaking in a distinct, low tone of voice. Directions such as the
following are given: "Take five steps forward; raise your right arm; take
two steps forward; hold up three fingers"; etc. By watching the children,
the examiner can note those who hesitate, turn to see what other children
do, look back at the examiner, or fail to follow directions. The children who
get to position approximately 20 feet from the examiner without signs of
seeking help have normal hearing. Hard-of-hearing children are readily
detected. Whisper tests may be given by softly saying single words while the
child stands about 20 feet away with one car turned toward the examiner.
i.e., a distance at which the majority of children can hear in the particular
room used. The child attempts to repeat each word as he hears it. If
necessary, the examiner moves closer until responses are correct. Each ear
is tested separately. :-

Again, the role of the teacher here is that of identifying students with such
problems and referring them to an expert.

In some disability cases, severe illnesses may be a contributing factor.
Items which might relate directly to the reading debility in the area of
physical experiences arc: severe childhood illnesses, head injuries, gland-
ular malfunctions, unconsciousness for any duration of time, serious
allergies, prolonged sinus infection, etc.
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There arc many psychological causes of failure in reading. Emotional
problems may be so severe that the student is "blocked" in his efforts to
learn. The extent of the severity and the source of the distress. of caurse,
determines how much the factor will operate against normal progress. A
mild emotional problem may be one which the student can overcome, if
feelings of confidence and accomplishment ;ire built into the reading
situation. Many teachers have shown students how they can be indepen-
dent in the area of word attack skills, for example, and have thereby
helped to balance the emotional problem with success. At the other end
of the scale, the student may be a seriously disturbed person and in need
of professional help from a psychologist or psychiatrist.

Many emotional problems have their roots in the. student's home and
school cuvironmcnt. Although there arc not many thins a teacher can
do to improve the home environment, he can recognize the problem and
deal mpathetically with the student, adapting the techniques she uses
with him to knowledge of the pupil's background. In so doing, the
teacher creates a school climate favorable to success by producing a
friendly, compassionate environment in his classroom. Perhaps, in many
of our overcrowded urban high schools there is nothing needed so
desperately today as this kind of classroom setting. Roswell and Natchez
(16) express somewhat the saute idea:

In ax-pssing emotional factors in children with reading disability, it has often
been assumed that such children suffer from an emotional disturbance which
must be cltzred up thrdugh some form of psychotherapy before they can
benefit optimally from reading instruction. This assumption is highly ques-
tionable not only because our theoretical framework is as yet on shaky
foundations, but because a great number of children with rending disability
may be displaying emotional disturbance as a direct reaction to their poor
schoolwork. In addition, poor performance in school reinforces and
intensifies any emotional disturbance nat was already present.

Although some students may have no physical or emotional problems,
many have educational reasons for I iot developing in reading. Consider
the record of one student. He begat.. the first grade with fifty-nine other
six-year-olds. In the spring, he had the measles, mumps, and chickenpox
which caused frequent absences. In second grade, he had a teacher who
had no previous classroom experience but who had served as the clerk
in the office. In the third grade his family moved three times. Being a shy
boy, he failed to adjust to any of these changes, and 1)y this time found
himself far behind the average reader. In the fourth grade he had his first
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opportuni*y to make progress. but was enrolled in a scheol which made
little effort to meet individual differences. 'I'wo more moves in successive
Years left this youngest at a second grade reading level when he cntcerd
junior high school. The chief factor responsible for this student's disability
must be considered educational.

A host of other causes of reading difficulty might be listed as miscel-
laneous. The classroom teacher, even as the clinician, has little to guide
him in the neurological ;flea. PositiVe answers to certain problems remain
unansw...red. These problems arc: brain damage, neurological complica-
tionS, directional attack, letter confusions, aphasia, etc.

Ali teachers know that a lack of interest based upon the lack of a desire
to learn to read or to improve in reading, is the basic: problem of many
who are behind in reading achievement. Disc-timing interests and moti-
vating a desire to read has long been considered the hallmark of good
teaching. Formal and informal ways have been devised to accomplish
these ends. Most teachers find the informal ways more praet 4, although
forma: interest inventories arc valuable, too, to reinforce and perhaps
expand the information gained from conversations with students and in
discussions of stories and content materials. Records often facilitate the
`teacher's use of knowledge gained in relation to student interests. Cam -
menial deices, such as "My Reading Design- (23), often stimulate
students to expand their range of interests.

Summary
In many ways diagnostic techniques for classroom use demand a new

set of attitudes by the classroom teacher as he follows the trend of using
informal devices, as well as formal ones, for obtaining pertinent infoiva-
lion concerning his students. The results of standardized mental ability
tests must be handled judiciously and techniques may include observation
and listening as testing devices. While survey tests, diagnostic tests, and
reading tests which accompany basal readers yield information on reading
achievement, the informal reacting inventory has proven its worth at all
educational levels. The causes of sane reading disabilities arc easily
discernible, although others elude not only classroom teachers but also
the reading specialist. The multiple causes of reading retardation indicate
the complexity of the reading process.
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4. The Role of a Reading Consultant in a

Content Area Classroom

IN THE SECONDARY SCHOOL, approximately 85 percent of the learning
which takes place is based on reading. Yet today we are retaining in

school many students who, in former years, would have dropped out
because of their inability to read adequately. Textbooks are becoming
increasingly difficult in the content areas as new discoveries, new develop-
ments, and new concepts are added to or replace former information.
Libraries, both central and classroom, enrich and supplement the curric-
ulum, but increase the reading load of students. Small wonder that
individuals who are already behind their classmates in reading ability
often despair of meeting the increasing demands of their teachers.

Today, also, teachers must keep pace with the current knowledge
explosion. They are having to learn and teach new discoveries, new
developments, and new concepts. They, too, are faced with ever-
expanding libraries which increase their reading load. Small wonder that
some teachers despair of meeting the increasing demands of their pupils.

It is at this point that the reading consultant can be of service to both
teachers and students. It is the reading consultant who can help teachers
to recognize and to understand students with reading problems. It is the
consultant who can assist teachers in applying the special study skills
needed in each subject, and who can suggest special study methods. Also,
the reading consultant can demon-trate ways to teach vocabulary effec-
tively and methods of -increasing comprehension. Finally, the reading
consultant can help the teachers with both the selection and use of multi-
level books and materials so that teachers can more nearly meet the
individual needs of their students.

37
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Know Your Pupils
What Must consultants do first in order to improve the reading skills in

content classes? They must help teachers to meet their students on the
corners where. the students stand! One does not lead a person whose hand
he misses by a city block, nor does one teach a student whose instructional
level he misses by several grade levels. Contact must be madeand
maintainedbetween the teacher and the studentS. The reading con-
sultant can help the teachers to locate these individuals, and to make
provision to meet them "on their own ground."

The first indication of the corners on which the students stand may be
gained by checking their reading levels. This will proVide the teacher
with the instructional level of each individual. It is at this level of difficulty
that students can read with proper instruction. Any independent reading
required of them should be one or two levels below this level. The reading
consultant can assist the content area teacher in locating materials which
are appropriate for their students' levels of ability. A student who is
approximately fourth grade reading level can not be reached via a ninth
grade level book.

Next, the teacher must be cognizant of the general characteristics of
students who are in need of corrective reading. Knowing these, he can
then plan work suitable f-. .c students (7). However, there is no
substitute for a teacher who is sensitive to individual differences, for that
which motivates one individual may embarrass or antagonize another.
For that reason, the teacher must make a continuous effort to discern the
reactions of each individual, then plan future strategy accordingly.

Another consideration which influences both teaching methods and
materials is the individual's mental ability, for this affects both his
learning capacity and his rate of learning. In general, the less intelligent
child will have greater difficulty with reading. He frequently lacks
curiosity, a quality basic to learning. Often, too, he lacks the ability to
reason, to see cause-and-effect relationships, and to generalize. The
consultant can help teachers understand these characteristics which are
typical of the slow learner.

However, teachers must be cautious in applying the slow-learner label
to individuals (4). Bright students who cannot read adequately will score
low on an intelligence test based on reading. Adverse home environment,
bad health, and poor teaching can produce these same symptoms in
average or even bright students. One needs always to remember that
Edison, Newton, and Einstein were thought to have been slow learners!
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The students in need of corrective reading are usually lacking in fluency
and precision of speech. Their vocabularies are frequently meager and
inadequate. While their own speech is usually replete with colorful
metaphors, they fail to comprehend figurative expressions in written
language. The consultant can help the teacher develop many activities
which involve spoken language to help overcome this problem.

Furthermore, the attention span of low achievers is frequently quite
limited. They are easily distracted, or drift off into day dreams which
completely "tune out" the teacher and the class. Yet when one observes
the same students working painstakingly for long periods of time on their
hot-rods or their aquariums, one realizes that there is a relationship
between attention on the one hand and interest and motivation on the
other. The consultant can help the teacher to make the work more
interesting and to diversify the activities wisely. Together they can plan
ways to motivate the students to want to learn.

Most students who are having difficulty read virtually everything at the
same speed. The consultant can help the teacher to identify the various
rates of reading so that each individual may be taught to adjust his rates
to the material he is reading, and to his purpose for reading.

The slower the student, the more immediate are his goals and aspira-
tions. Bright students, and frequently average students, develop long-range
goals: they plan for tomorrows But for these slower readers, today is the
total of time. Yesterday has been enshrouded in an almost impenetrable
shell of indifference and frustration. Tomorrow may never come. Only
what happens today is important. Therefore, the teacher must make the
material which is being presented necessary for today; it must be
immediately practical. When immediate needs can be met successfully,
the slower students become quite as excited about their achievements as
the brighter students do. On the other hand, they are much more easily
discouraged and disheartened, and require the constant bolstering of the
teacher in order to maintain a consistent work pattern. The reading
consultant can help the classroom teacher to understand these funda-
mental personality differences. He can also assist the teacher in planning
so that each lesson will involve some practical application of the concept
being studied.

"Schools have been giving their students tools in the expectation that
the students themselves will work out, the necessary techniques for using
them. As often happens, the gifted and the experienced can work with
the crudest instruments, whereas the novice and the slow-learner remain
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helpless with the best" (3). The slow learners also need to know how to
use that which they are learning. They are unable to make this transfer
unaided by the teacher.

Study Skills

The reading consultant can assist all teachers in outlining the study
skills necessary for effective learning (/ ). Yes, teachers do know how to
study, yet many of the.in have developed these skills to such a high degree
that they are carried out almost unconsciously. Consequently, the teacher
may have some difficulty in defining and separating the various study
skills so that they can be taught effectively.

Direct teaching of the study skills will help every student, the college-
bound or the terminal. Even though many of these skills are common to
all learning, the very immaturity of the students in our schools makes it
inadvisable to risk anything as fundamental as leaving the study skills to
chance. The teacher in each subject must teach students_how to apply
the specific skills needed in his own subject. The bright will see the
relationships quickly and can proceed to apply them immediately. The
slower will need repeated assistance in applying the various skills until at
last they become habitual.

Perhaps the first duty of the teachers is to teach the skills of locating
information. The most obviousand therefore the most neglected one
is the use of the various parts of the textbook. Practice in using the table
of contents, the glossary, the preface, the index, and the title page will
benefit all students. Exercises for teaching these can be devised easily.
They will also provide an excellent way of introducing the textbook to
the class and of presenting an overview of the course. Such exercises are
effective because the students have a partan active partin each step
of the presentation. By using an overhead projector, the teacher can be
sure that students are following instructions and are able to take part in
the class discussion and, later, in the drills and application.

A transparency made of each page to be presented will permit the
teacher to mask all the material but the specific item to which he is .

referring. Students can locate this in their own textbook, then discuss the
importance of the item. After each important part has been presented
and discussed, the teacher may have a contest to see who can locate
information fastest by using the various parts of the book.

An open book quiz or an exercise for homework might include the
following questions:
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1. When was this book published?
2. Why is this date important?
3. Where is the index?
4. What does the index contain?
5. How is the index organized?
6. Where is the table of contents located?
7. How is the table of contents organized?
8. Where is the glossary?
9. What is the glossary?

10. What is the preface?
11. Read the preface of this book, and tell, in your own words, why

the author wrote the preface. Be brief.
12. Who wrote the book? Do you think he is qualified to write such a

book? Why?
Chapter titles, headings, review questions, and summaries are excellent

study aids. The teacher may use these in many ways. One effective use
is to teach students how to set up their own purposes for reading. The
teacher may have students read only the chapter title and the section
headings. Then, he may have one individual read aloud the review
questions. Others may close their books and develop a list of qutstior
which they think this chapter will answer. The teacher will list then
questions on the chalkboard. Then the students may reopen their books
and examine pictures,1charts, or graphs. Again, they should close books
and check questions which are on the chalkboard and revise them,
deleting any which now seem unimportant, adding those which now
appear to be important. Teacher and learners may now discuss which
parts of the chapter must be read very slowly and carefully and which
may be skimmed. Now, the teacher may have the chapter read silently
having students adjust their rate of reading to the purpose for which they
are reading. This technique of surveying the chapter will be particularly
useful all through the year as an important study technique.

Most content area textbooks are expository and lend themselves well
to the teaching of outlining, another basic study skill. Outlining is difficult
for many students to master, but the consultant can suggest ways to help.
One effective way is to have students fill in the details of an outline for
which they have been given the main ideas. Then they may compare their
outlines with a teacher-made one. This is an exercise which also is
well-suited to the overhead projector. The main ideas may be written on
the static transparency, then an overlay prepared with the details. Or,
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the students can fill in the details on the transparency with a grease pencil.
This will involve more of them in the outlining process and will make it
more meaningful.

Expository material lends itself well to the teaching of note-Caking. Too
many learners, especially those who have problems with reading, instead
of making notes, copy the material verbatim from an encyclopedia or a
reference book, and understand nothing. This copying should bc_ discour-
aged except when an exact quotation is desired. Students should be taught
first to read for key sentences, then to be aware of supporting details.
They must also learn to watch for 'transitional words which serve as road
signs indiCating what is to follow. It will take many instances of developing
notes as a class exercise before students can "be on their own" in note-
taking. Exercises such as the one whiat follows will hasten the day of
independence and may be devised easily.

I. Make a series of transparencies, each containing one good para-
graph. Use some paragraphs with the key sentence coming as the
first sentence. Use some with a summary sentence. Use some with
an imbedded key sentence, and a few with the key idea not explicitly
stated. Put a transparency on the overhead projector. Have students
read it silently, and copy the sentence they think is the key sentence.
Have various individuals each read the sentence he selected as the
key sentence and justify his selection. Now mark on the trans-
parency the correct sentence. Be sure they all understand why it is
correct. Begin with the easiest transparency, the key sentence first
in the paragraph, and progress slowly to the most difficult trans-
parency, the one with the implied key idea.

2. Teach students to watch for such statements as the following:
"Three major terms of the treaty," "Several uses of peroxide are,"
"In the first place," "next," "finally." These usually carry the
supporting details.

.

3. Words like "but," "yet," "however," "on the contrary," arc
warning signs that a contradictory statement is coming. Have them
watch for these. "And," "moreover," "also," which indicate addi-
tional facts.

It is often necessary to teach slower students how to use the notes which
they have taken or the outline they have developed. The first day, the
teacher may have them read the expository material; then, with them,
work out the notes or the outline, whichever is being taught. The following
day, the teacher may have the students place their notes in front of them.
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One m- y read an item aloud; then all may discuss it. In the beginning
stages, this will take much prompting and encouragement by the teacher.
After several practice sessions, students will begin to utilize the techniques
of taking notes on their own.

The reading of maps, graphs, and charts takes direct teaching also.
Many times, if students can produce a bar graph, a line graph, a pictorial
graph, a map, or a chart, they will have a better understanding of these
graphic representations as they see them in a text. A circle graph showing-
the percentage of students in each grade in their school can be a beginning
assignment. A map of the campus with the appropriate legends on it may
be made. Then the teacher may progress to other exercises involving the
reading of commercial maps. He may use city maps and have students
locate their homes. State maps will allow students to plan an imaginary
weekend excursion, giving the directions, highways, and distances from
the road map. The reading consultant can frequently provide materials
for these exercises.

Time should be spent at the beginning of the year in presenting to
students a good method of study (2). Research shows that one reading
of text materials, done properly, is as valuable as several readings done in
a purposeless, haphazard way. Several methods are current, with most of
them following a similar pattern of first setting a purpose for the reading;
then, the actual reading; and finally, some kind of review to clinch
learnings. In this age of advertising slogans and competition for student
time, the method should have a "catchy" title and an easily rememb:red
formula.

The Survey Q3R Method (5) is a widely-used study technique
recommended by many reading consultants. Devised by Francis P.
Robinson, it is commonly taught under its original nameSurvey Q3R
or in various adaptations. It generally involves the following steps: *

1. Survey the material by reading headings, topic and summary sentences
and, perhaps, the introductory and summary paragraphs.

2. QuestionQuestions to guide the careful reading are structured by the
teacher, or by the student as a result of the surveying. Questions may
also be formulated from the headings or main ideas. Thus the reading
is planned in terms of specific purposes, such as answering the questions
or recognizing the organization. At this time, the student also makes
tentative plans in terms of the speed and degree of attention to detail

'This summary is taken from Toward Better Reading by George Spache, Garrard
Publishing Company, Champaign, Illinois, 1963, p. 345.
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with which he will read.
3. ReadThe material is now read thoroughly and carefully in a manner

intended to accomplish the purposes outlined previously.
4. ReciteA self-recitation is undertaken to determine the pupil's ability

to recall the content of the material and to answer the questions he has
proposed to himself.

5. ReviewAs a result of the self-recitation, the student knows which
sections of the material he should review for more thorough under-
standing or recall.

Vocabulary !

Students who are deficient in reading skills often lack an adequate
vocabulary. Words are the building blocksor, for some students, the`
stumbling blocksof reading. Each subject matter teacher must assume
the responsibility for teaching the specialized vocabulary of his subject.
Here, again, the reading consultant can be helpful in suggesting ways in
which words may be introduced, in suggesting which words may give the
students some difficulty, and in keeping the teachers informed about the
standardized test results which have to do with vocabulary.

Linguists teach us that words are symbols of reality. We know that
reading is the association of a given symbol with a word. In short, the
printed word is the symbol of a symbol. Small wonder, then, that the
young person who finds abstractions to be difficult, also finds that reading
is a tiring task that demands more from him than he is willing to give.
The consultant may help the teacher in presenting new words to students
in such a manner that the gap from symbol to reality may be more easily
bridged.

1. Realia should be used whenever it is possible. "Pretend" jewels,
purchased at the variety store, can be viewed, handled, and
compared, thus making the words topaz, emerald, pearl, amethyst
more of a reality. Students should use these words orally, then in
written sentences. After this, a bulletin board display with a small
treasure chest with these "jewels" spilling out of it will serve as a
daily reminder (with teacher prompting) of the new words.
Following this teaching, these words in print will have meaning.
Similarly, a piece of velvet, a piece of sandpaper, a piece of alabaster
may give the student first-hand experience with a word.

2. When the new word is a verb, frequently the teacher can dramatize
it. Such words as trudge, dissent, drawl, scowl can be demonstrated.
Science, homemaking, and industrial arts teachers are indeed
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fortunate, for by the very nature of their subject matter, they can
demonstrate many words.

3. When first-hand experience with the word is impossible, then the
use of vicarious experience is indicated. Pictures on the bulletin
board, films, filmstrips, pictures in books, or transparencies used on
the overhead projector frequently make good substitutes for reality.

All of us remember with fond delight the kindergarten child who
excitedly announced to her mother at the end of her first school day,
"Teacher says you have to buy me a gun for school tomorrow."

The mother, disbelieving the strange demand, countered with, "Tell
me the exact words your teacher said, dear."

"She said, 'When you come back tomorrow, I'm going to teach you
how to draw,' and she can't teach me unless I have a gun!" exclaimed
the young Annie Oakley.

Words have many meanings: to dress a doll and to dress a chicken;
to baste a skirt and to baste the mast; to set the table, to table the motion,
the multiplication table, the table of contents, the tableland, to turn the
tablesthese are but a few of the words in English which have multiple
meanings. In fact, multiple - meanings of words are so common and we
adults use them so frequently that it is sometimes difficult to remember
that everyone may not know the correct meaning unless the context is
clear. The content area teacher must remember to teach the meaning
that is correct for that subject.

Idiomatic expressions cause much difficulty, particularly to bilingual
students. "Treading on thin ice," "to pay the piper," "to face the music,"
"to be called on the carpet," "to roll out the red carpet" are but a few.
When such an expression comes up in class, the teacher may explain it as
best he can. Then, have students write a short paragraph in which the
expression is used in the key sentence. Have the best of these read aloud
to the class. Youngsters do-speak the same language, and can frequently
explain to each other such expressions in a more understandable way
than most adults can.

Although the English teacher usually assumm the responsibility for
teaching the structure of words, each teacher will find that some structural
analysis of new vocabulary will help students to understand and to
remember the new words more easily. For example, the science teacher
who teaches first the Greek roots, geo and bio, relating them to known
words of geography and biography, will find students understanding more
easily the new science terms. Teaching the root ptero can assist in both
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the spelling of new scientific terms and the understanding of such
classifications. The root word meter mcans measure in words used in
science or mathematics, and makes inch words as hydrometer, ther-
mometer and millimeter more meaningful. Mathematics, science, social
studies, and English can all benefit from studying prefixes derived from
foreign numerals. Think of the word meanings which become under-
standable when we know that ambi, bin, bi, bis, duo, di, anfl twi all carry
the meaning of two! The other numerals from one to ten also arc
represented by various prefixes which arc helpful because they will unlock
the meaning of many new words.

Some knowledge of suffixes is also valuable. Science students will find
-ous, -ic, and other suffixes to be particularly helpful. Other much-used
suffixes, -able, -ible, -ful, -er, -or, -ment, -ward, -ive, if the meanings arc
known, can extend the pupil's vocabulary rapidly.

The consultant may need to assist teachers to understand that research
shows that words, taught in context, tend to be remembered better than
words taught in isolation. Also, teachers will want to be reminded of the
value of frequent reviews of words hew to students.

One cannot leave the discussion of word study and the development of
meanings without mention of the dictionary. While over-dependence on
this tool is not desirable, efficient and intelligent use of the dictionary is
necessary for good scholarship. All teachers should teach students to use
the guide words and the key words. Each teacher should call attention
to the source of the word, and, perhaps, to other forms of the word. The
number of possible definitions should be noted; then, students should be
taught to find the definition that fits into the context of the material.
Students arc likely to take the first definition the dictionary lists, whether
or not it "makes sense" in the sentence. Teachers need to develop in the
students the habit of demanding meaning from the sentences which they
read. This is sometimes difficult to do when the reader has for years
formed the habit of reading words but not demanding any meaning
from them.

Teachers can help learners to gain a better concept of the meaning of
a word by calling attention to the illustrations which are in the dictionary.
However, the slow student is frequently not aware of the significance of
the little fraction beside the picture of the note "three feet high at
shoulder" which appears beneath the illustration. If this is explained, or
if the size is drawn to exact measurements on the chalkboard, he will have
a better understanding of the meaning or the word. If this is not done,
some student will decide that a minnow and a whale are the same size
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since the illustrations arc the same size!
Because nothing succeeds like st.A.cess, all teachers should encourage
students to keep a vocabulary list of ne4\words which they have learned.
These words should be reviewed frequently enough that they will really
become a part of the students' speaking, reading, and writing vocabularies.
Such lists, when students really know the meanings of the words, provide
a genuine sense of accomplishment and satisfaction.

Increasing Comprehension

It is hardly reasonable to expect every teacher to be an expert teacher
of reading (8). It is reasonable to expect every teacher to know some of
the aspects of the teaching of reading which will improve comprehension
in his subject. These aspects th0..icling consultant can demonstrate by
teaching a class for the subjectheicher. While no consultant will usurp
the classroom teacher's position, teachers should feel free to ask the
consultant to come in and teach a lesson for them to observe. This benefits
the consultant by affording continuing dassroom experiences for him; it
benefits the teacher by permitting him tc view his class objectively while
he watches anothcr person at work with his students. Also, the classroom
teacher can see how another person adapts the general principles of the
teaching of reading to a specific subject and a specific class.

The following activities which will help to increase the students'
comprehension skills can easily be demonstrated by thc consultant and
can be adapted by the teacher to other lessons.

First, words new to students must be anticipated and taught. It is no
more. reasonable to expect them to read English words which arc
completely unknown to them than it is to expect them to read foreign
words. This topic has been previously discussed, and is mentioned here

is a reminder that this is a basic first stcp in the reading approach to
an, Learning.

Ncxt, meaning developed from phrases and sentences is more than the
stun of the meanings of the individual words. "Cold-hearted" is not a
statement of the heart's physical temperature, but of a personality
characteristic. "Hot-headed," "sharp-tongued," "soft drink," "top brass"
all carry specialized phrase meanings. "In the water" and "on the water"
are phrases which differ by only one letter, but the difference in meaning
of the sentences "He walked in the water" and "He walked on the water"
is staggering. Teachers must be sure that students understand phrases,
that they group the right words together into phrases, and that thc words
in the phrases are correctly read.
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The next logical step_ in reading is for the student to understand
sentences. Students should be able to pick out the subject and the verb
in most sentences. This will help them to identify what is being talked
about and what happened. If they are so deficient in language skills that
this is difficult for them to do, the "telegram" technique often works. This
requires them to reduce the sentence to its bare essentialsthe subject
and the verb and perhaps the complementwithout having to consider
the grammatical terms which, to some, form a block. However, other
students can readily apply this use of the study of grammar to reading if
teachers will only point out the connection to them.

In both long sentences and in paragraph; the "reporter" method of
analyzing the selection will assist many in identifying the salient points.
In this exercise, the teacher will list in a column the five W's and H which
journalists use in reporting, leaving a blank space after each for the
student to fill in. The exercise would read thus:

Read the assigned paragraph. Then answer the questions in the blanks

provided. Be brief.
Who?
What?
Where?
When?
Why?
How?

Teachers can introduce this exercise by using fc. overhead projector and
working out the first answers with the class.

In addition to the teaching of outlining and note-taking, which have
already been discussed, teachers will find that having students write short
summaries in their own words forces them to read for meaning. Since
this demands reorganization of the author's materials, it is a difficult and
comparatively high-level reading skill.

Teachers of industrial arts, science, art, and other laboratory classes are
particular fortunate in having nu.,,erials with which they can give concrete
examples of their subject matter. Teachers should take full advantage of
this opportunity. However, tcial studies and English are not so happily
situated. Consequently, the teachers of these subjects need to take
advantage of the available films, filmstrips, and the overhead projector
with its nexhaustible--clepending upon the teacher's alertness and
certaintysupply of transparencies. They also need to use records, tape
recorders, and any other available audio-visual aids in order to recreate
the past or to make the distant and the foreign near-at-hand and
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understandable. Field trips, whenever they are possible, are needed to
build a background of experience for many young people. However, when
it is impossibk to take them to the far away places, these must be brought
to class via modern audio-visual aids.

Behind-the-Scenes Duties

Just as the activities which are pertinent to teaching include many
things-other than the actual minutes spent before the class, so the activities
which aire_pertinent to the work of a reading consultant in relationship to
the content dmsroom involve many activities other than the demonstration
class. Before and after class, the teacher performs those tasks which make
teaching a success or doom it to failure. Lesson pbrtning, arranging the
classroom and assembling the equipment, grading and studying papers,
the reading, studying, and thinking which the teacher does away from
the class are crucial to the act of teaching. Before and after the dassroom
visit and demonstration the consultant prepares to make his work of value
to the teacher and to the students (6).

Students in need of help cannot be identified and their problems
diagnosed unless the right tests are selected, properly administered, and
the results correctly interpreted. AU of this information must then be
translated into good, dassroom planning. The reading consultant ,s,eeds
to devote much time to the planning and the implementation of a good
formal testing program.

The reading consultant must be expert in the use of informal evalua-
tions as well as formal. No day should elapse without informal evaluation
by the teacher, and the reading consultant can assist teachers in planning
for these daily evaluations. Teacher-made tests, which are an important
part of teaching and evaluation, should be familiar to the consultant so
that help can be given to teachers in this crucial area. Guides can be
developed to assist teachers, and the development of such bulletins, if
prepared by teacher committees, will serve as excellent in-service training.

The reading consultant should be able to help teachers in developing
the organization in their classrooms which will best implement the
teaching that is needed. If test results show that students have a range of
many years in their reading abilities, it is unrealistic to organize the class
so that all will theoretically move together through.. the course.
Teachers will need suggestions and demonstrations on wh end how to
group and on the use of multi-level materials that meez due needs.
Consultants need to be skillful in helping teachers develop t. patterns of
classroom grouping which will be most efficacious.
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A rule-of-thumb guide to indicate the -range of reading levels in the
aver* classroom is two-thirds of the age of the students. This means
that the average class of fifteen-year-old students have a ten year
span from the poorest reader to the best. For this reason a graded list of
available books must be accessible to teachers and to librarians. This will
need to be revised as new high-interest, low-reading-level materials come
on the market. But such lists are valueless unless teachers are skillful in
individualizing work. Just as-one impro-ves his swimming by practicing,
one learns reading by reading. Again, the consultant should be able to
help the teacher in this planning, both in the selectien of books and in the
effective use of them, to encourage wide reading by all.

Finally, research should always be a part of the program. As new
equipment, new methods, and new books become available, they will need
to be classroom tested to see whether or not they will aid the instructional
program. But just because an item is new does not earn it a right to a
classroom test. The consultant should read,- check, observe, and c -nsult
others about such innovations. Those which look as though they have
promise of strengthening the reading program should be classroom tested.
This will involve the aid of classroom teachers, providing them with
in-service training, and designing the proper evaluation so that the
innovation will have a fair trial.
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5.Using Writing to Help Poor Reader

TEACHERS have long assumed that a relationship between reading and
writing exists and havc long urged thc union of composition and

literature in the classroom. However, most of thc attempts at integration
have been futile, for they turn to rcading assignments for nothing morc
than theme topics. The ways in which each dimension can be used to
strengthen the other remain relatively unexplored.

When our school became involved in the task of writing a curriculum
guidc in composition, it bccamc obvious that it would be necessary not
only to examine the process of composing itself but also to investigate its
relationship to literature. The results of ourefforts to design a new
curriculum suggest ways that rcading and writing can be brought closer
together so that one will facilitate learning thc other.

We have givcn some thought to the notion that we can get thc greatest
returns from both writing and reading instruction if the emphasis is on
writing first. Why begin with writing? It may well be through the painful
process of organizing and composing that the student can grasp the full
structure and meaning of what someone else has written. There is more
psychological push to initiating a communication than there is to receiving
one. Because writing is an intensive learning situation, the student learns
better and retains longer. Skills which have become fixed through writing
arc more readily available for transfer to reading.

In considering the writing-to-reading emphasis, we have identified a
number of concepts common to both the reading and writing processes.
This paper discusses specific techniques related to two of these concepts:
(1) the concept of structure, including both unity and coherence, and
(2) the concept of specificity.
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The Concept of Structure
Whether it deals with fact or fancy, whether it is an expository essay

marshalling hard, cold facts or an emotion-stirring poem that meditates
death, whether it is as short as a sentence or as long as a novel, all good
writing has structure. It is never just an amorphous mass of words;
instead, it is a pattern of words carefully shaped and fitted together in
such a way as to create a harmonious whole. Many poor readersand
writers, toosee only the amorphous mass. They do not think- in terms
of examining the separate chunks or parts and then of the need to unify
these chunks to arrive at the intended meaning. Even if the reader makes
some such attempt, he often puts the pieces together in a random order
without understanding that they must be disciplined in the same way
that the writer himself disciplined them. Or he will disregard the
multiplicity of parts and attach too much importance to just one of them,
not understanding that the real meaning is the sum of all the parts.
Obviously, none of these attempts establishes any real communication,
for the communication itself has not been perceived as a structure.
Structure, then, shapes meaning. And if structurethe parts of the whole
and the relationships of these partsshapes meaning, then students must
be sensitive to structure in units of various sizes as well as formsof various
kinds. The relationships among words in sentences, sentences in para-
graphs, paragraphs in longer essays; the relationships of stanzas in poetry
and elements in a short storyall should be taught at increasing levels of
difficulty.

Recognizing the cruciality of this concept, teachers in our school have
been devising and experimenting with writingzto-reading techniques that
might lead students to recognition of structural unity. Two of these are
known as the key word technique and the cognitive map technique.

With the key word technique, students are taught to strip sentences
down to their essential message-carrying words so that the main idea-detail

pattein in _paragraphs stands out. The use of this idea, developed by
Robinson (2), has been previously reported by others (1). It has,
however, always been discussed as a technique for helping students
recognize structure in their reading. We would like to suggest that we
change the emphasis. Instead of using it as a device for merely pointing
out structure in their reading, why not actively involve students and have
them use it as a device for building structure into their writing? Surely if
students become intimately concerned with the technique through the
process of writing, there is greater likelihood that it will be used for
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problem-solving in reading.
The first step, then, is the unguided writing ,of a paragraph. Next, the

class may be asked to look at a challenging paragraph sample. This should
be viewed as writing, not readingsomebody wrote this; now what was
he trying to say? Each student decides on a main idea and writes it down.
The teacher polls the class members and writes on the board whatever
variety of main ideas is suggested. The lack of agreement becomes obvious
and along with this the need for a skill to help students decide what the
writer is really saying is neatly establiihed. Now, the key word technique
is introduced. At this point, comparing to a telegram or cablegram helps
to explain the principle; placing a dollar value on words keeps interest
high. Students practice .the technique together, reducing sentences placed
on the board to their message-carrying elements.

Following work on single sentences, students transfer the key word
skill to practice paragraphs. They list the key words from each sentence
in a column, then note that all but one are details' of the same density or
value. This is the general statement that sums up the idea of all the others
and is therefore the main idea. The class returns to the original sample,
using the newly-learned technique to reach agreement on the correct
answer.

Students now examine additional writing samples in order to establish
two criteria for a well - structured paragraph: ( 1) that there be a clear
statement of a topic idea; and (2) that it include only details which
directly support that idea.

A topic sentence is often problematical. It must not only name the
topic but also tell something about it. It is the lead sentence and as-such
whatever follows in the paragraph is directed by it. Therefore, it must
sufficiently limit the subject and set up the goals to be achieved. The class
first writes several topic sentences together; then they study paragraphs
from which the topic sentences have been removed and write topic
sentences of their own. This forces careful attention to each of the parts,
for the topic sentence must cover everything; yet it cannot promise more
than the sum of its parts will add up to.

Student paragraphs are returned and examined in groups in terms of
the two criteria established. The students discover that their own para-
graphs fall far short of achieving unity, but they now have some basis for-.
revision. And in the process of revision itself the concept of structure is
reinforced.

Once the students have this concept well in mind, we take them to
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selected paragraphs in their textbooks and ask them to impose the
structure they have practiced to what someone else has written. In other
words, we ask them to read for the main idea-related details pattern. So
far, of course, we have achieved a good measure of success in bringing
students to this point. Systematic use of the key word technique nearly
always brings this result. What we are striving for, then, is that step
beyond in which the student can not only apply the technique on demand,
but does apply it as a matter of course on his own. Again, our idea is that
the internalization of the concept of structure is more likely to occur
through the .writing process. We therefore move back to a writing activity,
this time concentrating on making paragraphs better by adding a sufficient
number of "juicy" details. Students are led again through the writing-
evaluating-revising cycle, with the demand for "juiciness" contributing to
the concept of completeness as,an aspect of unity.

Now we turn' back to readingto apply what we know about the
writing process there. The teacher leads students through a longer sample
article, noting with them the key words of sentences; the main ideas of
paragraphs; the details which support the main idea, calling special
attention to the fact that supporting details for a single main idea may
continue for several paragraphs. Following this detailed analysis, students
are given a longer article to analyze and summarize on their own. They
should at this point be able to attack the article intelligently and come up
with a restatement of the author's main ideas. Hopefully, they will also
habitually use the skill they have learned. While it is too early for us to
offer any empirical evidence that this really does occur, we have a good
deal &subjective evidence from the teachers who have used the technique.
They report that students not only plan their own writing but they can
see a plan in other's writing as well. And they remember better. Words
are no longer just an amorphous mass to students for they can pick out
main ideas and hang sub-details onto them.

It should be noted that writing and reading practice with the key word
technique includes main ideas in a variety of positions within the
paragraph: beginning, middle, end, within two or three sentences, and
in a combination of first and last sentences. In addition to this compre--
hensive work with main ideas expressed, practice includes work with
main ideas implied.

We do not claim that the technique is exciting. However, the
description of the technique as given here is skeletal. Good teachers will

ework activities and materials that will reflect the forcebring to this fra

1
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of their own personalities. Nor do we claim that the technique is new.
We feel, however, that our writing-to-reading emphasis adds a dimension
which is worth consideration.

Another technique for dealing with the concept of unity in exposition
has resulted from experimentation with programed learning directed by
John Ginther at the University of Chicago. It involves carefully programed
lessons in which teacher and student develop cognitive maps patterned
after samples of good paragraph writing. Students follow a cognitive map.
in writing paragraphs of their own. The map prescribes the route that
must be followed to accomplish the lesson's purposein this case, para-
graph unity: It shows students where to begin and where they want to go
and prescribes each step to be taken between the starting point and the
destination.

Like the architect's plan the builder uses to erect a house, this is a
precise plan to be followed in building paragraphs. A typical map for a
paragraph containing a clear main idea statement fully developed by
details would begin with a pattern for creating a main idea sentence.
Thus, the student might be 'directed to name a person he knows, a group
of people, or a familiar object. To this he would add "is always," or "is
usually," or "always looks," and then conclude the sentence by naming
a way his subject acts or looks. Following this pattern, a student might
write a sentence like, "My little brother is always pretending." Having
developed a main idea sentence, he is then directed to follow a very
specific set of instructions, such as: (1) make a list of three or more
details that could make your statement about your subject vividly clear
to a reader; (2) for each detail you listed, write two good sentences, one
of which introduces the detail and states it in a general way and one of
which explains and clarifies your detail; (3) after the last detail sentence,
write a sentence that makes some general statement about the subject of
your paragraph, a statement that is based on the evidence you have
presented. By following such a plan, even the slowest of students is more
likely to build fully-developed and unified paragraphs.

Through a number of programed lessons, students examine samples of
both good and bad writing, so that over a period of time, they develop
several cognitive maps. The decisions they make in creating their maps
are dictated by those things the teachers involved have decided are basic
to composition: (1) unitytopic sentences that limit the subject and set
up goals and are- developed by pertinent details; (2) orderdetails that
are not simply random but are carefully arranged for effect and for
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communicating true relationships; and (3)_ purposesubjects that are
treated subjectively or objectively depending on the particular message
to be communicated, the writer's own attitude toward his message, and
the audience toward which it is to be directed.

The similarity of these writing goals to those considered basic to reading
is striking! In fact, the ideas dealt with and the student behavior
demanded by both the key word and the cognitive map techniques are
practically identical. Yet one was conceived as a writing-to-reading
program while the other was conceived as a writing program only. We
should note here that two groups of people worked independently to
structure programsone to aid reading, the other to aid writingyet
came up with the same behaviors to be developed. We have some
subjective evidence that the writing-to-reading program works. Therefore,
asking students to do the same thing, regardless of purpose, should also
produce results. What this confirms, of course, is that reading and writing
are highly interrelated by organization. An awareness of what goes into
his own writing must surely increase a student's awareness of what he
should draw out of his reading!

We recognize that teachers have long used some sort of outlining
technique in teaching both writing and reading. Our use of these
techniques is different only in thECOnception of the individual lesson as a
highly structured, step-by-step process, which moves through a pre-
determined sequence. Both techniques were developed in this way because
of two basic assumptions: that students learn best if they know what
steps they need to take to solve a problem, and that there is a greater
likelihood that they will meet with success if the separate steps are small
and lead to attainable goals. But what about this emphasis on structure?
Are we trying to reduce creativity to a formula? By forcing students into
methods of development, by giving them maps to follow, are we stifling
the unconscious creativity that might otherwise emerge? Of course there
will always be the successful unschooled papers. The unschooled paper,
however

, is like the work of the primitive artist. Teach a primitive artist
and he may lose his art. So it is with-the writer. The freshness and reality
of his unschooled attempts may be lost when we put him into a harness:
His unharnessed flair, however, will not serve him in demanding situa-
tions. Because his needs in composition become steadily more sophisticated
and rigorous, we must attempt to school his "primitive" writing.

Whitehead's conception of education as movement from freedom to
discipline and back to freedom again has application here (3). When we
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try to move a student from freedom to discipline, we must expect
attendant loss of spontaneity. His writing may lack its previous freshness
and honesty but it will gain in structure. And, once he gets used to
working within this structure, he can then reach out for new powers of
expression, more potent now because they are marshalled by a basic
framework.

This delineates for us the three kinds of writing behavior we can expect
of our students. Some few of our students can never be disciplined. They
will retain their primitive art and will occasionally, by some accident of
circumstance, succeed. Many of our students will accept the discipline
willingly, and find it safe and comfortable. Although they will never go
beyond it, they will find in the discipline itself that they can indeed
produce something, where nothing before existed. Other students,
although they chafe at discipline for a while, will learn to use it as a tool.
And with this tool, they will be able to achieve even more than was
previously possible.

Beyond unity, another aspect of structure to be considered is coherence.
To ignore the structural devices which change meaning is to get a
distorted message. Of course, teachers have always pointed out devices of
coherence. But mere "show and tell" has apparently helped little; for, in
spite of training, students still do not use these devices or signals. well.
Perhaps we can establish the use of these signals in reading by demanding
their use in writing.

Word order itself is an important signal to meaning. If the student is
to deal with much of the literature in our books and anthologies, then
he must understand not only the basic subject-verb-object structure of
language, but beyond this he must see that a writer uses many deviations
from this normal structure and creates from it many complex formations.

One way to help students become aware of the variety and complexity
of structure is to have them build sentences of their own. Starting with
a simple subject-verb-object skeleton, students can be taught to stretch
the sentence by adding adjective or adverb modifiers, appositives, parti-
cipial or prepositional phrases, and clauses. Thus, ways to build more
mature sentence patterns can be explored. Also, students can learn to
manipulate these patterns, changing order of placement and therefore
relationships and meaning as well. They can learn, for example, that a
shift in the placement of a subordinate conjunction can make the, same
sentence tell a different story. "When Mother turned her head, the baby
drank her coffee," can be turned into "Mother turned her head when the
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baby drank her coffee." Both are correct, but the meaning has certainlyI
changed !

After this specificpractice on sentence variety and complexity, students
can be directed to analyze their own compositions. In this analysis, they
will most likely discover frequent use of a simple and compound sentence
pattern. They should now be able to judge which of these sentences are
effective as they stand; those that are immature and Ineffective they
should be able to revise in such a way that they better signal the meaning
intended.*

Students can be alerted to word order not only by generating sentences
of their own but also by imitating models. In imitation, our concern is
not so much with what the author did, but how he did it. It might be
fairly easy to train students to echo Hemingway and to produce one, two,
or even thirty Hemingways of the moment. But our concern is with the
process rather than the product. Therefore, we do more than imitate; we
ask questions about his language, his ideas, his relationships in order to
answer: "How did the author achieve his effect?"

The sentence patterns proposed by Wolfe in a recent English Journal
are a good example of the employment of models for imitation (4). The
student, by imitating specific sentences, is alerted to the possibilities of
their various elements and forced to experiment with them. Thus, through
the activity of composition, he is encouraged to increase his own repertoire
of sentence structures - - perhaps better able to contain the ideas he is
waiting to express, and certainly better able to understand the ideas
someone else has written. Always we are focusing on the process by which
ideas are communicated rather than on the product of the effort. Thus,
the student gains insight into writing and reading simultaneously.

Forced to wrestle with his own words through generating sentences of
his own and imitating models, a student should develop real insights into
both the logical and structural devices of coherence. He will learn the use
of logical connectives; through actual practice with "moreover," "how-
ever," "because,- or "since" he will see that their use commits him to
the establishment of certain thought relationships. He will also see the
relationships signalled by structural connectives. The use of certain
structural signals such as "in the beginning," "next," or "later"or even
the more subtle grammatical constructions like parallelismwill make
him more aware of these signals when he encounters them in his reading.

*From a series of lessons in grammar and sentence building designed by Mean!
Dodge and used in his classes in Skokie Junior High School, Winnetka, Illinois.
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Ideally, the student should sec a picture of what he wishes to write in
terms of a lead sentence in a big block at the top and details in smaller
blocks attached to the larger block, either coordinately or subordinately;
thus, he plots a mental diagram of relationships. Hopefully, as a reader he
can then reproduce another writer's diagram.

The same devices for achieving coherence apply whether we are
relating sentences within paQraphs or paragraphs within longer pieces
of writing. And again the creation of a highly structured series of le-sons
can help students to understand and practice the relationships involved.
As a preliminary overvii v, the class should be led through the analysis
of the structure of a model four or five paragraph theme. The students
can then be divided into groups for the writing, evaluating, and revising
of a single paragraph. Each group develops a paragraph on a different
aspect of the same general topic. Then, in order to sec the larger relation-
ships for himself, the student can be given a mimeographed set of each of
the group paragraphs and a set of directions by which he can combine
the separate paragraphs into a longer theme. Given the individual
paragraphs, he must now create a coherent structure which unites them.
His directions will guide him through these steps: ( 1 ) deciding what
over-all theme topic the paragraphs fit; (2) deciding what paragraph
order is the most effective; (3) writing an introductory paragraph which
accomplishes certain specified goals; (4) re-writing the first sentence of
each paragraph to achieve smooth transition; and (5) writing a con-
cluding paragraph which effectively summarizes according to certain
specified goals. Since the student does not re-copy the paragraphs them-
selves, what he has written stands out as the skeleton which shapes a
longer communication.

This discussion has thus far been concerned with increasing a student's
awareness of structure. Structure in itself, however, is not communication.
We must be equally concerned with the details that give structure its
meaning, its flesh and blood. Thus we must be equally concerned with
the concept of specificity.

The Concept of Specificity

Teachers complain that students' themes say nothing! Students com-
plain that they have nothing to say. They seem to think and write in
generalities. Their papers are often like outlinesthoughts remain cold
and unprojected and ideas bare and unsupported. Note, for instance, this
example.
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I don't think I'd-like a woman president. I don't think they would
be- right for the job! What I mean by this is a person suited for the
seat of the presidency is one of special talent. A woman may have this
talent, sure, but she does not belong as president. My opinion mg vary
from others but it's mine and like, everybody else, "I think I'm right"

This, of course, is glaringly bad, for its idea is completely unsupported.
It's an "I Think What I Think Because I Think It" theme.

Here is a part of a paragraph which illustrates another common
problem.

It was the first day of hunting season and my father, brother and
myself were anxious to get out on the field. We arrived at the farm
where we were to hunt that day about six o'clock. After checking the
guns we loaded them. We spread out over an area and started walking.
Almost at once, a pheasant fell and I reloaded just in time, for just
then two more shot up., I got one and my father got the other. All
together we got five that day, but I was especially happy because it was
the first time I had shot a pheasant. ,The pheasants tasted especially
good at Thanksgiving dinner.

This paragraph is structurally all right but it is run-of-the-mill; it is
pedestrian, lacking that come-alive quality a good communication needs.
As teachers, we often mark these themes, "Add more concrete details!"
But our directions themselves lack the specificity we are asking for.
Seldom does a student lolow how to add more concrete detail and our
bare-boned comment doesn't help. How can we help a student to be
more concrete and what will it mean for his reading?

Whether our goal is utilitarian prose or narration, the ideas need to be
fully supported. Practicing specific methods of support is one way that
students can learn to be more concrete. There are many methods of
support and there is no one list of methods upon which everyone agrees.
Others may find overlappings or omissions, but the following list has
served us well:

(1) general to particular;
(2) particular to general;
(3) division or enumeration;
(4) comparison and contrast;
(5) details of space or time;
(6) definition;
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(7) cause and effect;
(8) analogy.

Each of these may be considered a method of support for sentences or
paragraphs',. or even longer ,themei; and students can examine all in
order to make some discoveries. 'They will undoubtedly discover that
occasionally a paragraph is a pure breed, using onlr a. single method of
support. More often, however, they will identify several methods of
Support combined within a single paragraph. They will discover, too, that
topic sentences often dictate the kind .of support which the paragraph
must develop. A student should recognize that a sentence like "Airplane
accidents can be related to weather conditions," demands a cause and
effect development. If he encounters a sentence like "There are roughly
three types of teen-agers," he should be instantly alerted to look for the
enumeration of the three kinds.

Such discoveries should be fixed by writing practice. The student
himself should write topic sentences which demand a specific method of
support. By rewriting the same topic sentences, framing them so that they
require different kinds of support. Having worked with various kinds of
supports, he is prepared to write paragraphs for which he chooses the
method of development that best fits what he wants to say. This writing
practice can be reinforced by directing students to readings which them-
selves follow these methods and by noting that the use of specific kinds
of support has given the writer "something to say."

Had the student who objected to a woman for President known that
he could support his statement with examples or with comparisons or with
a definition of role or with a combination of these, his writing, too, would
have gained "something= to say."

We have observed in the telling of the hunting episode a thin para-
graph. With few details that fetal its meaning, it has little or no impact
on the reader. Perhaps the work of Francis Christensen* has application
here and will prove an aid not only to our students' writing but to their
reading as well. One of the aspects of Christensen's work on the generative
rhetoric of the sentence is his work on sentence expansion. There is a
certain gift of language which, admittedly, no one can communicate; he

Syntax and the Rhetoric of the Sentence, Grade 9, Student,acket: Expetimental
Materials, based on the work of Fran-is Christensen (The University of Nebraska:
Nebraska Curriculum Development Center, 1965). .

The Rhetoric of Short Units of the Composition, Grade 10, Student Packet:
Experimental Materials, based on the work of Francis Christensen (The University of
Nebraska: Nebraska Curriculum Development Center, 1965).
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believes, however, that specificity and the use of concrete details, and
therefore something of style, can and should be taught. He describes three
was in which The thin stream of base wordsthe nouns and verbscan
be sharpened: by adding a quality, by pointing to some part or detail, by
suggesting a likeness to something else. Take the word field in the first
sentence of our hunting theme. We can sharpen its image by adding (1,)
a quality: stubbled field; (2) a detail: field stark against the dawn; or
(3) a likeness: field like a deserted battleground. Arrived can be sharp-
ened by the same three methods: (1) Add a quality and you have arrived
excitedly; (2) add a detail and you have arrived with anticipation; and
(3) add a likeness and you havc.arrived silently, like a morning breeze on
a quiet summer day.

Through exercises such as this, a student is forced to draw on sense
impressions. We have found contr., 'led exercises on the use of sense
in. -essions, even without the Christensen framework, extremely success-
ful. There is always play with words; use of comparative and imaginative
language flowers; and the student is forced to acute observation which
might even lead him to a greater awareness of life. Is it not possible that
something of this aesthetic sense will be transferred to the study of
literature?

Alerting students to specificity through ways that are both practical
and imaginative should help to carry them through the poetic descriptions
of a Willa Cather; through the sharp images of a John Knowles; the
vividness of a McKinlay Kantor;, and the emotions of a Bronte or a
Browning.

Conclusion

We are not suggesting that it is possible to reduce the thinking skills of
-r writing and reading to a science. We are suggesting only that by

developing a careful program that moves step-by-step toward developing
the behaviors common to both writing and reading, we can provide a
framework through which students can gain facility as consumers as well
as producers of a communication.

The bulk of the reading-writing experiences discussed, here deals with
the skills of exposition. An inspired curriculum, however,. will provide
just as carefully for literature. It is in this area that we are now focusing
attention. Again, the concepts of specificity and structure are central to
the units we are planning, for we believe that the more students learn
about how an author created his work the more they will discover
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meaning. Again, too, writing and reading lessons arc intimately related,
for we believe that in the attempt to create or imitate a certain form or
genre, students will come to a greater appreciation and understanding of
it. In our planning, then, structure is the key; for a knowledge of structure
can be transferred from one learning situation to another and thus
becomes a tool for further learning.
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6. Evaluating the Author's Theme in

Literature

ACCORDING
TO CHASE, the inability of many readers today to read

reflectively is a "higher illiteracy."* In other words, such readers are
unable to relate the world of ideas which they encounter in print to the
real world of their own experiences.

Francis S. Chase. In the Next Decade," Controversial Issues in Reading and
Promising Solutions (edited by Helen M. Robinson). Chiago: University of Chicago
Press, 1961, p. 7-18.

Chase is not speaking, in this instance, of people who have basic
reading problems. He is concerned with students and with alumni of the
American system of education who know how to read and, perhaps, even
want to; and yet these students do not read material of high. quality with
sufficient understanding or reflection. As a result, such readers remain
impoverished f -r enlightenment concerning themselves and the world
around them. -

Is Chase's thesis valid? Do the literacy prog.-ams of our high sChools
produce victims of "higher illiteracy?"

In an cif-41 to appraise the amount as well as the calibre of independent
reading of students in a Chicago suburban high school, the head of the
English Department submitted a questionnaire to these students with the
following directio "List below the books that you have read once and
would enjoy reading again."

Few English department chairmen in our schools today would be
surprised at the responses. For the most part, students listed only those
books which they had been required to read in class. Ivanhoe, The
Scarlet Letter, and Gulliver's Travels were prominent among the choices.
Included also wwe titles of individual short stories, along with titles of
current movies and, in one case, The Chicago Tribune was listed.

64
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Supposedly, the purpose of the literature program in American high
schools is dual in nature. High school students should not only become
acquainted with a few great literary works, but hopefully will also become
so stimulated as to pursue more literature of equal quality for the rest of
their lives. This pursuit is certainly considered.a basic characteristic of an
"educated" American.

Consequently, two trends were looked for among the data accrued by
this questionnaire. First, did students, who enjoyed a particular literary
selection in class, search for and find other work by the same author to
read independently? Second, did students tend to "catch fire" with a
particular topic brought forth by the study of a literary work and therefore
search out other writing on that topic?

In a small number of cases these trends were evident. For example,
scr-e students after reading J. D. Salinger's Catcher in the Rye as a dass
assignment, did follow, on their own, with Frannie and Zooey. Or some
students followed Catcher in the Rye with other books concerning the
world of the teenager, such as John Knowles' A Separate Peace.

In fact, the analysis of specific topics pursued independently proved to
be most enlightening. One would expect high school boys, who read
independently, to dwell on such topics as sports cars or athletics and
expect girls to six -I their leisure time reading books of high romance.
Indeed, these topics were evident; but they were not the most prevalent.
The data revealed that the number one topic to be pursued in independent
reading for this particular high school was that of religion. The second
was that of racial issues. The third was concerned with general teenage
social adjustment. Apparently then, some teenagers do look to good
literature In- an explanation of the world around them and for insight
into diciiis vcs. Such readers are not victims of higher illiteracy. Yet,
despite the aims of literature programs, the number of these enlightened
readers is small. Why?

Science Versus Spirit

We are all very much impressed these days with the fact that the genius
of man has turned the old frontiers of science into thresholds of new
understanding. Commander Wh:te's walk in space annihilated many
misconceptions concerning the dangers of celestial travel which until now
have inhibited a future landing on the moon. At the same time, scientific
discoveries in the area of genetics are leading to the unraveling of the
mysteries of heredity. Yet, behind this intellectual progress lies the promise
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that these scientific concepts, now coming to light, within ten years will
be as obsolete as yesterday's scrub board.

Because of the excitement engendered by these "breakthroughs" in
science and because of the rivalry now rampant among international
ideologies to enhance prestige through scientific achievements, academic
institutions throughout the world arc crowding their curriculums with
courses of mathematics, natural science, physics, and chemistry. Inter-
spersed among these subjects are those of engineering, electronics, and the
mechanical arts. Indeed, man with accelerating speed presses to under-
stand the flesh of which he is made and the clay upon which he lives.

Yet, even a child senses that there is another side of man. Along with
the power of his reason there is the depth of his feeling. Along with the
hunger of his mind for understanding of the universe, there is thc thirst
of his spirit for an understanding of himself. In our age, man is glutting
his mind with knowledge of the world while his spirit is starving for'
insight.

This dean' of insight is serious. In our time poliomyelitis can be wiped
front the earth; yet, no one knows why the German nation went insane
and ravaged the world like a plague to the price Of half a billion souls.
Mars has been found to be a dead world; yet, no one can determine a
universally acceptable purpose for life on our planet. The Amerian
people are the most opulent and healthy in history; yet, suicide is a
leading .ase among our youth.

The Need for the Study of LiteratLre
The questions raised by man search of understanding about himself

cannot be delegated by educators solely to the attention of philosophers
and to the chur, '1. If education is to prepare young people for the future
demands of life, then education must teach students to fulfill spiritual as
well as physical needs.

The laboratory in which man studies the problems of his spirit is the
medium of art. Through art, man tries to solve the riddles of love and
loneliness, of life and death. Man continually changes his environment in
order to alleviate problems concerning his physical needs. As a rest,lt, his
tools grow obsolete, his shelters become more complex, his cities arc
altered, his civilizations crumble and are forgotten. But man, as yet, has
discovered very little about how to alleviate the problems of his spirit.
Consequent11, the artifices through which he has discourse on these
problems do not lose their meaning.
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Perhaps the most significant medium through which man speaks
directly to himself is literature. Most of this dialoguc is banal; yet, within
each generation there arc, perhaps, a dozen minds of such brilliance and
undcrstanding that what they add to this dialoguc is of universal
importance. Because these artists speak through literature, their thinking
is immortal. As the centuries have rolled by, this vast storehouse of
undcrstanding has increased a thousand fold. According to Somerset
Maugham, a man would nccd over two and a half life spans of constant
reading to rcad all of the world's significant books.

A tragedy of our day is that many students hardly attend to this type
of reading. Indeed, publishers arc waxing fat over the current upsurge of
the book market; vet, thc literary quality of most of this material is
questionable. Much of it lacks artistic expression and the thinking mani-
fested is insipid. Rather than generating insight within the reader, most
best sellers today misguide and confuse him.

Educators commonly tract to this situation with the comment that
many studcnts have neither the intelligence. nor the imagination to rcad
good books. To some cxtenti perhaps, this opinion is true. Yet, this writer
would rather listen to the laments of the students themselves for the
answer. What teacher of literature has not heard a bright student reply,
after reading for a moment, "I don't get it." Such a student does not
mean that hc cannot reconizc the words nor that hc cannot grasp what
the author is telling him. What he does mean is that hc does not perceive
what the author is sayiug. In other words, he cannot see the application
of the author's theme to his own expericnec. No wonder! When has hc
been taught specific skills by which to sec what the author means as well
as what he tells?

Is not a great part of the problem, then, one of teaching literary
appreciation? Do the current methods of teaching literature give a student
skill with which to guide his mind towards undcrstanding, interpretation,
and integration of the ideas within a good book?

Methods of Teaching Literature
For the past three scars this writer has had the opportunity to observe

a great many literature classes at high school level. For the most part,
these classes contained studcnts who had at least average intelligence and
who, according to reading survey tests, could rcad at (east with the
expected proficiency of their age and class. Yet, most of these students
read only under academic compulsion.
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During his observation, this writer noted three types of teaching
methods generally used in the presentation of literary selections. For
example, he remembers one teacher standing before the class with an
anthology opened to a selection by-Thoreau. "What does that mean?"
she asked repeatedly, as the students dragged their minds from one
mid-nineteenth century phrase to another. Progress was difficult, tiresome,
and slow. With the ringing of the bell this teacher promptly shut her book
although only approximately a column and a half of the selection had
been coveredand announced to the class, "That ends Thoreau. Now,
tomorrow we will take up Emerson." What skills for reading literature
had this class learned during the hour? Apparently, they had accomplished
little else than the translation of some nineteenth century idioms. Yet,
such a teaching technique, exemplified by this teacher's presentation,
appeared to this writer to be one of the most common procedures used for
the teaching of literature.

Another teacher comes to this writer's mind. A teacher with an opened
anthology against her ample breast repeatedly asked, "Then what hap-
pened? And then what?" Only three of the twenty-five students in the
class were responding, each attempting to outdo the others in unfolding
the plot of the selection under discussion. The other twenty-two students
talked quietly with one another or stared into space. What literary reading
skill was being presented in this class? Apparently, the ability to follow
sequences or the ability to anticipate an outcome were being developed
but little else, Yet, according to this writer's observation, the "Then
what?" method seems to be the next most common in the teaching of
literature.

When discussing assigned reading for a literature dass, some teachers
would ask such questions as, "Do you like Scarlet O'Hara? Would you
like her as a friend?" These teachers at least would be giving their
students experience in character analysis, a skill which comes dose to the
purpose of studying literature.

Very seldom during his observations did this writer encounter a teacher
who directed his students towards understanding the author's theme. In
other words, seldom did students understand that the selections being
studied were works of art. Seldom did the students realize that as works
of art, these selections had personal explanations of life circumstances.
And regrettably, when a theme was discovered little was done with it
other than to classify it under one of the three standard and meaningless
categories: Man versus Man, Man versus Nature, and Man versus

,1.
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Himself. No attempt was made to guide the student into integrating the
theme into his own experience.

Not only do these methods allow the students to pass over much of the
richness that can be gained through vicarious experiences through
literature, they also have another basic weakness. They add nothing to
the student's ability to evaluate anything he reads. Such methods guide
him towards some understanding of a specific selection only. He is left
with nothing in his mind that will encourage him to read on his own and
that will help him to pass intelligent judgment on what he reads
independently.

Therefore, methods for teaching literature are needed which will build
within the student's mind a specific approach for content analysis. Such
an approach must be independent of any particular literary selection and
therefore applicable to all literary selections. Certainly no two students,
using the same method of literary analysis, are going to arrive at the same
level of appreciation or at the same degree -If understanding of any
literary selectionany more than two golfers, using the same techniques,
will develop the same proficiency in the game. Yet, these readers if taught
a method to analyze literaturejust as the golfers if taught specific
techniqueswill pursue their endeavors with greater discrimination and
enthusiasm.

During the course of his experience, this writer has designed several
such structures which can be used as a guide for content analysis of
literature. He is not convinced that-any of the structures of his invention
are the answer to the needs of literaryinstruction; but he has follnd
through his own experience and through experimentation that one such
structure, at least, is helpful. A description of this structure will be
presented here to serve not so much as a suggested method in itself but as
a model by which teachers of literature might design such teaching
methods of their own.

The Profundity Scale
The particular structure this writer has in mind is the Profundity Scale.

This scale consists of five points or level (arbitrarily determined); and
its purpose is to serve the reader as a "tool" by which he can not only
ferret out the author's theme but also evaluate its degree of profundity.

High school students readily understand the concept of depth in
reference to people. They attribute to this quality such characteristics as
wisdom, seriousness, and maturity. With some guidance they can under-
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stand that a deep teenager is one who nearly possesses the qualities of the.
"universal" wise and understanding adult. A shallow teenager, on the
other hand, is one who is silly, self-centered, and childish. At the same
time, high, school students realize that it he course of human history
occasionally there are teachers or philosophers endowed with such wisdom
that they understand the problems basic to all men of anytime, anywhere,
throughout the universe. Examples of such teachers are Solomon, Buddha,
Socrates, and St. Augustine. The minds of such men are concerned with
the fundamental truths about man, not only in this world but in the
possible worlds to come.

From a discussion concerning the profundity of people, students can
then be led to understand the concept of the profundity of ideas. Those
ideas concerned with the trivia of any particular person's day tend to be
shallow. Those ideas concerned with the universal aspects of all mens'
lives are profound. Profundity, then, can be defined as the degree towards
universality at which an idea pertains to the nature of all mankind.

Generally speaking, an artist is a person of such sensitivity that th )ugh
his art he can give his public insight into their own natures, and into the
dynamics of the world about them. Specifically, an author gives his
interpretations through the them in his writing.

To perceive this insight in a literary work and to incorporate it into
his own experience, the reader must first determine the author's theme
and then pass judgment on it in Eght of the reader's personal experienCe
and understanding.

The Profundity Scale, then, is an abstract structure by which the reader
can discover, interpret, and perhaps integrate the author's theme into his
own experience. The five levels of the Profundity Scale are as follows:

The lowest or least profound level is the Phpical Plane. A story which
operates primarily on the physical plane leads the reader to he concerned
with the physical actions c-f he characters. Slapstick comedy is not much
above this level. The autl or primarily intends to give the reader enter-
tainment through vicarious physical action. Fiction of this nature,
although fun, gives the reader little insight into life.

The second level is the Mental Plane. At this level the reader is
concerned not only with the physical actions of-the characters, but with
their mental actions as well. A stereotyped detective story is an example
of literature at this level. Such a story gives the reader somewhat more
understanding and insight into life than would a slapstick comedy.

The next most profound level is the Moral Plant.. level, the
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reader is led to be concerned not only with the characters' physical and
mental actions but with their moral actions as well. An example would
be a story in which a character wrestles with his conscience according to
a moral code. If the theme of a story on this plane tends to dove-tail with
a problem of a particular reader, an insight into his problem might be
gained.

The fourth level is the Psychological Plane. At this level, the reader
attends not only to the characters' physical, mental, and moral actions
but to the "why" of the actions; In other words, the story presents a
realistic environment and shows the effects of this environment on the
characters operating within it. An example of such a story is Willa
Cather's "Paul's Case," the story of a sensitive teenager driven to crime
and suicide because of the ugliness of his environment. A good story at
this level can give readers considerable understanding of a particular
class or society.

The fifth and most profound level is the Philosophical Plane. At this
level, the reader attends not only to the characters' physical, mental, .
moral, and psychological actions but to the aspect., of these characters
which tend to be universal for all men. In other words, these characters
are so richly drawn that they would be recognizable to anyone, anywhere,
any time in history. The resulting theme is therefore also universal. It can
engender insight in almost any reader regardless of his own experience.
An example of such a character is Macbeth who, in his soliloquy
"Tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow," proclaims the emptiness of
life before the fact of deatha feeling of despair everyone can experience
at least once in a lifetime.

Students can be led to understand the five levels ofthe Profundity
Scale by comparing them to the various levels of a frieVidship. The first
aspect one becomes acquainted with in meeting a new friend is his
physical appearance. But the association is hardly Very "deep" at this
'joint of development. After some conversation, however, one begins to
appraise the mind of his new acquaintance. As the association continues,
one then begins to know the moral standards or ethics of his friend. After
one becomes acquainted with the environment in which his friend has
lived, an understandingto some degree at leastof the dynamics behind
the new friend's behavior is developed. Finally, as the friendship ripens
through the years, one understands more and more the relationship of
the friend's life to the overall pattern of all men's lives.
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Using the Profundity Scale
Students will see the purpose of the Profundity Scale as an evaluating

instrument when it is applied to various types of drama on television.
"The Three Stooges," a slap-stick comedy, for example, does not say very
much beyond the Physical Plane. True, this program has a theme, namely
that "dumb guys" are funny; but such a theme is too ridiculous for
serious consideration. A more profound type of program is "The Sherlock
Holmes Theatre." In such a thaw the reader is primarily concerned
with the cleverness of the characters and can find sonic satisfaction in the
theme that cleverness can bring about justice; yet, after some thought,
this theme can, in many respects, be declared invalid.

Currently, a television series with very high ratings is portraying the
virtues and debaucheries of "folks" in a small New England town. The
theme, the dual nature of man, indeed, might lead the obtuse viewer to
accept the good and the bad sides of his own or someone else's character;
yet, a drama speaking at this level gives little interpretation of the
dynamics behind the behavior of its characters. Consequently, viewers
gain little insight into their own or their associates' behavior.

Occasionally, a drama on television will tell the story of characters in
a particular community or socieV7Pointing out the influences of the
environment on the behavior of its members. The theme of such a
program, generally speaking, is that many people are molded by their
surroundings and associates. This can lead the viewer to considerable
insight into his own behavior as well as that of the people he must deal
with. -

Rarely on television is a drama presented with characters so well drawn
that they portray; with clarity, qualities basic in everyone. Such characters
"come alive." An example would be the remarkable program, now
extinct because of low ratings, entitled "The Play of the Week." This
writer remembers a particularly brilliant production of Eugene O'Neil's
The Iceman Cometh, the story of people heavily engrossed in the terrors
of their own weaknesses only to find that the hero, the one man who
could make them happy, had destroyed his wife because he could no
longer stand her tolerance of his inadequacies. So sensitively and sympa-
thetically has the author portrayed these characters that in watching the
play a perceiving viewer is led to a better understanding of the fears
within himself. Such understanding as this is the basic purpose for the
study of literature.

A student cannot search for these various levels in a theme, if he has
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not been taught to do so. For example, within the last three-hundred years
the story Robinson Crusoe has had a spell-binding effect on every
generation of young readers. In the seventeenth century, a French school
teacher commented in his diary that most of his charges had left school
for the holidays, each with a copy of Robinson Crusoe under a left elbow.
The same procession with this book could happen today. Obviously, a
book with such enduring magnetism has a universal theme. Yet, many
readers, who might nevertheless enjoy it, do not know how to grasp its
complete worth.

For example, this writer remembers one particular young man who
replied after being urged to read the book, "Gee Sir, this is a great story.
I sure liked all that stuff about the shipwreck and the shooting of all them
cannibals." Unfortunately, although the boy perhaps sensed that he was
dealing with an extraordinary book, he was incapable of seeing its
significance much beyond the physical level.

Again several young scholars have told the writer that they loved
Robinson Crusoe because its hero was so clever in devising tools for
agriculture and weapons for defense. Regardless of their enthusiasm, these
young readers were still -unable to perceive the depths about life that
could be communicated to them by this work. Their understanding of
this classic reached only to the mental plane because they did not know
how to look for any deeper meaning.

In all probability Defoe meant the tale to be a moralistic lessonthe
story of a young man who defied his parents by running away to sea only
to encounter disaster. Most modern editions omit the- lengthy discourse
on this matter altogether.

Defoe, of course, lived two centuries before the great Sigmund Freud.
Nevertheless, because he was a genius with a unique understanding of the
human mind, he portrayed a fascinating account of a character grappling
with the hostile forces of a foreign environment. This portrayal is par-
ticul(ry unique considering the fact that many of the conditions a tropical
island so described are not altogether accurate. Few if any tropical islands
have wild goats. Nevertheless, the problems at this level are realistically'
presented. Crusoe approaches madness before he can adjust to his strange
environs. A reader who can perceive the discussion in the book at this
psychological level would gain a great deal of insight into his own
reactions to strange situations.

Defoe gave this book immortality by his extraordinary presentation of
a man's struggle with "aloneness." Crusoe was more than lonely. He was
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alonecut off from all intercourse with man. Is not this a basic fear in
all men? Why else is a delinquent quickly brought to bay when threatened
with .solitary confinement? Why does a child refuse to be left alone at
night? Why else does man .fear death? A 'perceptive person reading

--Rbbmson Crusoe at the philosophical level, will not only gain insight into
his own fears of aloneness but also, with this insight, better appreciate the
people around him.

A student who understands 1te nature and the purposes of the Pro-
fundity Scale, then, usually a.. begin to seek out these deeper meanings
for himself. As a result, he can formulate questions in his,mind, concerning
these five levels until he has determined the full scope of what the author
is saying. A discussion in class based on the Profundity Scale will reinforce
his endeavors. After such experiences as this in theciassroom, the student
begins to see :terature as a composite rather than as bits and pieces of
things scattered throughout a thousand anthologies. He employs a method
in his approach to literature; he now knows what he wants from his
reading and, most likely, will end up achieving what he is after.

Need for Other Structures
Evaluating an author's theme is only one aspect of the complex process

of literary appreciation. Analysis of characters, settings, and style, is also
necessary. An inventive teacher might devise structures for any one of
these elements of literature. For example, one might categorize characters
from "good guysbad guys" through the "unique" person to a universal
symbol of greed or nobility. Or one might categorize settings from
rhetorical description through sensory imagery to mood and then, perhaps,
to a universal aura.

The arbitrary labeling of the various points in the continuum of any
one of these elements is not so important. That the students, particularly
problem re 3, can be given some kind of abstract structure or frame-
work which -..11 can carry in their minds from one literary selection to
another is the significant thing. The reason is that with these structures
students can guide their minds to the best of what the author has to offer
them, And once they are able to recognize great writing and to evaluate
its greatness, such students most likely will pass with eagerness into a state
of higher literacy where the thinking of some of the greatest minds that
have inhabited the earth is waiting for them.
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7. Increasing Reading Power in Social Studies

SOCIAL
STUDIES, embracing many different branches of human activity,

and being concerned with the "there and then," as well as the "here
and now," involves a range of content unequaled in any othcr subject
area. Consequently, the reading matter which conveys the concepts is
equally varied in terms of words, ideas and modes of -thinking.

Though, undoubtedly, comprehension is enhanced by the amount o
"meanings" from his experience background which a student brings to
the printed page, if he is to learn through reading he must derive meaning
from it also.

Comprehension involves the ability to interact appropriately with small
units such as words as well as larger units such as phrases, sentences and
paragraphs. The reading process demands a perception of these words or
larger units, the production of associations, the selection of the relevant
ones, and a synthesis of these to product meaning. This indicates that
reading involves a "divergent" production of calling up as,ociaticws and a
"convergent" production of selecting and synthesizing the relevant ones.
Any word calls up a number of associations, but the word is limited in its
meaning by e sentence and passage in which it is used. Similarly, a
sentence and even an entire paragraph may be restrtqed in meaning by
its context. Thus, the meaning of a passage is pay 'gained by the
meaning of the words themselves, and partially by their rearrangement
in a specific structure. This would imply that reading not only demands
an ability to perceive ideas, but also an ability to limit and arrange these
ideas according to the structure of the entire passage.

Hence, if we are to increase reading power in social studies, two major
considerations are the development of functional word knowledge and of
strategies for understanding material in this content field.

75
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Functional Word Knowledge
The importance of understanding the words and terms appropriate to

each topic has long been recognized as essential in the reading of social
studies material (I) . Stress has been laid upon the necessity for ensuring
breadth and depth of meaning so that the concepts underlying the words
are realized to the full (3). There is some evidence, however, that both
teachers of reading and subject area specialists concentrate upon the words
which are peculiar to the different content areas. Yet there appear to be
three areas of word knowledge which reading teachers should be empha-
sizing: function words, shifts of word meaning, and classifying through
word meaning.

Function Words
The understanding of the "small" words, those words the Chinese call

"empty" words but which are indispensable to any language, should b'
developed systematically. The so-called coordinators or connectives sepa-
rated by themselves, have little meaning, but in context often carry the
major burden of precise meaning. Too often, they are regarded as merely
rhetoriral guides, whereas many of them, in fact, give the whole direction
to thinking. The provision of experience and direct teaching of the
meaning of the correlatives such as "both" . . . "and," "not" . . . "only,"
"but" ... "also,' "either" . . . "or" is vital. Again we can utilize examples
from the pupil's own reading and also give them exercises directed
specifically towards their use. So with the structure words that su,:4: est:

(1) cause and effect"because," "since," "so that,"
(2) those which suggest condition"if," "unless," "although,"
(3) those that indicate contrast"whereas," "while,"
(4) those that state time relationships"as," "before," "when,"

"after," "during," "while," etc.,
(5) those which introduce parallel ideas"however," "therefore,"

"nevertheless," "hence," "accordingly," "similarly," "on the other
hand," "in conclusion," and so on.

It is interesting to note that there are several words that have multiple
meanings. For instance, "while" may indicate a time relationship, or a
condition, or introduce a parallel idea. Lack of confusion as to the
appropriate meaning in the specific 'ontext is essential for accurate
comprehension.

Starting from the student's own experience we should make him aware
of the differences. Take, for example, time relation words used in the
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following sentences.
I. (a) While Mr. West walked across the room he read a book.

(b) Mr. West walked across the room reading a book.
(c) Mr. West walked across the room and read a book.
(d) Mr. West read a book as he walked across the room.

2. (a) When Mr. West moved quietly on tiptoe he approached the
door.

(b) Mr. West moved quietly on tiptoe and then approached the
dobr.

(c) After Mr. West had been moving quietly on tiptoe for a little
while, he approached the door.

(d) Moving quietly on tiptoe, Mr. West approached the door.
3. (a) Stooping down and keeping his kneis stiff, Mr. West found

that he was just able to touch his toes.
(b) When he had stooped as far as he could, Mr. West found that,

keeping his knees stiff, he was just able to touch his toes.
(c) Having kept his knees stiff, Mr. West stooped down and found

that he was just able to touch his toes.
(d) When he. began to sto down Mr. W-st kept his knees stiff

and found that he was just able to touch his toes.
Students might be asked to demonstrate the related actions by mime

before explaining them ye.- bally. It is interesting to note that though the
sentences in the third section appear to be longer and more complicated,
these are usually easier to understand than the shorter, more concise
sentences in section one.Here meaning is embedded in "while," the use
of the present participle reading, "and," and "as." This apparent simpli-
city of sentence structure frequently overlays complexity of thought.

These "empty" words then suggest to the reader the way in which he
should structure his thinking. They are important in any formal writing,
but perhaps arc used most frequently in social studies material. Time and
space concepts as well as the need to explain the tmiltiple motives of
human development, the manifold cause and effect relationships of past
events as well as current phenomena, and the inter-dependence of
economic development, are the essence of this subject. And it is perhaps a
paradox that this very complexity can only be conveyed if there is precise
and penetrating understanding of these "small" structure words.

Shifts in Word :leaning
An oft reiterated truism is that readers should learn to understand
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words in use. The extent to which technical vocabulary of subject fields
conditions learning in these fields has also been discussed frequently. But
students continue to ignore the shifts of meaning tha. occur as words occur
in different context. Two major stumbling 'mocks in social studies appear
to be the use of familiar words in unfamiliar context, and the metaphorical
implications of terms. Many words, with which the student has become
familiar during the elementary school period, now arc joined into terms.
In terms such as "machine age," it is not sufficient 'hat the student knows
the meaning of "machine" and "age." He cannot add the meaning of
one word to another but must abstract ideas from the concepts underlying
these words and synthesize these into a new concept: Think of the
transition in thou4ht required from "west" to "westward movement" or

... from that type of "movement" to "labor movement." Far too frequently
we hopefully assume that if the student can "recognize" a word, he has
understood its meaning. Students, particularly those who h we difficulties
in reading, need help with these shifts of meaning. Many of them may
associate "density of population" with the intelligence of a group of
people, or confine the meaning of "cabinet" or "minister" to their own
experience and associate these with furniture or clergymen.

Social studies material abounds with metaphorical expressions. Teachers
who do not allow tudents to ponder the implicit meanings of these
phrases, will not only inhibit vocabulary but will impoverish the social
studies concepts. Discussion of such terms as the "iron curtain," or "the
cold war," can be illuminating. Could a curtain be made of iron? What
ideas does this juxtaposition of opposite; evoke? Why do we speak of a
tariff wall? What is the origin of the term "Tropic of Cancer"?
Fascinating discussions may arise not only about the word origins of
"cancer," but also the linking of astronomy and astrology by the early
cartographers. Teachers should never miss the opportunity to explore such
terms; the: will often be surprised at the insights which can be developed.

Classifying Wofel Meanings

One of the major ways in which we can aid thinking through language
is by using words to aid in the classification of ideas. Most learning takes
place through the recognition of similarities and differences. Perhaps we
need to explore the possibilities of direct classification through this method.

The precise nature of the following terms could be discovered through
discussion :

Now is democracy like a repuCic?
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How is a democracy different from a republic?
Can a republic be a kingdom?
Can u kingdom be a democracy?

or
How is a declaration like a proclamation?
How is a declaration diC rent from a proclamation?
Can a declaration be a proclamation?
Discussion which goes beyond the superficial and sometimes vague:

apprehension of tie meaning of a word context is essential to increasing
the ability to understand and to the transfer of knowledge from one
occasion to another. Too frequently, discussion of such topics is regarded
by teachers as a waste of time and leads frequently to incomplete and
partial concepts. Astute questioning by the teacher, however, can lead not
only to vocabulary extension but also to precision in thinking.

Research in the development of children's thinking suggests that the
ability to apprehend overlapping classifications develops only slowly and
is barely achieved by the time children enter high school. Again our work
in vocabulary might foster this increasing awareness of complexity. The
followin- -iercise of "paired qualities" might be used as a starting point.

Paired Qualities
1. The same person could be both kind and gentle.
2. The same person could be both handsome and ugh'.
3. The same place could be both precipitous and a plateau.
4. The land could be both fertile and arid.
5. The climate could be both humid and dank.
6. A person could regard the same event as both calamitous and

felicitous.
Students should be encouraged to formulate their own pairs. Thb is

merely another way of teaching the dichotomies of thinking involved
when we work with antonyms, and the similarity but not identity of
synonyms.

From experiences such as these, we can then attempt to increase the
ability of students to formulate their own accurate precise definitions.
There is:some evidence, from research in vocabulary development in later
grades, that children today are not as accurate in this skill as formerly.

Further work in classification of ideas through word usage might help
students to understand not only what an author is saying but how he is
saying it. Again it would appear easier to start from the students' own
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experiences. Most test questions, which demand that a student organize
his answers, have dues that indicate the nature and content of the answer.
Thus ee words "describe," "illustrate," and "outline" imply that the
answer requires only that ideas arc so ordered as to present the most
accurate and most comprehensive communication. When ..e. ask students
"to give reasons for," "cxphin," "account for," "analyze," "elucidate,-
or "interpret" ive are demanding another type of response. Here the
criterion i -hat there should be at least an acknowledgement of the cause
and effect relationship, and that the answers should be organized to
indicate the interrelation of ideas or events. The use of the imperatives
"compare" and "contrast" is also interesting. "Compare" implies use of
both similarities and differences, while "contrast" focuses attention on the
differences. However,. when we use terms such as "evaluate," "consider,"
"criticize," "examine," or "comment upon," the highest of the mental
processes involved in comprehension are demanded. These indude such
abilities as analyzing, judging, synthesizing, induction, ezduction,gener-
alizing, and problem solving.

It is obvious, however, that at this stage we are :caching into an area
of general comprehension as well as specific word meanings: So let us
examine some strategies in comprehending social studies material."

Comprehension Strategies for Social Studies Material
"Structure" and "strategy" have become popular words in education.

Some would say they have degenerated into slogans and their initial
meanings have been dissipated. However, the strategies -vhich can be
applied in plumbing the structures of thought and la-tiguOe underlying
the content of the material appear to offer many suggestions for ensuring
comprehensive comprehension. Two areas appear to be within the scope
of this chapter=strategies in teaching, and strategies for studying.

Teaching Strategies
Unfortunately the means by which a student arrives at the main idea

is frequently left to chance or a random -process of elimination. Students
who read well usually achieve this by means of an "educated guess." Less
able students may need to be given the means by which they can obtain
the main idea.

The topic sentence often is the main clue to the meaning of a paragraph.
There are three possible positions for this. It may be the introductory
sentence, and the reminder of the ideas within the paragraph support or
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extend the introductory notion. It may be the summary sentence, with all
the preceding concepts in the paragraph culminating in the final sentence.
These two types of organization illustrate deductive and inductive
thinking. Frequently, however, the topic sentence is situated in the middle
of ;the paragraph, with pertinent ideas preceding it and appropriate
examples following it.

Sometimes, however, paragraphs contain no topic sentences which give
dues to meaning. The main idea may be only gathered implicitly; or the
paragraph may be a transitional one, the purpose of which is to make the
bridge from one thought to another. McCallister (3) has suggested
further dues to the understanding of paragraphs.

At the University of Alberta, we have had considerable success in
inducing growth in this ability through diagranunin: idea sequences in a
paragraph. Now while this method has been found to be successful with
all types ormaterial, social- studies content seems to be particularly
amenable to this technique, perhaps because the style is largely explana-
tory and consequently involves ind, ..tive and deductive operations to
explain the interrelationships of the ideas.

A productive means of developing competence in comprehension is
through discussion with the students of their errors and mistakes. The
reader must learn to know himself; his own attitudes, the probable types
of mistakes he will make, the pitfalls of language, and the fallacies that
may become the booby traps of thinking.

The nature of the content of social studies makes it particularly
felicitous from this point of view. Examples abound of the types and
sources of errors.

Words, phrases and sentences may be wrongly interpreted because of
one of the following:

1. "Glittering generalities" ( the tern used by propaganda analysts),
2. Vagueness and ambiguity,
3. Equivocation and false reference,
4. Jargon, and etymelogical fallacies,
5. Syntactic and accent ambiguity.
Failure may also oecur because the reader does not see the relationships

among the ideas aroused by the words. Three aspects of these are:
( 1 ) Failure to analyze the problem or topic in order to discover the

principles, or persons, or points of conflict involved.
(2) Failure to recognize the "pattern" of the problem and the method

o: presentation; which may be descriptive, critical, legal, exposi-
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tory, creative, artistic, and so on.
(3) Failure to assess the basic hypothesis, which may be impractical

or not feasible, or irrelevant. A multiplicity of hypotheses may
preclude any formulation of a conclusion.

Errors which occur in reading interpretation through faulty logic are.
almost innumerable. Some of the most prominent ones arc:

(1) Generalization on the basii-Of insufficient or unrepresentative
instances. ..

(2) Ignoring contradictory instances and failure to make them fit in
with the total conclusion.

(3) Statistical fallacies (an important aspect in the modern age).
These would include drawing inferences about individuals from
the measures of a group, imputing causal significance to correla-
tions, non -repr -entative sampling, neglecting to assess the method
of collecting statistical data, and to test the consistency of data;
and assuming falsely that all other variables except those measured
and compared, remain constant, and many more.

Many of the fallacies of classical logic are bioadly deductive and
consist in drawing inferences which arc not justified by the assumptions
nor by the generalizations. Some of these which often confuse the reader
are:

(1) False assumptions are made or implied by either the author or
reader.

(2) Exceptions are overvalued or ignored.
(3) Begging the question by assuming (wrongly) the conclusion is

proved, or by so framing a question that a direct answer in !VCS

admission of the assumption.
(4) Introduction of irrelevant argument for the purpose of confusing

thinking. Alt the classical types occur here.
(a) You'le another.
(b) Argument against the man.
(c) Appeal to popular prejudice.
(d) Appeal to reverence or authority or prestige.
(e) Appeal to pity.
(f) Appeal to the purse.

(5) Introduction of non - sequiturs.
(6) Misuse of analogy,
Finally in our present age of mass communication there are rhetorical

devices for confusing thought, particularly group thought. Some of these
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most commonly used are:

(1) Engendering confusion by the use of evasion, or slogans and
cliches, special pleading and the use of statements of doubtful
propositions. -

(2) Attempting to divert attention from the central thought through
the use of the "red herring" and evasive speculation concerning
a parall.:1 rather than an actual situation.

(3) Various . iethods of delaying or blocking, such as gradualism,
academic detachment, aggressive raising of objections, repeated
affirmation; and the arbitrary, dogmatic appeal to prejudice,
should all be recognized for what they are.

If students could recognize some of the sources of their errors they
would have embarked along the road to becoming critical readers. In
Dryden's phrase they would have learned "the art of judging well."

The cor tent of social studies also demands differing thought responses
from the . Literature forces the reader to use his imagination, while
the logical stimulus of scientific writing requires a corresponding logical
response. A wide variety of content is included in social studies and the
reader must call into play a wide range of modes of response. These may
be guided by chronological, psychological, as well as logical consirleiat;ons.
The ability to project t...ieself in time and space, the use of imagination
demanded by history and geography, must be curbed by "loyalty to the
given," or the facts as we know them.

Materials which give the student practice in detecting thinking
strategies and will to a self-critical attitude on the part of the student
towards his own thought processes do not need to be devised. Examples
of all these will be found in most of the materials currently used in social
studies.

Strategies for Studying

A recent investigation (4) which examined the development of logical.
ability and reading comprehension has implications for the teaching of
study skills, particularly that of outlining. Perhaps students ncf:d to
become more flexible in the ways in which they utilize and store
knowledge, so that the method more closely approximates the structure
of thinking involved in the learning of some concept.

It has been suggested that the familiar linear iormat recommended for
outlining is not always satisfactory.
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Title

In this type of outline, item 1 or 2 may be given and the student left to
supply the remaining items and sub-items. There appears to be several
disadvantages to this type of procedure. The Items included in the outline
tend to be at a low level of abstraction, and often are merely a listing of
details. Moreover, in a linear sequence of this kind it is difficult to indicate
reladonships, particularly that of inclusion. What is the relationship
between 1, 2, and 3 and between A, B, and C. Finally this type of
structure may be uneconomical from the point of view of recall. It is
important that associative links be made and these are often most effective
if they are a result of classification and art part of an organized structure.

Elsewhere (2) it has been suggested that there are sequential steps
which might be used to develop different mcthods of organization which
follow the steps in the developing logic of children. Such diagrams go
from linear sequences, to corre.,tted sequences, to parallel sequences, to
hierarchical sequence and ultimately come to fruition perhaps in a three-
dimensional type of matrix.

By grade seven, many children are capable of thinking in terms of
hierarchies. The following diagram illustrates how this diagram scheme
might be applied to social studies material.
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People Who Pioneer

Their Motives

Personal

Country Family Self

Trade

Economic

Land Cold

Their Difficulties

Transportation Necessities of Life
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Food Security Rclaxacict

Rail Overland Water

The findings of psychology, however, reveal that all classificatory
thinking is not hierarchical in form. Classes may be multiplicative in
structure and be better indicated by a matrix type of plan, which can
indicate more complex relationships. The following diagram suggests-a
possible use of this form,

H
A
B
I
T
A
T

P
R
0
D
U
C
T
S

Climate Physical Features Natural Resources
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All the three horizontal categories singly or together will have an
impact on the geographical aspect of the sub-divisions along the vertical
axis.

While the above diagram is two-dimensional, it is obvious that the
broad classifications of the vertical line might be broken down further
into types of housing, transport, etc., all of which in turn may be affected
by features along the horizontal line in terms of climate, physical features,
natural resources, aswell as in terms of the remainder of the items on the
Vertical axis. Thus, students could easily produce a three - dimensional
model.

It might be argued that texts used in science and social studies have
long incorporated information presented in similar diagrammatic form.
It has also long been emphasized that we should direct our teaching
towards the accurate reading of such charts. I would submit, however,
that rarely do we ask the students to do the reverse and record the
information they gain from the texts in this way. Given the opportunity
and encouragement, many students reveal considerable ingenuity and
enterprise in devising means for categorizing their learning.

One word about what we have been doing in the past. The linear
format suggested earlier has certain uses, and should not be discarded
completely. It has a definite use, whether thinking is linear in terms of a
time sequence or where information is additive in nature. It may also be
the first step which the teacher has to introduce before the pupil can be
led to understand the relevance of hierarchical and matrix structures. We
should be doing a great disservice if we assumed that automatically the
students would recognize this hierarchical type of organization as being
more functional, unless their previous training had led them tu this
conclusion.
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Conclusion

In this paper an attempt has been made to show some specific ways in
which the teacher can assist the student in increasing his power of reading
in social studies. Many of the aspects of reading in this field, such as
adapting rate and method of attack according to the nature of the
material and the purpose of the reader and similar ideas, have been
omitted because these have been discussed extensively in the literature. It
would seem, however, that the processes of reading involve not only
imagery,I vocabulary, concepts, manipulation and understanding of
grammatical structure, but are also dependent upon basic logical
operations which develop slowly throughout the elementary school but are
reaching maturity at the high school level. Since reading is a form of
thinking triggered by, printed symbols, it appears essential that our
teaching should take cognizance of the stages of logical development and
incorporate these, where possible, into our plans for teaching and learning.
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8. Science Learning and the Problem Reader

AMON:, THE VARIOUS subject fields that make up educational programs,
there is little doubt that science currently receives more attention

than any Other. This was not always so. The famous Massachusetts Law
of 1642 directed officials of eac;,t town ts-) ascertain whether parents and
masters were training their charges to read, write and cipher, and in
particular "to read and understand the principles of religion and the
capital laws of the country." Since the resuli:i of placing responsibility on
parents and masters proved unsatisfactory, the Ma-ssachusetts Law of 1647
was enacted which required that every town 50 householders or more
should appoint a teacher of reading and writing and provide for his wages.
Whether such laws were responsible for the direction of academic
programs, or whether they merely served as prognosticators is a matter I
question. Nevertheless, it is dear that the initial "solids" of the curriculum
were English ("reading and writing"), arithmetic ("ciphering" ), and
history ("laws of the land"), science was notably absent. During the
decades that followed, most experiences that might be classified as science
were offered mainly for vocational preparation or as part of "Jassical" or
"college-entrance" programs, not for general education. To be sure, some
activities related to science, such as nature study, were included in
elementary school programs. But, they were not organized sequentially,
and were generally "self-contained packages" that bore little relationship
to one another.

Many voices were raised from time to time a..,out the inadequacies of
such science programs. It was pointed out that science affected everyone
and, hence, science programs should be organized for everyone, not
just the technician or professional person. However, it was not until 1932,
with the publication of Part I of the Thirty-First Yearbook of the
National Society for the Study of Education entitled A Program for

88
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Teaching Science, that an articulate statement appeared supporting the
need for a sequential program of science from the kindergarten to the
university. The Yearbook postulated the basic objectives for science
education involving both "dimensions of knowledge" and "dimensions of
performance," which, although modified in terminology, are much the
same as those accepted today. In brief, the Yearbook emphasized that
students should "not read about science, but rather should do science."
The Yearbook, however, was much less articulate in indicating how the
objectives might be implemented in the classroom. In retrospect, one may
conclude that science teachers paid homage to what the Yearbook said
should happen in the classroom, but there was little impact on the
development of activities that fostered intellectual performance. "Doing"
objectives in science were generally met by manipulating equipment,
expending calories on field trips, and "framing things." Classroom
procedures prior to the Yearbook varied little from those after. What was
obtained has been aptly described in the statement: "If the students
brougl-t in a bird, they stuffed it; if they brought in a rock, they mounted
it; if they brought in a leaf, they pressed it! The philosophy was, 'If the
thing moved, kill it and nail it to a board.' "

In summary, students read science lessons; wrote answers to science
qmstions; filled out blanks in science workbooks; and slavishly followed
(iirections in what were piously labelled "experiments." It was largely
verbal science, and the marriage between science and reading generally
seemed to be a happy one.

Science Teaching and Reading

During the period described in the previous section, many investigations
involving the relationships between learning science subject-matter and
reading factors were undertaken. Some of these studies appear in the list
of references in the Appendix. Most of the earlier studies, which were
motivated by the general vocabulary studies of Thorndike, Horn, and
Buckingham and Dolch, sought mainly to identify the vocabulary deemed
to be "essential" or "desirable" for inclusion in science courses at various
levels. They were based on the premiie that the vocabulary used in a
science program is a valid index of the concepts that are dealt with, and
also of the level of understanding expected in learning the concepts. The
monumental study published in 1938 by Curtis (1), in which the res _tits
of over 100 investigations were summarized was probably the high-water
mark of these efforts.
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About the time of Curtis' major study, the philosophy e,xpressed in the
Thirty-First Yearbook concerning the need for science programs for all
students began to have impact. The new direction for the programs made
it clear that vocabulary load was not the sole criterion of the level of
reading or learning difficulty of materials. An even more important crite-
rion of difficulty seemed to be the matrix of non-technical vocabulary and
the writing style in which the scientific vocabulary appeared. Among the
investigations that were based on this concept were those of Flcsch, Dale
and Chall, and Lorge. Needless to say, 'the earlier studies involving
vocabulary load, as well as 'he later ones involving the "gestalt" of the
textual material for science were closely heeded by authors and book
publishers. Every effort was made to keep the "essential" vocabulary at
the appropriate level and to write in a style that enhanced the readability
of the material. The vocabulary lists and glossaries provided in science
books were used widely, but seldom as wisely as they might have been.
Unfortunately, they frequently became the bases of exercises in which
science terms and their meanings were memorized.

It should be made clear at this time that many of the science educators
who had been deeply involved in vocabulary and reading studies were in
the forefront of the movement to "get science teaching out of the book
and into the environment." However, the "new" philosophy was not
greeted universally with unbridled enthusiasm. Unfortunately, the earlier
stereotype of science as a compilation of knowledge generally submerged
considerations of the performance dimension. But, even more important,
the meaning of "performance" in science was nebulous in the minds of
most science teachers and, unfortunately, still is.

During the past ten years, the writer has appeared on many occasions
before groups of scientists and science teachers, during which he has used
the technique described below to asurtain what they believed to be the
purposes of teaching science. Interestingly enough, the reactions to the
technique were the Sarre for all teachers, whether they taught at the early
elementary level, junior high school level, high school level or university'
level. As an illustration, one of the audience, a sixth glade teacher,,might
be selected as a subjet... This person was asked to imagine that it was the
first full day of school in September and that he was facing his sixth
graders on the first full teaching day. He was to remember that they had
already had six years of schooling (kindergarten through fifth grade) and
they now arrived in his room for further education. He was to assume that
he was beginning his program in English, communications, or language
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arts, whatever name !bight be appropriate. He was then asked to state
what believed that the students had gained from their previous
experiences ;n English, what they had brought with them, wt at thcy hart
learned, what they'd studied, which would serve as a base for his :.Ath-
grade program. After some deliberation, the responses, "Well, he ought
to be able to read," "He ought to be able to write, spell, speak, listen, etc."
would be forthcoming. The teacher was then asked to respond to the same
query from the previous .metic, numbers, or mathematics program.
This time there was less hesitation and the teacher would invariably state
that the student ought to be able "to add, subtract, multiply, divide, t,
fractioret decinials, etc." Then the query was directed to science.
Usually, Lac was some hesitation and confusion. However, in practically
all cases the first suggestion was that "he ought to know something alratt
either birds (or rocks)." The initial response bred confidence in the
teacher and the cohorts who were assisting him with responses, and the
list of what "he ought to know" was expanded to include among others
planets, weather, trees, and the earth.

The group was then asked to survey the list, which was generally
written on a blackboard, to determine' whether there was consistency
among the statements made for the different subject matter fields. The
analysis'of, the blackboard notes indicated that in English and ma!" e-
matics, the s' .dent was expected to do something better as a result of his
experiences whereas in science he was expected to recall the experience he
had, To a very as to whether or not science was designed to te:ich a
student to do something better, a hesitating answer was usually, "Well,
yes, he ought to think critically and be able to use skills of Fc ientific
method." While it would be diff.cult to disagree with the two objectives,
both are clichés and it is doubtful whetlu.r any teacher could translate
them with a degree of assurance into classroom practice. As of this titrz,
th:.. technique has been used on over 380 occasions and there was no
deviation from the results described here.

Thus, it can be seen, for better or for worse, that in the area of science
reading subject matter has been heavily emphasized. This discussion is not
aimed at arguing the merits of this philosophy, but merely to show that
cading h: 3 been closely related to the attainment of the objectives of

science teaching. The facts indicate that the reading ability of the student,
the extent to which the reading difficulty of the science maicriats was
appropriate for the students for whom they were deskned, and the
emphais placed tra the role of effective reading in learning science were
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clearly recognited. The extent to which these factorslwere giveWcogni=-
zance in thc classroom is a subject for another paper. Suffice to say, -they
wer: considered= important.

A Chine inNiewpoint
_ =

=It is interesting to note that despite the emphasis placed on the role of
,.reading in science teaching, reading and vocabulary studies have but

_ disappeared from the literature of Science- education since In fact;
_ _

aboutsome changes in the attitudes expressed =recently- -Science teaching
Many_ scientists and science- educator_ have _prompted the _irriter,_to-

publish---apaper- entitled Books Become Obsolete?" Tfiese new
attitudeS- suggest that _subject--__matter-_ can ignored_ in _the --science
classrooM,_particularly= at the-tlementary-andjunior high- school' leVelS,.

_

and that-the processeSf science and laboratory activities-should beahriost
the Sole concerm_

-Prior to 19550vhen science education supposedly 2was -theiproperty:of
teacliere-__collegesi Departments of Education; and professionatedutators,

_
professional

the professional= educator Was_roundly- castigated- in_ journals and roasted
_-over-the fires of rigetcouMess-_by the scientific _community `until -the sin
dripped_ out of him= like _gravy":for_his-laek of---concern- with the subject

:Matter- content of =science courses and- hiii:preoecupation-siith skills and
_

processes. The articles Bestor :and= mans others are -ample
testimony to his crusade. However, with the- advent of the Course- Content.

_ _
_Improvement Program -of the National Science -Foundation the scientific
comMunity_ becalm involved:with -the development of sconce prog- rams-
-
of than College_grade_and2the shoes-changed_ feet.

The statements of philosophy emerging -from-committees of scientists
who-worked on these programs arceviden&ipartittlarly those statements
emerging from the _Commission on Science Education of the American
Association for the AdVancement -of- Science. These_ statements suggest
that _science subject Matter is-relatively-unimportant; sequence may well.
be ignored in science progrants_from the_ kindergarten through -the eighth
grade, and except for the processes -of science and _critical -thinking-there
are few other objettiVes with which _science -education should be con-
cerned: Obviously, not all scientists hold -these viewpoints. However, the
-educator is now-found supporting -the role of subject matter.

Several other statements_ithat have been made also place some
-Confusion on the place of .subject matter in science. On page 58 in the

-_October 15, 1965-issue of Time this statement appeared:
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At ---Keppers- suggestion, the Carnegie Corporation is financing the
preparation -of_ tests -tint wilt- measure achievement in reading; language
-arts, math, social studies, fine arts, vocational education and- citizenship.
Some tests will be -tried out at_ public schools this-winter.

This writer wonders-why science was left-out.- IS it that science subject
matter no-longer has Any validity? =-

In a testing activity which-the-writer was recently engagedFltewas
surprised to receive some criticism from some scientists about the, technical

-vocabulary that Appeared in some items designed forthesixth grade
Atnont-_these_tenns were-bacteria; insulator,--tevolutioi; toiation,-: orbit,
olddittithi,- digestive; photosytakeski_absorbed;_-_ refracted;
stomata, palisade= cells, thloroplasti_atid vasiula; bundiel.-01Adasly,Hthese
words will-be difficult:for some studenti if they Appear in the- teXt-withotit
some- fonn_iof-explanatiOni;NevertlidesS,_ all of thetir Are found _in Most-
series of- science textbooks front-the fourth = through -sixth -grade leVeL They
are; -= of _=course, -- usuallyally explained -so_ that the -Ancient-is not_ likely -to
-encounter iliffieu4 there:seen-is:to -be= kinte=regi6.4en- on the =part --
of- some scientists for niany -olthem-ence defended -as

_

the
__, _ _ _

matter content-And the- importance-of reading This- view_gives rise
to _Many contradictions, namely,

I, The-information explosion- which eihas been-fostered-- bylthe_develop=
inent -of digital computers has -been publitizecleitensivel)i,-particti-

- lady- with respect-to the -scientes._P_ r- iO t to I940,_ it -waS estimated
that scientific krioWledge Was- doubling in volume every -fifty years.
Thus; the volume of scientific knowledge-acctienulatedbetween the
dawn of history- and 1940 would- -be replicated _by-1990. By_ 1930,
the estimated- -period-_Oldoubling _hid-been -reduced- to ten yeari.
Currently, the period of replication is estimated_ to be between 5
and 7 years. Although-no-person could possibly read even a small
fraction of the expanding output; the problem of "covering the

- literature" in one's field= of-science is hardly being reduCed.-
2. Several analyses- have been made recently of the job -activities of

scientists__TheSe- analyses indicate that; ,on the- average, scientists
spend about 14 hours of a 40-hour work week reading materials
written by,- or writing-materials to-_be read-by, perions who arc not
their occupational peers.ghty Spend-An-additional 12 hours reading
materials written by, or writing materials to be read by, -thOse who
are their occupational peers. During -the remaining 14 Wits, they
behave like the stereotypes' of scientists. The-results of these job
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analyses would certainly support Ole need for commimication
ability, both in terms= of production (writing) and in- terms of-
Consumption _ (reading)-.

Obviously -these- -contradictions, namely the :iipparent retreat -from
Subject -'malferitn- one hand and the increasing_ appearance of -published
materials- on the other, deMand some resolution.' Nearly_ everyone-
recognizes that the laboratory must be more than-an environment for the:
'expenditure- of _calories through physical manipulation of hardware and
preoctupation=_with- isolatedr_ experiences. It must proVide opportunity for
deS.elopingnicanings and-perceptions of the experiences Offered; and these --

-are-obtained _unity- through-a background of-knowledge. A-student-Cannot
be eipecteditoleant basic_ principleSAvithout first-having the foundational
knowlidgeS. A laboratory --experience- without suCh_knowledges_ufould:ibe
tantamount to :teaching _ naval architecture, b)-,_zzhandingz the =student- a log

and- a: piece_ of sharpened_ stone and leaVing_ him_int_ his _outn._ Obviously,
students cannot- be put through di :cultural heritage of alltiientikeeffort;

=Coitsequendy,-±thedevelopment-oLmeanings_ and=perceptions---mitst-rest
with th4r=ability-- to read- foundational-- materials; -whether Or __not- these
Itarnings__Mke place arthecarlY,Clanentag_leveloratthe uniVersi
The itn-Plkationi of :_thii_ statement:Wine by_-_ Sinith- -(2)

.
in the foilowmt-qnotation:

Words are an important pgat_of the culture ofi But
'far -mote than-mere symbols: to- be-used m in communication.- Their are also
tools for-ithinking._ For higher7leVel thinking, words zautTas shorthandiri
that- -certain- -words contain the- ditfilled-: essence of --numerous experiences.
nut; though _we _often hear it- said that _a picture- an replace a thousand
uttds,--if may---be impoitaritthat Certain of our words stand for a thousand
of life's picturei. -1

-4`

It ispostulated, therefore,- that _without_ regard fot -the:level at which
science_ experiences are.-offered, reading will still be one of the major means
of-inpur for the student. -Itispostulatek_alSo,_ that unless the_studeni has
accuniulated -a certain aniount of subject matter through_ reading-to serve
as a backgroundior his learning, his science -learning_ is almost sure to be
randomized and minimal. This will be particularly true for the student
who is-the problem reader- at -the-secondary=level. These students _are-
Subjett to the information explosion as-Much as_ the more -able student.

likelihOod _ of becoming =scientifically literate -and serving as
kndwledgeable--laymen in a scientific environment will- depend largely on
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their_ ability to=absorb some elements of sciciitificinforrhation-rapidly _and
efficiently through reading. They_ are not the people who will work in the
laboratory or -carry out investigations, thus gaining scientific knowledge.
Rather, theSe knoWledges- tvill come largely through what they read both
in school and ai-adUltslin publishedoaterials-._Bdt, before- the problems
of the problem- reader in high school Can be solvedi--particularly with
reference to science, a number` of-queitions must belaCed. Anita* -them
are:,"What is a problem -reader?' "Is the IkrObkm_readei a poor reader

--_of all -materiali?_"-_ "What materialS-__ are most suitable for the
reader ?" "Whattechhiquei_may work best with _the_ problem reader ?"

Woiking_With thesPrOblem-Readerlin-:the-HighiSchool ClassroOm.
Any effort to _.describe the- problem readet-precisely would_requite: far

more Space_ thartisravailable__ for the-entire= rcport and;::heiitei it will not
--be_atem ptedJ However tforthe_ -pOrpose'Of _th- ispresentation; the pro- bl e- n
reader Hill- be considered = to be a student m grades-seven-through _twevr
who= does _not.- read=fluendy_ enough: to :=attaiii--minitnally-acCeptable
standatdS- of Of that textual materials -in science- designed
for students at his grade level. However, thepresentation Will-be-confined-
to -Students whose_ deficiencies are related -_ primarily to, Inadequate
otganization'? of theitnpulseS that-teach-the brain onthe optic nerve,- or
thoSe whose-diffitulties-are ntiotivatie;nal in_brigin. It will not inclUde-tgase_

physical defects that need 'medical- attention. two
_

groups make up:Most ofthose considered to be "ptobleni readers" at the
high-- sthool level.- =

The-troblem readerin science is most likely_ to be found in the ninth
and_ tenth giade science -courses, _since these, pertons are likely to_ be

_ _ _

discouraged ftoth _-taking -the_ more Specialized science courses in the
eleventh. =and twelfth -gtades, chemistry= and physics. They may
take a terminal general physical science tOurse-in the senior year, although
this is not-typical. Thus, such students who elect science are-likely-to find
themselvesin generatsciende,- general biology, or gEneral physiCafscience.
Their attendance in such'cotirSes increases the difficulties facing thein_ as .

problem readers. Amiing these difficulties are the following:
I. The contents of the-general:coutsei in the sciences are taken from

many-stience disciplines rather than one. Hence,- the=_basic %otabu-
larieS of such courses are likely- to be more ekten§iVe than those of
the specialized courses. -Also, the terms in the vocabulary are likely
to be used less frequently than those of the specialized courses.
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2. In thepreviods-seetions,the Current_ emphasis in many quarters on
labOratory,acUlty, with a commensurate reduction of emphasis on
subject matter = content rhas- becti described._ Howe-ver, this new

_philosopliV,-without regard fonts merit, has had little impact on
the general courses in science. -These course_ S are still highly verbal.

-laboratory activities being- minimal and generally consisting z of

teacher demonstrations. _Thus; the problern reader is likely to be

faced with more reading than his _peers in= specialized courses who

-read _More ably,
_

3. The general courses arc more likely,4n be staffed with inexperienced
_

teachers than alethespecialized courses: Contrary to pious:protestn-
_ _

the general Courses require teacherS' With=4nOre extenSiVc

science backgrounds than the spetialitedcoiirses, if they are to be
taught_ effectively. For this ,eason .as well= as others, _the general
courses in _science are more difficult to teach the specialized'
courses: = However in deferehce to senioriti, Science teachers with

greater ekperiente _are the. specialized courses where

their= more 'extensive -"acCumulationS- of --_wikktn" are allegedly

needed:
4. Few teachers at the high school._ level have trained in the

techniqUes; involved_ in theiteaChing: of reading, or the principles

-involved in learning to read. Unfortunately; reading instrutction in-

the high sChOol science = clasSrohm freqtiently;Chrisists.of distributing

dittoed or'mirrieographed liStS terrhs,'' together with
their defiriitiOhs:In some cases; students may be expected, to supply
defifiitions- whose accuracies are freqhently open to question: The
student then memorizes the terms and the defihitionS (possibly

ersatt),Attainment of a criterion settle is- evidence ipso facto that
the reading problem is eliminated.= -

In additiOriv to all these "positive" factors working "for" the problem

reader; it is generally conceded-that scientificvocabulary is growing about

three times -as rapidly as that in any othef-field. Ili addition, the conhotak
tions of scientific terms are changing rapidly.

With all these considerations it is possible to make several queitionable

moves:
I. Let the student remain aprohlenr-reader and "fish for himself."

With such =a- philosophy; the teacher- may emulate the action of the

social worker who was attempting to persuade an individual to

receive aid from the "antilkiverty program"- The potential recipi=
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ent stood on his right as an American citizen to be poor and dirty.
Faced with such logic;_ the social- Worker retreated. One -must
assume,- however, duit the problem reader in the high schod
classroom -_does not- have an analogous privilege and -that any
resistance must- be circumvented_ _

2. C ornpletely and permanently discard all accepted procedures for
=working w;th problem-- readers on the philosophy drat "if you can't
raise the bridge, loWer the river."" Students on leaving high school,

rewhether befO_ after graduation; are expected to read standard
. _

materials.and their -scientifiC environments -will still dernand their
adjustments: -

Then, what positive actions can and should be taken? The answers to
ithiS' queStibn_ are not simple or categoric, -and_ their mplerinntation

requires`_ effort. The problems involved in theimplementation will not be
distusSed-hereitbdt problems_ should not be regarded as roadblocks, rather
only temporary_ barrierS--tO be circumvented.

must be taken to'assist-the problem feciderrintlit high-school
claisroom: Anyone with young children `ihas no doubt been annoyed by
their "undesirable activities" -Whew adult members wanted to- relax and
enjoy televisiOn. The comment typical of parents "Oci_bri upstairs, get a

,

to and play with it and behave yourself," has been the subject of intensive
research investigation and has been found to-bC ineffeetivesignificant
at the 1 per cent level: As -,finding, also significant at the 1 per
cent level, holds true for the comment comniOnly-made ,to the problem
reader,: "You'll find some books and niagaiines on the subject on the
table in Ahe back' of the room. Go read themf

The writeedoes not believe it is within the scope of this paper to discuss
the source of the necessary time, but success depends on -the expenditure,
of extra

2.- Explain the teXtbook. The writer hastens to state immediately that
he does not believe -that the memori7ation of a textbook- represents the

accomplishment of a science course, He=-does rtOt! believe -this at all!
Howc.vet, he assumes -that the co_ minon_practice of using a basal _textbook
will be followed- and that the problem reader will have one. Thus, it
should be used iri the optimal fashion:

A study now underway bv the writer concerns the ways in which, ,
teachers of high school science use textbooks. The technique forgathering
information is somewhat arduous, involVing indirect interviews, since a
questionnaire which would elicit responses rapidly; would most likely
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elicit responses with dubious validity. __Data, collected so far from more
than ninety high- sehool science teacherS in,ten widely- distributed states,
indicate that fewer than 5 per cent explain the various features of the
textbook in use and allegedly designed to aid the, student. These featureS
include the typical_ introduction to the student; the-glossary and index;
and-suggeStions -for_ using the-textbook that may -appear in-the teacher's
manuaFor teachEff edition,

It certainly reasonable to suggest that the problem- reader will benefit
greatly time_ Spent by, the teacher_ in explaining these features. The
student` should be expected,to select terms froni the_glassary and locate
them in the text He Shobld becorrie familiaCwith the roles of- footnotes
and Captions, PliZetie- spellings -of technical =terms-shOuld: be:studied and
their significance in understanding the textual-material clarified.

Thestudents may: well he asked to- prepare outlines of several chapters
-by copying the headings -and :subheadings and piacing them in the
appropriate hierarchies: The teacher niay_teproduCc. two short subsections
of, teat material =minus the subheadings and have the:Students identify the
subheadingsin--the outlines- they have --piel::;ated -Under :whith the text
materials belong.._They may be asked to deterMine whether _the informal
tion in one or more captions for illustrations dnplitates information in the
text, even if phrased somewhat differently; whether it extends or amplifies
information in the test, or Whether it is entirely different; With any of
these procedures, the student should be expected to give the reasons for
his responses. The writer is not so naive as to assume that these techniques,
or fOr-that matter any other teaching- technique, Will evoke lavish praise
from the problem reader or any other Student. However, familiarity with
the textbook is likely to hasten more salutary learning than the lack of
familiarity.

3. The use- of, materials other than the bath! textbook should be
planned carefully..This statement might seem to be the epitome of the
self-evident and probably is. But, classroom action does notalways fit the
philosophy expresSed. At this point, the writer wishes to_ express some
concern aboinithe use of textbooks designed for lower grades or multiple
"peer textbooks" to provide_ for the problem reader. Textbooks for earlier
grades which may not be, too difficult for the problem reader are
invariably below the level of his social sophistication and certainly can be

ta stimulus to his disdain. "Peer" or competing textbooks, while they may
differ somewhat in approach, on the -average, are not likely to be greatly
different from the basal textbook. in- content. A- problem. _ reader has
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generally, been so designated because of his problems with standard
Aaterials such as textbooks, And hence analogous materials are not likely
to offer much of 'a solution.

Many materials with the appropriate levels of sophisticatiod, but with
lower levels -oU seading difficulty are available; including some issues of
Science World; articles in Life and other magazines; and some newspaper
artitles.;Such items may be 'supplied for the problem reader if they are
appropriate in topic and reading-level. The problem reader may be asked
to read theM and then read hiS=textbOOk carefully. He shoUld attempt to
identify and list leY rnideas found in both the sUppleentaty material and,
his textbook_.. He should then do the same for key ideas found only in" his
textbook.- In this way; his readirigteffort recMired.for discriMination rather
than only absorption an&his application to the task may be 'enhanced.
This technique may well be suitable. for_ the probletri reader plagued with
low ability, as well as for the one lacking motivation.

4.- Compare the usage of terms In advertisements; scientific terms are
frequently-used in the way 'that seems most expedient. A technique that
may take advantage Of that expedieney may be useful,with the-problem
reader. He may he assigned the task of listing scientific ,terms-that appear
in advertisements, Magazines, and neWspaperS, together with, the Meanings
assigned to them, and the-contexts-in which they appear. Such words may
include power, energy, force, work, germ, and food, as well as others. The
-nod task is to read the textbook or other Materials- available in the
clasSroom and compare the scientific meanings c& the terms with those
aSSigned to them in what are hopefully'"authoritativr" reading materials.
The:meanings in the two ,different sources should tt,,:n be compared for
likenesses and differences, as well as for inaccuracies that may be evident.
Obviously,-the'textbook will Deed to be read in order for COttiParisons to

be made."However, the students' efforts with the less demanding material
in the advertisements may serve- as a springboard- for an attack on the
standard materials that are likely to prove more difficult.

5. Make use of "science corners" in newspapers. During the past few
years, there have appeared in many- newspapers syndicated columns such
as "Kousin Klod's Science-Korner." The qualifications for Kousin Klod
seem -to be residence in an institution for the mentally deficient, a dropout
at the kindergarten level, or an undergraduate major in mythology. This
writer has yet to see one column that has been free from error. Most of
the columns seem to be designed for the upper elementary or juniOr, high
school levels, and hence-are appropriate as motivational material to work
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with problem readers in 'the high school classroom. The teacher may well
survey the r ,,spapers and classify the answers to various questions that
are submitted according to topic incidently, seems to be the general
format).3he students'may be handed _the qutstions and answers related
to the appropriate topics and asked to read their textbooks and other
materials in- the classroom Ito determine what errors may be propagated
by Kousin Klod. One preliminary activity, of course, will be the location
of the errors by the teacher. Again, the student will move from less difficult
material-and the activity described 'Jiould provide some motivation for
the student to readcand reasonably imptcn.e=his reading ability.

6. Develof) reading through activities involving inquiry and thi pioc,
esses of science.- Activities recontmended- for developing inquiry and
procesSes of science frequently:fail to meet acceptable criteria. They often

.

require slaviSh adherente to directions anti duplicrtion:of manipulations
that could be aecomplithed- byia chimpanzee, if- ht. could be kept in one
place long enough. Without further regard= for this point,=hOwever, the
pursuit of inquiry skills may well be adapted to the problem reader:With
a view toward his reading=ability as well as hit skills of inquiry. As One
example, the student may =be asked to perform one of the activities and
formulate the conehisiOns -that may emerge. He may then be asked to
read ancillary literature available in the classroom- or in the library at
home-and develop from his gleanings another activity which -might be
directed toward the same purposes. This may be written up as an exercise
similar to -the one which he was expected to perform. oirginally.. There
are,. of Course, many different Ways in which this =technique could be
modified, but space limitations prevent their being mentioned here.

Summary

The suggestions that have been made for working with the Problem
,reader in the high school science classroom are based on a number of
assumptions that are described. earlier. The- writer believes that the
assumptions' are amply supported by research evidence from numerous
sources. The suggestions Made here are, of course, designed for the use
of the teacher,. not for direct transmittal to the student. They must be
used along_ ith the appropriat4 topics and the successful pedagogics that
have proved to be operationally efficient. Not all of them may work in
one situation. In many situations, none may work without adaptation,
and that is to be expected.

The teacher should not assume that the techniques will be panaceas for
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problem readers because they probably will not be. But, judiciously used,

they may he sofficiedt_to rake_ the reading ability of the problem reader

in science to-a level of minimal acceptability.-
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RICHARD-H. WELDER-

LT:amiss-iv or Coormo LANORMORV SCINIOts

9. Helping Students Read Mathematics

THRg ARE really two objectives involved in heriiing a student improve
in the reading of mathematics. From the math teacher's point of view,

the most important objective is to help his students learn mathematics.
But the teacher realizes that the improvement of reading skills is impor-
tant in his teaching. Reading is a skill which every teacher in all subject
areas should strive to teach.

This chapter is based primarily on thedvriter's experiences in dealing
with high school mathematics students. The suggestions and techniques
to be described have resulted from talks with many people: math teachers,
reading consultants, and others. The suggestions arc not supported by
objective research, but they have worked in mathematics classes, to some
degree at least.

Readiness

A math teacher can do a number of things before he ,even meets his
da.sses. One of the first should be toceollect useful test results and then to
interpret these results with regard to their implications for the coming
year. There arc three things this action accomplishes. In the first place,
the test results can help to define the limits of the problem. In my own
school, for example, the sophomore class has a seven year range in reading
ability. More specifically, there are members of the present sophomore
Blass who arc reading at the sixth- grade level and others who are reading
at the- college- freshman level. Tire mathematics teacher, as teachers in
other awls, faces a wide range of reading ability. This range is, of course,
reflected not only in reading scores but in aptitude scores, achievement
scores, and so on. (In trying to realize the implications of this wide range,
I try to put myself in the potition ;of the students at these various levels. I
try to imagine how the sixth grade student would react to being faced

102
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with a high school sophomores textbook. On the other hand, it is unlikely
thatacollegc freshman Would he challenged by a high school sophomores
textbook.)

I first look at the test results as a way to define my problem.- If a school
does tracking. in mathematics (i.e., makes some attempt at homogeneous
grouping for math instruction) then one of the things to be considered in
organizing the groups in addition to ability and achievement in mathe-
matics is the reading scores. This will be of great assistance in placing a
student into his correct group.

Secondly, test scores can also suggest categories Of problems. For
ex:untie, it may be that students who have high reading speed scores but
lower comprehension ,scores may need hdp in adjusting to the reading
situation in math. If a student, on the other hand, has reading scores
which are fairly consistent (i.e., both reading speed and reading com-
prehension are either very low or high) then thisiodic.ites another sort
of- problem. Therefore, an analysis of the reading scores can help in
pinpointing the types of probkms the math teacher faces.

Thirdly, the reading test scores can `spotlight individual students who
may have problems in a math course, problems which arc at least ;partly
based on the student's reading difficulties. In addition to comprehension
and speed scores,- the vocabulary score.; can be used to indicate studetts
whose deficiency in .general vocabulary may block their comprehension
in expository mathematics reading. By identifying these students, the
math teacher can take appropriate steps to help the student.

Prior to meeting his classes the mathematics teacher should choose
materials carefully. -If the teacher is going to have a heterogeneous class,
then it is probably hest to select a text whose reading difficulty matches
die reading average for the class. On the other hand, if- the classes are
going to be hontogencously grouped, then the math tea cher and his

Ucagtics in the mathematics department ought to consider thc possi-
bilitf of choosing different textbooks for the different groups. In order to
do this, the math teacher and his colleagues must be as familiar as passible
with the various math textbooks and be able to make judgments about
levels' of reading difficulty.

Anotlier area to which the mathematics teacher needsto give attention
before meeting with his classes is the selection of supplementary reading
materials. I. materials other than a single textbook are to be used, the
same criteria should .be followed as in. the selection of the math textbook.
HoWever, here the teacher has an opportunity to provide materials at a
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variety of levels of difficulty which will allow each student to work at his
own level.

In teaching a class where there is .a predominance of poor_readers, the
math teacher should deal realistically with the problem of teaching these
students-mathematics through judicious selection of audio-visual aids and
easier reading materials. As a- matter-of fact, giving_-"baCkgrouncr help
of this nature May- help a student to read- materials which would °then vise
be too difficult for him.__When -dealing with the question-Of_ how _to help
students read mathematics, one should alwa's bear in ivied drat-ones
primary responsibility as a mathematics teacher is to teach mathematics.
Though helping the,student to read- mathematics is an important factor
in this-area, it is only one of the factors. Even with help from a special
reading teacher, the math teacher cannot overnight- bring the ability of a
poor reader up to an acceptable level..It may be necessary for the math
teacher to find other -ways of getting his material across. That is, when a
math teacher-gives a reading assignment, he shou- Id-always have in mind
that there will be a certain number of students to whom he will have to
give more individual attention. Unless this is done, there is a strong
likelihood that they will not get_fron their reading assignments what is
exp6cted of-them.- In general, when the math- teacher familiarizes himself
with the materials to be used, he-must anticipate any reading problems
that might be involved:

It is possible that the math teacher may not know how to go about
using-the techniques mentioned above. He may not know the best ways to
evaluate 'test results; he may not know how to go about evaluating levels
of reading difficulty in various -materials; and he may not know what
other aids are available to him. It -is at this point that the reading
consultant, if the school system has one, can be of great help. From my
own personal experience I know that Miss Ellen Thomas, Reading
Consultant at the Laboratory Schools, has been of invaluablC assistance
to me and other teachers in this regard.

Specific Activities

The following discussion indicates the thingS than I tried to do during
the school year to help my students become better readers of mathematical
material._ The first thing that is of help to students is to make it dear that
one of the- objectives in math education is the improvement of reading
ability in mathematics. I try to be as honest with them as possible about
the problems that they face id this area. As early in the year as is feasible
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I give them an assignment which is entirely devoted to reading and
involves no written work. I do this because I think -it emphasizes for
then the importance of -becoming good readeis of mathematics. In
making this assignment I spend fifteen to twatty-five minutes discussing
reading procedures necessary- to the successful completion of =the assign-
Ment. In thii discussion I indicate to- them how -they can improve their
reading.

-I emphasize severaUareas-First,-Lfeel_tery: strongly that= the problem
of adjusting speed felt Mathematics reading is of really crucial importance.
Therefore, I try to stress -the importanee of this. Setondly, I ant very
concerned with -the problem of vocabulary building. Lastly, I want to
emphasize that since the topic selected is one with which the students are
not familiar, it is important-not to rely upon this reading to take care of
all the learning for all of the students. I_ make a point to see those students
who arc likdy to have had trouble with the reading and to give them
individual instruction on the specific topic.

The following is an edited transcription:front_ a tape recording of part
of one of my classes. Student questions atxf responses are not induded.

Your next assignment is going to be entirely a reading assignment.
Would you look at it with me for a moment on page 63 in your textbook.
Your assignment for tomorrowFriday--is to read section 3-4 on convex
sets. Now that's going to be the only new assignmentjust that reading.
I'm not going to ask you to do any more problems. I'm doing this fcr a
purpose. I want to take this opportunity to talk with you about ways you
can use your textbook more effectively than I think you are using it. I
think some of you are going to be disappointed when you see your test s
grades, and think that one of the ways I can help you do better (which is
what I'm here for)' is to give you some suggestions about methods to use
your textbook more effectively. So I want to take the time today to talk
with you about doing reading assignments in mathematics.

This is the first assignment in which you're going to beon your own. It's
a new topic. Some of you may have sonic vague notions about convex sets,
but I am sure that most of you have never heard of the idea before, so it's
going to be a new idea to dig out on your own. And, therefore, you've got
to be prepared to spend time on it. It's only three pages, but three pages
of math reading is probably equivalent to forty or fifty pages of a novel
and perhaps equivalent to twenty or thirty pages of a social studies assign-
ment. Just because a math assignment consists of a few pages doesn't mean
that it's the kind of thing about which you can say, "Oh boy, he only gave
us three pages to read for tomorrow. I can do that in five minutes and then
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watch TV." Now it's possible to do that You can "read" this in five
minutes or less, no question about it. But you won't be doing your assign-
ment. All you'd be doing would be reading a bunch of words. And you
won't be coming up with-the vital information yciu should be getting out
of-thisastignment. So let's talk about that for a few minutes.

First, I've said that mathematics reading-is different= from reading in
other- subject. Maybe you'll- understand this statement_ a little better if
you!understand It's because mathematical writing- is different. -The
people, who write -mathematics =writein a different -style than_ people who
Write in other subjects. les-not that- one-fellow -is wrong and the other
fellow is right; it's just a difference -among subjects.- --

Mathematical reading is more densely packed than other reading; By
that I mean there are more ideas per square inch, per page, per sentence
in -math reading than -there are in a novel or short story. In math reading,
every single word is crucial. A single word may change the whole meaning
of a sentence or a phrase. So there's one important thing to remember=
it's highly packed with ide-tt. _

Also, its at a different-level of abstraction than most of the reading
involved in novels; for instance. In a novel you are reading descriptions of
what people are doing and what people look like and whit they say to each
Other and what scenes are likeconcrete things that you're used to every
day. But mathematics isat a high level of abstraction; therefore, it's more
difficult to read.

So how should you go about reading a math assignment? Let's take a
little time to -talk about your approach to tomorrow's assignment. First
adjust your speed. Have several spet.ds. Just as a car has-several gears to go
at different speeds for different purposes, so you have to have gears that
you can shift as far as your reading is concerned. So begin by shifting down
to a moderate speed and rvad through the assignment -once without any
stops. If somewhere on the second page there's a sentence or a paragraph
that you don't quite- understand, don't stop! Go on. You're going to come
back, so go on. Read through it once at a moderate speed. Now what's the
purpose of this? It wili give you a sort_ of general idea, a general feeling of
what it's all about, of what the author is trying to do.

You all know the. story, I'm sure, of the blind men and the elephant.
Each one felt a different part of the elephant and one fellow said it was a
tree because he felt the legs, and another said it was a snake because he.
felt the trunk. Each of them had a different impression of what the elephant
was like because he was sensing or feeling a different part of the animal.
Well, now you may be in the same spot. You may not understand a part of
this reading if you just look at the part itself, but_ if you've read through
the whole thing and have a general view of it. then you may get a better
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idea of what's going on. Therefore, the paragraph or sentence you did not
understand on the second page may become clear when you have read all
three pages. So that's the first thing- to do. Read through'the assignment
once at a moderate speed and then go back and reread.

Now, I can't follow you home. You're going to do what you want to do.
But I da not believe that there's anybody, no matter how good a reader he
is, who can -read through a math assignment without rereading it once.
It just can't be done except in very-unusual cases. By the way, fast readers
are sometimes the ones who have the most trouble with reading mathematics
because they!re so used-to whizzing through their ordinary reading that they
are just unable to slow up unless theymake a serious effort.

Okay, now you're going back and reread, and I want to talk to you about
how that rereading should be done. The second time through, get out
pencil and paper and read with pencil =and paper, What do I mean by
that? I mean that -you've got to be prepared to stop and use pencil and
paper to help you understand the basic information in the reading. Let me
give you an example of that right here. Suppose you're reading a passage
of algebra and the author uses the equation 8x- 7= 4x+13. Then in the
very next sentence he says, "Therefore x=--,5." Now is there anyone in
here who can look at that and, boom, tell that's a correct result? I couldn't.
Well, is that right? No, it's positive 5; isn't it? You can't tell just by looking
at it. If you took the atehor's word for it and.said, "Okay, I'll go on; I
just won't pay attention to it," then there are two dangers involved.

One danger is that sometimes authors make mistakes. We caught one
just yesterday in the exercises. Remember the picttire that wasn't drawn
right? Okay. Books are misprinted, and what in the world is the sense in
your reading a whole assignment in mathematics and not knowing what's
going on simply because the printer made a little mistake? Everyone makes
mistakes. So that's one possibility.

The second danger is poor comprehension. If you stop and take the few
seconds or the minute necessary to work out the intervening steps, then you
will understand better what's going on. So, when I say read with pencil
and paper, I mean for the purpose of stopping to work out inner steps that
the author has left mit. You'll- discover that the farther you get in mathe-
matics, the more the author is going to rely on your ability to fill in the
elementary steps between. So you've got to be ready to stop and work them
out if you're really going to understand.

There is another thing, and this, I think, is best illustrated by taking a
look at the beginning of your assignment for Friday. Notice how it starts.
It begins by talking about convex sets, and the authors have drawn some
pictures for you. First they have drawn pictures of things that are supposed
to be convex sets and then pictures of things that are-supposed to be
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non-convex sets. You should supplement that with your own examples.
After you've read this and you think you understand what a convex set is,
draw another picture while you're reading. Do it on a piece- of scratch
paper at the side of your book. If you understand what a convex set is, you
ought to be able to draw a good example of it. Draw an example of
something you think is not a convex set Compare your examples with the
book's and with the definition given.. Make sure that. Ou understand before
you go on.

Another don't think there's anything like it in this particular
reading assigrunent, butyou'll run across assignnients in which_ the authors
will give a definition without accompanying pictures. But that doesn'tniean
that you shouldn't stop and make your own illustration. For one thing, if
it's really good definition; if the authors _have really given you a good
.explanation, their description should be clear enough so that you could
draw a picture _based on their_ descriptioh. So, when they're describing a
parallelogram, you ought to be able, from their word description, to draw
a picture. If you can read the definition and then illustrate it, the chances
of your really understanding what's going on are much better. So be
prepared to draw pictures and draw figures of -the definitions and explana-
tions in your reading.

As you read .through the assignment, be prepared to ask questions of
the author. Because it's in print doesn't mean that it's the*truth forever
and ever. Be critical. Ask why. If you read a sentence, ask. "How does he
have a right to say that?" "Why is that true?" "How can ne justify saying
that?" Ask yourself such questions. There are two reasons for doing this.
If you ask yourself the questions, and then satisfy yourself in your own
mind that the author has supplied the,%-rital information, then you really
understand what's going on. If you just read it over and say, "Okay,
accept that," without any question, then you may forget about it. But if
you've questioned it and convinced yourself that it's right, then you're more
likely to remember it.

There is another reason for asking yourself these questions. By next
March or April, you will be writing some mathematics of your own. And
one of the things you're going to have to get used to is to critically analyze
the. things you say. You've got to be prepared to ask yourself, "Why do I
think that's- true?" "Why does that make sense to me?" "How could I
explkin it to the person sitting next to me?" If you've gotten into the habit
of asking questions in your reading assignments, and of being able to find
the answers, then you've started to develop a habit that will help you ask
those questions of yourselves.

One of the problems that some students have in mathematics is that they
are overwhelmed with the amount of new vocabulary they must acquire.
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So how can you work on this problem of vocabulary? There are several
ways. You remember when we first started talking about your math -note-
book, I mentioned that I was going to ask you to maintain a glossary of
the new words you ran across. Now, I'm going to ask you to start a glossary
of the new words with definitions, as we come across them.

If you really want thii to pay off; keep; it up to date, day by -day, Take
two minutes that's about all it will take--=to enter each of the new terms
that we get yottr glosary.:Now, what's the purpose of this? Well,. it
helps comprehension and retention. If you hear me say a word and get it
through your ears,.-and you read ifinyour textbook and you get it through
your eyes, and then you get your writing muscles involved in the learning
process, believe it or not, all these approaches help you remember. Your
glossary can help you also as you review for tests, -for example. Organize
it by units, and at the end of a unit, draw a double line. Then if you want
to go back and look at the new words you've had in a unit; you know
where to find them.

Come January, when we're well into this hook, you may be reading an
assignment and come across a word that you're not too sure of, The best
example I Can give of this is the word , "between." Every one of you thought
yeti, knew what that word meant before you walked into this room in
SepteMber. But I bet that none of you knew what the mathematical
definition of it was. So what's going to happen next' January, when you
see the word "between" and say, "Sure, I know what that means."

nconsciously you may accept the word and go on, and then a couple of
sentences later the author is doing something you don't understand. You'll
look up in disgust and say, "I don't understand what's going on." You
know what the trouble may be? You may be using the everyday meaning
of "betWeen," forgetting for the moment the mathematical definition. And
it may be that what the author is doing two sentences later depends on
your knowing what the mathematical definition of "between" is. Therefore,
another use of your glossary is to have it available so that if you need to
look up a word, you know immediately where to find it.

One more comment about vocabulary. In addition to using your glossaries
in the ways indicated, be prepared to use words in different ways than you
use them in other classes. Get into the habit of accuracy and precision in
your math class. One of the things that makes poetry beautiful and worth
while is that words can have different meanings. When someone writes a
pOein -describing a battlefield in the First -World-War, there can be many
interpretations of Urhat the poet saw and what his special language means.
Various. people will get various meanings out of a poem This ambiguity
is a good thing in poetry. But that very thing would be catastrophic in
mathematics. It doesn't mean that poetry is bad, nor does it mean that
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mathematics is bad. It means they're different things. In mithe'matics,
' precision is absolutely necessary, while in a poem,lbeing able to accept a

wide variety of meanings is absolutely necessary. So be 'prepared to shift
gears between classes.

Follow-Up

If a- discussion such as the preceding_is to be effective, there must be
meeting -imMediateTfollow=up. Therefore, at the_ next of class-, Igive

-shott_cluizeOvering the:reading asSignnient_I do_ this-beforeithere is any
further classroom work on the topic concerned. There- are two reasons
for this. First, it gives me an idea of just hoW effective-the discussion of
reading a Math assignment has been. (I must add that the results have
convinced me of the fact that a one-shot effort in this area is not enough.)

Secondly, I think it emphasizes in the Students' minds the fact that their
mathematics teacher feels that this is something that they need to work
on. This is particularly true for the fast reader Who may be overconfident
about his reading abilitythe student_ who dciesn't really believe that he
needs to re=read a mathematics a.ssignment..Quite often the shallowness
of their reading will be revealed to these students when they discover in
taking the quiz that they do not know all that is expected of them.

Using this lesson as a reference, I frequently make Comments about the
reading skills necessary in mathematics. Too often a math teacher will
say to a class, "Do the problems on page such and such," -and devote_ his
efforts to discussing how they should go about doing the problems. He
may as an afterthought, say, "By the way, read the two or three pages in
your textbook preceding these problems," making no further comment
about the reading. This is not enough.

It is important that the teacher make clear to his students that they ask
questions while reading the assignment; but for most students it will be
necessary to:help them do this. Therefore, in preparing an assignment in
mathematics which involves reading, the teacher ought to discuSs briefly
some questions they should have in mind in doing their reading.` tudents
should be reminded that the reading assignment is as important as the
exercises, and that they should give it more than just cursory attention.

This involves, of course, some preparation on the teacher's part. He
must give some thOught to the areas that might cause reading trouble and

r--- .prepare appropriate questions and comments that will help the students
over these difficulties.

)

Another thing that ought to be done sometime before the middle of
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the year is to have a lesson which fol! AVS up the previous discussion on
how to read a math assignment. An appropriate opportunity should' be
chosen when it is obvious to the teacher and to the students that they liave
not successfully completed a reading assignment in mathematics. The
teacher can-demonstrate the correct procedures forcing the class as much
as possible to f011ow the techniques that Will be helpful for them.

13egin by having the class read through the nsignment once _at a
moderate =speed: Then :lead a; brief discussion of what- the major ideas
involved in the assignment are: It is important in this preliminary
discussion not to let the class go too much into detailemphasizing for
them the fact that this first reading was simply designed to give a broad
picture of what was going on. Then have individual members of the class
read portions of the assignment aloud in turn, making them go slowly.
Interrupt them at crucial parts; when they should stop and draw a
picture, when some figuring should be done, or when another example
,nould be found. Encourage other members of the 'class to interrupt the.
reader when there is something they don't understand clearly. Interrupt
the reader and let other students do so when it seems appropriate to ask
a question or when it seems a good idea to check on a technical word.

When the class is finished with this slow re-reading have them all
re-read a second time at a moderate pace. Finally, haves them close their
books and take a quiz on the material covered by the reading. The
answers to the quiz arc given immediately afterward. Most of the time the
students are very pleased to discover how well they have done. Point out
to them their success on this quiz, as compared to the less, successful quiz
results on other readings, suggesting that perhaps the improved score was
the result of having read their assignment more carefully, more thoroughly,
and more intelligently than they had done before.

Another 'reading problem the math teacher faces is improving his
students' ability to solve so-calkd word problems. This is a perennial
problem for which I have no absolute solution. However, it is certainly a
very important part of a student's math education. It goes to the heart of
the student's ability to apply mathematical training to situations outside
the math classroom. 'This, of course, is a central objective in studying
mathematics.

One of the critical things for the math teacher to find out when dealing
with a word problem that his students have rot been able to solve is
whether or not the trouble is the result 4 failure to understand the
mathematics involved or failure to have comprehended the reading. These
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are, of course, closely related, but I thipk they can be at times differen-''''
tiated. One method that I have used with some success in helping my
students and myself to make this differentiation is as folloivs. I ask a
student to tell me from memory (With his book closed)_ exactly what the
problem is and what data are given with which he is to find the solution.
Usually the student will not be able to do this. I- then point out to the
class that, if they are to successfully solve a word problem, ihey,niust have
read the problem well enough in order io Shave at their immediate
command all The data available. This means they must have read the
Problem thoroughly enough to be able to know the principal factors
without having to look at the book. I have the class read and re -read the
problem until they arc able to d6 this. I have found that after the students
are able to state the problem from memory, and in their own words, that
some members of the class are then able to solve the problem.

When a student comes to me for extra help with a word problem,
have the student read the problem aloud. I encourage him to read aloud
any word problems he faces. I think that the Major emphasis given to
silent reading makes some= students think that it is somehow' wrong ever
to read aloud to oneself. This is not true in doing a word problem. I point
out to the student that one should bring to bear all of the available senses,
including hearing. The student who is having trouble with a word
problem because he is a poor reader may be able to solve the problem if
he hears it.

When working on word problems, all students should be encouraged
to draw pictures of the situation involved. If a figure is appropriate, they
should be encouraged to label it and to study the relationships involved
among its various parts. Another procedure that often works is to have
the students make a guess as to what the answer is. It is not important
that this guess be accurate. What is important is that the student test his
guess with the data given and in so doing, sec how the data given are
related to the answer wanted. After having done this, students very often
can set up a problem using a variable, replacing the previous guess with
the variable. They can then proceed to solve the problem.

In any contact with the students for extra help purposes, the math
teacher should bear in mind possible reading problems that particular
students may have. He should be prepared to give advice and help to such
students in improving their reading ability. For example, a student who
seems to be having trouble mastering all the additional vocabulary
demanded by his math course might be advised to make flash cards. The
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technical word and an accompanying figure can be on one side with the
precise definition and other comments.on` the back. The student shOuld
be urged to use these cards as a study device.

Another way in which students can be helped to master the voCabulary
of mathematics is to point out Greek or Latin roots and to assist them in
learning to pronounce new words correctly: A' student has not incor-
porated a word into his vocabulary until he can pronounce it properly.
Therefore, when anew word is introduced, I repeat it as often as I can,
trying for a few days to avoid using pronouns that stand for that word. I
try to get the students to use these*words in class discussion as frequently
as possible.

If the math teacher encounters a student with serious reading diffi-
culties, it may be that a referral to a special reading teacher is called for.
The math teacher should, of ,course, consult with the special reading
teacher and discuss with that teacher the student's problems as the math
teacher sees them. In cases where special reading instruction is not possible,
a reading teacher may be able to suggest ways in which the math teacher
can help the student.

Concluding Statement
Most of the remarks I have made apply primarily to the poorer readers

in the math class. But we should not forget our responsibility to the better
readers in providing them with opportunities to grow. To do this, I
recommend books in our library which will be a _real challenge to the
better readers. I encourage these students to rcad these books, urging tLat
they attack them in the same way that they attack their math textbook. I
give these students opportunities to report to the class the results of their
reading. I have found that this is beneficial both for the student doing the
extra reading and for the rest of the class as well. It provides a change of
pace from the usual classroom routine. If one of the poorer readers asks
to do extra reading, I must be prepared to recommend something at his
reading level,

I hope that efforts will be continued,= involving both secondary school
teachers in the various subject areas and reading specialists, to find ways
in which the subject matter teacher can help his students become more
effective readers, I believe that my efforts in this area have made mu
better mathematics teacher.
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10. Questions AdTinistrators Ask About
Reading in Secondary Schools

A r THE PRESENT time administrators in secondary schools are asking
many questions about reading. In general, these people have majored

in administration and naturally they have not specialized in reading
instruction. Furthermore, it is only recently, as educational history goes,
that the teaching of reading has been considered an appropriate subject
for secondary students. Currently, however, high school administrators
arc becoming keenly interested-in reading. They arc eager to do something
worthwhile in reading in their respective schools, and they arc actively
seeking information and advice. This is a built-in opportunity for
specialists in reading to be of service to those who are so largely responsible
for school policies.

This chapter presents and discusscs some of the questions that secondary
school administrators are asking about corrective reading and related
aspects of reading instruction. The questions are bona fide. They have
been asked of the writer while working with superintendents and prin-
cipals in various localities, and, interestingly enough, the same questions
have been asked repeatedly in different parts of the country. So it would
appear that these questions arc fairly representative of the concerns of
many secondary school administrators.

Will You Define Terms Used to Designate Different Kinds of
Reading Instruction?

When a teacher tells his administrator that the International Reading
Association has a new- monograph on Corrective Reading, the latter, if
he responds true to form, will ask, "Just what is corrective reading?"

The above prediction is based on a very common reaction which comes
from administrators when a reading specialist gives a talk to them: "You

114
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reading people use so many different terms. You talk about remedial
reading, corrective reading, developmental reading and power reading.
This is all very confusing. How do these kinds of reading differ?"

Without a doubt these terms arc confusing to a person whO does not
specialize in the field. In fait, reading authorities themselves arc not
agreed on exactly the same definition for each of these different terms.
While fine distinctions may be made, the terms arc generally useful in
designating different kinds of reading instruction provided for different
purposes to students with different degrees of difficulty or competence.

Perhaps a brief story of the evolution of terms, used to differentiate
various kinds of reading instruction, will help to clarify this situation.
Specialized work with children who were having difficulty in reading was
first undertaken by men in the medical profession and by psychologists
during the decades between 1880 and 1910 (4). The work of these
professional people was done in laboratories. The terms they used to
identify the difficulties of their ca.ses were "reading inferiority," "reading
disability,' or "reading deficiency."

Between 1910 and 1920, reading tests came into use and the results
revealed that thousands of children in the public schools were not reading
as well as they should. So school administrators and teachers became
concerned. They began providing instruction for these retarded readers
and they called this instruction remedial reading. The writer's research
(4) reveals that the first use of the term remedial reading in the literature
of reading, appeared in an article by Willis Uhl (5) in a periodical
published in 1916. Anderson and Merton (1) used the term in an article
published in 1920 and Gray (3) used it in a monograph which appeared
in 1922. During the initial use of the term, and for many years afterwards,
remedial reading designated the kind of instruction given to groups of
retarded readers in schools.

In the years that elapsed between 1916 and 1940, only two kinds of
reading were ever distinguished from one another. These were reading
and remedial reading. During this period, remedial reading was extended
into the secondary school, and it became quite common to provide
retarded readers at this level with special instruction.

It was in 1941 that the new term developmental reading came into our
midst. This term was introduced by Bond and Bond. It was used to
designate the difference between remedial reading in secondary schools
and reading instruction given to those who didn't need special help but
for whom continued growth was desirablejhe Bonds (2) explain
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developmental reading as follows:

The secondary school developmental reading program is concerned
fundamentally with the continued refinement and development of the more
mature aspects of the self-same types of abilities that were being refined and
developed in the elementary school. This refinement and development
likewise continue as long as the individual continues to learn. The newer

. demands made on reading by the secondary school curriCultun make it
unreasonable to expect the elementary school to complete the developmental
process.

According to this plan, reading was to be taught to all students in
secondary grades just as it was taught to all students in elementary grades.
This concept still holds true in the present use of the term developmental
reading.

More recently the tern corrective reading has come into.use. This is
the type of reading with which this book icals, and it probably is the
kind- that does "the greatest good for the greatest number."

Distinctions will now be made between remedial reading and corrective
reading. According to the writer's interpretation, the difference between
these two kinds of reading resides in the degree of intensity and complexity
of the problem. With this concept in view, more specific differences will
be pointed out.

The term remedial reading at present is commonly applied to work
with those students who arc seriously retarded in reading, and who need
highly specialized diagnosis and 'intensive treatment. Often these students
are taught individually, sometimes in small groups, each of which is made
up of students having the same type of difficulties, who arc reading at
about the same instructional level and who require similar treatment in
reading. Contemporaneously, some of these cases may be receiving
treatment for other, difficulties from spmialists in other fields. It often
takes a comparatively long period of treatment for such students to reach
their mental potential in reading achievement.

Corrective reading has been defined carefully in Dr. Robinson's
discussion in the second chapter of this book. Briefly, however, in answer
to an administrator's question, a short statement such as the following
might be made: Corrective reading is used to designate the type of work
done with less serious cases, these who perhaps are retarded only a year
or so in terms of potential, who apparently have no deep-seated causes of
difficulty, and who respond readily to treatment. Such students usually
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are targht in groups according to their particular needs and
Power reading is the latest term to become popular. Power reading is

similar to developmental reading except that in this type of reading the
student, is supposed to achieve a power in speed and comprehension far
above that normally expected at his grade level. For example, one super-
intendent reported that in the preceding year 41) per cent of his graduates
were accepted at Harvard. These students had been high achievers and
f:xcellent readers. After they had entered Harvard, the_ superintendent
sent the students a questionnaire asking if the secondary school co_ have
done any more-than it did to prepare them for their study at Harvard.
Several replied "Yes, you could have given us some. reading courses in
Our senior year." These students wanted power reading.

Hoi, Can We Convince Parents and Students That Corrective
Reading Is Necessary?

"My students and their parents have readied the point of accepting
remedial instruction for serious'''--Tetardation in reading, but if I start
talking about teaching corrective reading in classrooms 1 meet with
resistace:" said Mr. Parks. "They think it is a waste of time for students,
who in their opinion are already reading fairly well, to have reading
instruction when they should. be concentrating on their high school
subjects."

In situations such as Mr. Parks describes, it is helpful to respond readily
with some of the reasons why we should teach not only corrective reading
but also developmental reading and even power reading in secondary
schools. A few such considerations follow.

1. Perhaps the most important reason springs from the job situation
Due to the technological revolution there will be a drastic decrease in the
need for unskilled labor. More education will be necessary in obtaining
and holding jobs in the future and good reading ability is necessary in
obtaining such an education. Because. of concern for the job problem,
secondary schools arc urged to provide effective reading instruction for
all students who would profit by it, and if needed. to continue to provide
such instruction all through the secondary grades. Being able .to read well
is necessary in earning a livelihood.

2. Another reason, in addition to the job situation, also arises from
our modern civilization. It is based on the fact that our present fast-
moving age demand; of everyone a faster t more effective type of
reading. Never before have there been so man; urgent challenges for
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reading, never has there been such a diversity of reading materials, and
never has there been so little time in which to read. The complexity of
the space age requires a better reading public than we have ever had. It
is of crucial importance that we turn out students equipped to meet the
new reading demands of our contemporary life.

3. Another reason why we should teach reading at higher levels, and a
fortunate one in terms,of the needs expressed above, is that reading skills
lend themselves to continuity of growth. All of us probably could read
more rapidly than we do. All ..of us probably could read with greater
depths of understanding. It is possible to continue to grow in reading all
through secondary school and college, and all through life. Why stop
cultivating reading growth at the end of the sixth grade? Let us help
students continue to grow.

4. Further, surveys throughout the country reveal that thousands of
high school students are not reading as well as they should. If students
haven't acquired adequate skills to handle their reading needs at any level
in high school, then it is none too soon for secondary teachers to begin
corrective reading at that point, in order that this reading lag may be
caught up as soon as possible.

In addition to giving sound reasons to students and parents, the
guidance counselor can serve as a key person in convincing both parties
of the reading needs of certain individuals by discussing with them scores
made on reading tests and comparing these with standard norms. Other
informative measures may be taken such as sending home bulletins,
pamphlets, or school newspapers dealing with the desirability of teaching
reading at secondary level and inviting a reading specialist or someone
from a school that has a successful reading program to talk at an assembly
or at a parents' meeting.

How Can We Better Involve Subject Matter Teachers in a
Corrective Reading Program?

The above question is one which is frequently asked by administrators.
The situation, described by Mr. Fisher, is typical: "We got along fine in
the old routine in which the reading teacher took a small number of
seriously retarded readers for remedial work. She was specialized in that
area and everyone was willing to let her do the job. But, eventually, the
idea of corrective reading came up. This would involve a much larger
number of students. At this point, it was suggested that teachers in the
content areas do some teaching of reading. Then the real controversy
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began! Should subject teachers become involved in the reading program?
If so, how can this be done ?"

Content area teachers should be present at all preliminary activities
designed to stimulate interest in a school reading program, including
discussion of the school's test results in reading, talks by a reading
specialist, review and discussion of recent articles or books on teaching
reading at secondary level, and visitation to other schools that already
have a successful reading progiam.

During these preliminary activities, two facts should become dearly
apparent: (1) While a certain body of common skills it used in all
subject areas, there arc specific skills needed in reading in different content
fields; (2) Efforts of all teachers are needed in effecting reading improve-
ment in the school as a whole.

The responsibility of the subject teachers in regard to these skills should
be made dear. This responsibi"ty is two-fold: ( 1) If a reading teacher
or an English teacher is teaching basic reading skills, it is the responsibility
of subject teachers to.. become acquainted with his activities so that
applications of general skills may be made in their special fields; (2) A
second responsibility of subject teachers is that of teaching specific reading
skills needed in their respective content areas.

After preliminaries are over and it is time actually to sketch out a
program for the school under consideration, subject teachers should
become personally involved in all of the planning activities. It has been
found helpful to have the teachers in each subject area constitute a
committee, with the head of the department serving as chairman. These
small groups then hold series of meetings in which they discuss the special
reading needs of students in their respective fields, and eventually make a
report at a faculty meeting. Decisions can then be made as to those skills
to be emphasized by the teacher responsible for teaching reading, and
those which should receive special attention in certain subject fields.

Proceeding thus far is good, but another step must be taken. The
subject teacher will want to know how he can apply skills taught by the
teacher of reading and how to teach special skills needed in his particular
field. As a means of meeting these needs, the committees may meet again
to formulate their questions in regard to aspects of teaching reading with
which they would like assistance. At this point, the subject teachers should
have an opportunity_ to consult with a trained reading specialist in their
school system or from another school or university. It is also helpful if
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they may be given an in-service course by a person competent to offer
them the services which they are seeking.

What Are Some Specific Things Subject Teachers Can Do in
Their Own Classrooms?

Chapters five through nine in this book provide excellent answers to this
question. The busy administrator, howeVer, wants short and specific
answers. To him, in the interest of brevity, perhaps two or three examples
might be given of situations in which subject teachers have taught
corrective reading in response to needs of their students.

A social studies teacher decided to teach by the unit method. He chose
his unit topics carefully, planned lectures to stimulate interest in each
topic and prepared appropriate reference lists. At the beginning of the
semester he gave a lecture to build background for a certain topic. As an
assignment the students were asked to find additional information on
different aspects of this topic. When they came to dass next day they had
practically nothing to offer. The teacher gave them the same assignment
again and told them emphatically to come back the following day with
informatiOn to contribute to discussion of the topic. Again they came to
dass with practically nothing in the way of additional information. The
teacher reproached them and told them to get busy and find the required
information. On the third day they were no more responsive than on the
two pi eceding days.

In the meantime the teacher had discovered that these students didn't
know how to find the information necessary to implement their study of
the unit. Being an astute teacher, he used his social studies period for an
entire week in teaching his students the location skills necessary in
searching for the required information. From this time on, things ran
smoothly and the students carried out their assignments as expected. This
teacher was teaching corrective reading. He was supplying reading skills
that were lacking. He was meeting a need in one of his classes which
would enable his students to work more effectively in studying their
particular subject-.

A science teacher complained. "Most of my students do not distinguish
between minor details and important statements. They respond with
insignificant little bits instead of significant points. Is there anything that
I, as a science teacher, can do about this?"

This teacher was advised by a reading specialist to teach his students to
find the main idea, major details and minor details in paragraphs using
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science materials, and he was shown methods of doing this. For several
days, considerable time was devoted to teaching this technique using the
students' textbook in science. Later in the year, this teacher reported
marked_ improvement in his students' ability to sort the important from
the unimportant in their reading of science.

A mathematics teacher identified a reading need of his students in this
way: "In reading problems a, great many students skip over the preposi-
tions, conjunctions, and adverbial and prepositional phrases. Such words
and phrases as to, from, by, larger than, part of receive no attention from
them even though such words and phrases are very important in ascer-
taining relationships among the numbers in problems, and are important
in following directions for working problems. The student's attention
seemslo be. directed exclusively to image words and numbers. He reads
just those words which appeal to his eye and omits the rest of the sentence.
As a result, problems are worked out on the basis of his own imagination
and its play on the numbers, not according to the facts as presented in
the problems.

This teacher corrected this deficiency by devoting a few minutes at the
end of each period to the oral reading of some of the problems in the
next assignment. During this oral reading, students were held to absolute
accuracy in reading the kinds of words and phrases enumerated above,
and the importance of these words and phrases was discussed thoroughly.
Later, the students were given practice in reading silently and telling
which of the smaller words or phrases were important in solving each of
several problems and why. Using this approach, the reading difficulty in
math was corrected.

If the-administrator will read chapters five through nine he will find a
multitude of other ways in which subject teachers can teach corrective
reading. In the meantime, perhaps the above examples will point to
possibilities.

Where Can I Get a Qualified Reading Specialist?

"I want a fully-qualified, experienced reading' specialist, not just a
remedial reading teacher. Our school needs someone who has specialized
not only in remedial reading but who thoroughly understands corrective
reading and developmental reading at secondary levels. Such a person is
very hard to find. Where shall I look?"

This problem is a common one among administrators who employ
reading personnel. It is true that there is a definite shortage of qualified
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specialists at the present time, particularly those who are experienced in
teaching reading at secondary level and who have had reading courses
specially designed for this level, as well as -for the elementary level. As a
result o. the present interest in reading at higher academic levels many
colleges hild univz..w.:Pc are adding courses in secondary reading, and
increasiug teachers are preparing themselves to be specialists
at this level. So the shortage in'specialists should become less acute in the
future.

At the present time the best answer to the question, "Where can I find
a reading specialist?" is: go to the teacher plaCement bureau of a college
or university in your own or a neighboring state, one that offers a strong
reading specialization program that includes one or more courses in the
teaching of reading in secondary schools. If this placement bureau has no
one available, try others in neighboring colleges or universities. If you
live in a state that is particularly attractive to teachers, you might-write
to educational institutions in other states, especially those that are known
to have excellent programs for the preparation of reading specialists.
Make your contacts as early as February or March because good reading
specialists arc in strong- demand.

If you are unsuccessful in obtaining a qualified specialist from college
or university placement bureau, the next possibility is to develop a reading
specialist of your own. Select one of your teachers who is deeply interested
in reading, preferably one who has taught reading successfully and
demonstrated his or her ability to get along well with other- teachers,
parents, and children. Suggest that this person begin taking courses in
preparation for serving as a reading consultant in your system. If the
selected person is unable to take a leave-of-absence for study, then
evening, Saturday, and summer session courses may serve the purpose.

What Should I Look for in Employing a Reading Specialist?
1. Motive for specialization in reading. Is the person genuinely

interested in this field, or does he want to be a reading specialist because
he thinks this will be an easier job than teaching in a regular classroom?

2. Undergraduate and graduate training. Does this person have a
master's degree with specialization in reading? (Some have a doctor's
degree which is better yet, but a master's is essential.)

3. Specialization in reading. Where did he have specialized prepara-
tion in reading? Has he taken several courses in reading induding a basic
methods course, reading diagnosis, remedial and corrective reading,
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reading at the secondary level, laboratory practicum, supervision of
reading?

4. Courses in related areas. Has he taken courses related to special
work in reading such as measurement and evaluation, mental hygiene,
educational psychology, child or adolescent psychology, children's litera-
ture, and other related fields. .,

5. Experience. Has the applicant had experience in teaching develop-
mental reading? Corrective reading? ,Remedial reading? At what levels?
With what success?

6. Does this person get along well with other teachers? Students?
Parents?

What May I Expect of a Reading Consultant in Secondary School?

Some administrators are not sure of the role which a reading consultant
should have in the total administrative set-up, or of the duties which he
should expect of this member of his staff.

In response to inquiries about this matter, it might be stated that the
reading consultant should be an auxiliary to the administrative staff,
serving in the same general capacity as a librarian; guidance counselor,
nurse, etc., and he needs to work closely with other auxiliary personnel.
While he does not have administrative power, his position is one of
primary importance. His major role is two- fold: to serve as an interpreter
and as a skill developer. He needs to interpret reading objectives, skills,
methods, and needs to teachers, principals, children, parents, and higher
administrative officers if they desire such information. As skill-developer
he teaches remedial, corrective, or developmental reading in keeping with
the overall policy of the school.

Surveys have revealed the following duties as among those that reading
consultants most frequently perform at the secondary level: they teach
reading to students, serve as a consultant to teachers of English, serve as a
consultant to subject teachers, conduct demonstration lessons, help
teachers select reading materials, supervise the teaching of reading, hold
conferences with parents, give talks to community groups, and conduct
in-service courses in reading.

Would You Suggest a Few Pointers on Starting a Reading Program?
The above question is often asked by administrators who have not as

yet done anything about initiating reading programs in their secondary
schools, or who have limited programs, perhaps having only remedial
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reading taught to a few students. These administrators want suggestions
in regard to definite steps that they can take in starting or extending a
reading program. In answer to this request, these suggestions are given:

1. The administrator should have some background in reading gained
through attending meetings and conferences dealing With secondary
reading, and as a result of his own reading-of recent books and articles on
this subject..

2. The administrator should be enthusiastic about starting a reading
progiam and confident of its success. He should mike leadership in
providing interest-stimulating activities such as those suggested in the
appendix to this book.

3. The administrator should make budgetary provisions for purchasing
extra reading materials.

4. The administrator should schedule time for teaching reading except
in schools where team-teaching is being used. In such schools teams of
teachers schedule the time with the approval of the administrator.

5. Support of the entire staff should be enlisted.
6. Support of the students and their parents should be obtained.
7. The undertaking should be a cooperative one in which all members

of the faculty participate in planning the program from the beginning.
8. While the plan is cooperative, the responsibility for developing the

program should be given to one person: the reading specialist, principal,
curriculum director, classroom teacher, or someone else who is interested
and competent.

9. The person to whom the above responsibility is given must be
trained in reading.

10. When ready to start the program, care should be taken to make
sure that each person involved knows what his responsibility is.

11. The administrator must be ready to accept small beginnings. A
well-rounded reading program takes time to develop. The administrator
needs to keep enthusiasm at a high ebb, but he often will find it necessary
to temper enthusiasm with patience.

What About In-Service Courses?
"I am planning to have some in-service courses in reading for our

teachers. Any suggestions about the content and organization of such
courses?" This quotation is typical. There is a growing need for in-service
courses in secondary reading and the administrator's questions about such
courses are frequently heard.



Perhaps, the first and most important point that can be made in answer
to such questions is this: be sure your teachers are ready for such a course
before you make arrangements to have one given. -The contrasting
examples that follow will emphasize the significance of this advice.

Superintendent A decided that it was time to initiate a reading program
in the secondary school. He announced his intention at a teachers'
meeting, and said that he was planning to have an in-service course given.
He stated that all teachers in all subjects were to take the course and that
their tuition would be paid from school ftinds.

The superintendent then employed a professor in a neighboring
university to come to the school to give the course. It began on the
following Tuesday night. The teachers arrived grudgingly and unhappily,
giving expression to such complaints as these: they had enough to do
without teaching another subject; reading belonged in the elementary
grades anyhow; if teachers were required to take a course it should be
one in a subject in which they were interested; some teachers said they
had other appointments on Tuesday nights and being asked to take this
course interfered with their personal lives; and so on.

Attitildes changed but little throughout the course and at the end the
professor, who had conducted the course, felt L:lat it had been of little
value to those who had taken it. The last news from this high school was
that most of the secondary teachers were still resisting the innovation of
teaching reading in their school.

Superintendent B in another town was eager to have a comprehensive
reading program in his secondary school. As a first step he had reading
tests given to all high school students at the end of September. The
guidance counselor presented the results at a faculty meeting. The school
was far below the national norms. Teachers were given scams of their
individual students. Many of these students were two, three, or more
grades below expectations. Excitement was high. "What can we do about
it?" the teachers asked. "This is a serious matter," replied the superinten-
dent. "Think about it. Talk it over among yourselves. Next week we'll
meet and discuss your suggestions."

One of the suggestions offered at the next meeting, and voted on
unanimously, was to "Get someone out here to give us a course in
reading." Together the teachers selected the college professor theyWanted
to give the course, and arranged a suitable time and day of the week for
it was to be scheduled. In this case, it will be noted that the teachers were
involved in the entire plan from the beginning.
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The course was attended by a large number of teachers even though
their attendance was voluntary. Morale was high, discussion was abun-
dant, and study was earnest. Out of the course grew plans for another
course in which teachers of different subjects were to meet in committees,
in attempts to discover the reading skills needed in their respective subject
fields, after which the instructor would be asked for help in meeting these
needs. Another result of thiscourk wis the formulation by the teachers
of a plan to prepare a course of study in reading for their school.

The implication, which the.above illustrations is intended to convey, is
that something should be done to establish readiness for an in-service
reading course if it is to serve its purpose fully. The superintendent in the
second example used the results of a school-wide standardized reading
test as an initial step. There arc other interest-stimulating activities, used
singly or in combination, which may result in a desire on the part of
teachers to have an in-service course in reading.

1. The superintendent may discuss the trend toward having all
teachers teach reading in high school; describe situations in which this
has been done, anc' make available to his teachers articles and books
describing the experiences of others in instituting all-school reading
programs.

2. At faculty meetings subject teachers may give five-minute reports
of articles on secondary reading which have appeared in current peri-
odicals, or reports on different chapters in recent books dealing with this
subject.

3. It may be suggested that each teacher give an informal three-
minute, ten-question test to his students based on a textbook used in his
field. Each student may count the number of words he reads and attempt
to answer the ten questions the teacher has prepared. A comparison, by
the teacher, of speed and comprehension scores made by different students
in the same class will be revealing. It is especially helpful if teachers of
different subjects give such informal tests using a textbook in their
respective fields. A study of scores made in different subject areas by the
same students may lead to very worthwhile observations.

4. Arrangements may be made for teachers to pay a few visits to
classrooms to observe the procedures of elementary teachers in developing
some of the different reading skills. Such visits often aid secondary
teachers in becoming more skill conscious.

5. In discussing ways of convincing parents and students of the need
for reading in secondary school, it was suggested in an earlier chapter
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that qualified speakers be brought in. This same plan is useful in
developing readiness in teachers for training.

Through such experiences as those mentioned above, secondary teachers
become aware of thi need for teaching reading and develop a greater
sensitivity to needs in their own. school. If such activities are skillfully
executed by the administrator, teachers are likely to become so interested
that they will not only desire, but perhaps request, an in-service course.

As for the nature and content of in-service courses in secondary reading,
these are matters that should be considered carefully when the adminis-
trator is making arrangements for the course or courses. Some suggestions
in regard to nature and content are offered below.

It is possible to have the first in-service course offered without bringing
in an outside instructor. Some secondary schools start out by arranging
for a series of demonstrations given by elementary teachers. The series
must be well-planned in terms of requests made by the secondary teachers
and the desirability of showing as many different reading skills as possible.
If the school system has a reading consultant at the elementary level, this
consultant can be helpful-in planning the demonstrations but the second-
ary teachers should have a strong part in the planning.

When the time comes to engage an outside reading specialist to give
one or more in-service courses, the administrator should plan carefully
with this person. If a reading teacher or English teacher is already
teaching reading in the secondary school, then he also should have
conferences with the person who is to give the course. Through such
conferences, the instructor will gain significant insights into the school
situation in which he will be working.

The first in-service course given by an outside specialist should be
highly practical. The instructor should be expected to respect the requests
of the class. At the same time he should be given leeway to supplement
teacher requests. This is necessary in order that a complete overview of
the skills program in reading may be presented and in order thata variety
of methods may be given for teaching these skills, both at elementary and
secondary levels. Acquainting the teachers in the class with the many
instructional materials available for use with secondary students also is a
"must' for any in-service course.

Other in-service courses may deal with the possibilities of corrective
work and the teaching of specialized reading skills needed in working in
the different subject areas. In such a course, teachers may work in
committees organized in terms of their special subjects as previously
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mentioned in the earlier discussion of involvement cif subject-matter
teachers. The major activities of an. in-service course of this type should
be concerned with teacher thinking, creativity, planning, and leadership.
On the other hand the guidance and counsel of a highly competent
reading specialist is needed. Courses of this t pe may well, and often do,
lead into the preparation limhe:staff members of a course of study in
reading for their own secondaiDgcluxil.

Summary

This chapter has discussed certain recurring questions which school
administrators arc asking about the teaching of reading in the secondary
school. The questions were concerned with the following topics: defining
terms used to designate different kinds of reading instruction, convincing
parents and students of the need for reading instruction, involving subject
matter teachers in a reading program, giving specific: examples of cor-
rective reading in classrooms of subject matter teachers, stating qualifica-
tions of a reading consultant, explaining the place and function of a
reading consultant in the total operation of a school, giving some pointers
in regard to starting a reading program, and implementing in-service
courses.

The teaching of reading at the secondary level is a fast-moving, rapidly
changing and significant aspect of education. In order that the adminis-
trator and his staff may benefit continuously from fresh information alxiut
reading instruction, it is recommended that he make an effort to keep the
school library well-stocked with recent professional books, pamphlets, and
periodicals on this subject. His responsibility will not end, however, when
he has supplied these professional materials. If the materials are used
effectively it will be necessary for him to generate warm, contagious
enthusiasm which, he, himself, has derived from reading some of these
professional materials. The results would be rewarding for him, his
teachers and his students.

In conclusion, I should like to present a quotation. Coleridge, the
English poet, did a very good informal reading diagnosis many years ago
When he wrote:

There are four kinds of readers. The first is like an hour-glass; and
their reading being as the sand, it runs out, and leaves not a vestige
behind. A second is like the sponge, which imbibes everything and
returns it in nearly the same state, only a little dirtier. The third is like
a jelly-bag, allowing all that is pure to pass away, and retaining only
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the refuse and dregs. And the fourth is like the slaves in the diamond
mines of Golconda, who, cast aside all that is worthless, retain only
pure gems.
Perhaps when all the reading questions of administrators are answered

satisfactorily, and all secondary teachers are teaching corrective reading
effectively, we shall be able to develop a race of individuals who will
"cast aside all that is worthless," and who will "retain only pure gems."
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